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Welcome

Welcome
On the bright side…
As Theresa May triggers
article 50, kicking off formal
negotiations to leave the
EU, the next 24 months are
going to be all about the art
of negotiation. Leaving aside land borders and protectorates,
and focusing on business deals, management guru Harry
Mills on page 46 gives a little on how not to give too much.
We also look at trade – this time in more unstable parts of the
world – in our feature on page 40. ‘High-risk ventures’ looks at
the challenges of dealing with troubled economies and corrupt
regimes, and how some companies manage to operate despite
instability and faltering legal frameworks.
The theme of how changing business environments are
affecting the way organisations conduct business runs through
our feature on page 38. It calls on CEOs to rethink the way
they engage with customers, employees and shareholders in
a post-truth world. Gone are the days of risk mitigation; it’s
time for CEOs to come out of the ‘boardroom bunkers’, argues
consultant Robert Phillips, and become activists – in step with so
many of their stakeholders.

Also from ACCA
AB Direct
Sign up for our weekly news and
technical bulletins at
accaglobal.com/ab

Accountancy Futures
View our twice-yearly research and
insights journal including discussion
on key themes facing financial
professionals at
accaglobal.com/futuresjournal

Student Accountant
Access the magazine for
ACCA Qualification and
Foundation-level students at
accaglobal.com/studentaccountant

Member benefits
To learn more about the
benefits of ACCA membership, visit
accaglobal.com/memberbenefits

ACCA Careers
Search thousands of vacancies and
sign up for customised job alerts at
our jobs site
accacareers.com

Our cover feature this month looks at a different kind of
change – evolution this time, not revolution – in the context of
artificial intelligence and its effect on the finance profession.
Much has been written on this subject, including how this
period of change will affect white-collar roles in contrast to the
blue-collar threats of the past. But our article on page 36 strikes
a hopeful note for the profession: stay ahead of change, keep
training and retraining, and consider your career as a process
that involves lifelong learning.
Still evolving his career is CEO of the International Integrated
Reporting Council, Richard Howitt. In our main interview starting
on page 12, the former MEP explains how the IR framework is
being implemented, and the vital role accountants can play in
turning the IR cause into ‘a new global norm’.
Finally, if you yearn for a positive story amid the gloom of
current events, go straight to the turnaround tale on page 72.
Mo Suleman FCCA, director of resources at Derby Museums, has
reinvigorated this cash-strapped institution and has robust plans
in place to withstand further funding challenges.
Jo Malvern, editor, joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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► New chapter

Print books have
staged a comeback,
with sales up 7% in
2016 compared with a
fall of 4% for e-books,
according to research
group Nielsen

▲ Fancy a gin?

Gin, cycle helmets and
non-dairy milk have
been added to the
basket of goods used to
calculate the consumer
price index by the Office
for National Statistics

▲ Sparkling success
A giant pink diamond,
known as the Pink Star,
has become the most
expensive jewel ever
sold at auction, fetching
US$71.2m at Sotheby’s
in Hong Kong

▲ Green cabs

Black cab maker the
London Taxi Company
is opening a new £300m
plant in Coventry, to
build its new TX5 electric
taxi ,creating more than
1,000 jobs
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▼ Beastly success

Disney’s Beauty and the
Beast, starring Emma
Watson, broke boxoffice records, taking
$350m in the biggest
ever opening weekend
for a PG-rated film

▼ Artist of note

Artist JMW Turner and
his painting The Fighting
Temeraire are to feature
on the Bank of England’s
new £20 polymer
note, which will enter
circulation in 2020

▼ Game changer
Barcelona football
superstar Neymar
has claimed victory
after seeing his £45m
tax evasion fine
halved by a Brazilian
tax appeals court
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News roundup

This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look at the
latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
NAO warning
Ahead of the triggering
of Article 50 in March, the
National Audit Office (NAO)
warned that the civil service
needs to strengthen to cope
with Brexit. ‘The cabinet
secretary has referred to the
United Kingdom’s decision
to withdraw from the EU as
“the biggest, most complex
challenge facing the civil
service in our peacetime
history,” the NAO points out.
‘It will create new capability
needs across the civil
service and will affect most
departments.’ The NAO said
that the government is already
‘asking the civil service to
manage important reforms
even though it has reduced
in size by 26% since 2006 and
with smaller budgets’.

Consultants cash in
Thousands of pounds have
been spent by the government
on overseas-registered
consultancy firms to provide
advice on Brexit. The Boston
Consulting Group, based in
the US, and Accenture, which
is incorporated in Dublin,
have been engaged by the
UK government to assist with
developing Brexit strategies
by providing secondees to
the Department for Exiting
the European Union. Deloitte,
KPMG and PwC have provided
consultancy advice for nominal
£1 fees. The information
was obtained by the Press
Association, using the
Freedom of Information Act.

U-turn ‘leaves £2bn hole’
The chancellor’s u-turn on
increasing national insurance
contributions (NICs) for the
self-employed has created a

£2bn hole in the government’s
finances, claims KPMG. In
his Budget statement, Philip
Hammond announced that
class 4 contributions would
rise from April next year by
1% and by a further 1% a year
later. ‘This change reduces the
unfairness in the NICs system
and reflects more accurately
the current differences in
benefits available from the
state,’ said the chancellor. But
the measure was withdrawn
after widespread criticism that
it breached the Conservative
Party manifesto not to increase
income tax, VAT or national
insurance contributions during
the term of this parliament.
The climbdown was welcomed
by ACCA.

Define self-employment
The Association of
Independent Professionals and
the Self Employed has called
for a statutory definition of
self-employment. The call was
made in evidence to the Taylor
review of modern employment
practices and followed
concerns from Chancellor
Philip Hammond that it is
being used as ‘disguised
employment’ to reduce
tax and national insurance
contributions. Meanwhile,
HMRC is taking action against
individuals designated as
public sector ‘contractors’ who
HMRC believes should be
categorised as employed.

Tesco to pay £129m
Tesco will pay £129m to settle
accounting misreporting
charges, after a Serious
Fraud Office investigation.
The retailer will also provide
compensation of an estimated
£85m to investors as a result

All change for ethics module
ACCA has launched a redesigned Ethics and
Professional Skills module. The new module focuses
on developing ethical behaviour and judgment,
taking in real-world business situations and broader
communications, commercial, innovation, analysis and
evaluation skills, at Strategic Professional level. It comes
into effect from 31 October.
Find out more at accaglobal.com/thefuture.

of an agreement with the
Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA). Tesco accepted that
it committed market abuse
in relation to its August
2014 trading update, which
overstated profits by £263m.
This is the first time a
company has been required
to pay compensation for
market abuse under powers
given to the FCA by the
Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000.

FRC finds audits deficient
A third of audits inspected
by the Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) were found to
require more than limited
improvements, suggesting
that firms must do more to
strengthen quality control. ‘To
achieve faster improvements
in, and greater consistency of,

audit quality, strong leadership
and the right culture in audit
firms is required,’ the FRC said.
It called on companies to learn
from best practice experience,
including having a dedicated
board or committee to
oversee audit quality; increase
the involvement in audits of
specialists; and learn from root
cause analysis.

HMRC fines CFOs
HMRC is increasingly levying
fines against individual CFOs
for tax accounting failures,
according to figures published
by Pinsent Masons law firm.
In 2015/16, £5,000 fines were
imposed against 181 CFOs,
a rise of 17% over 2014/15.
In the first three years after
the senior accounting officer
(SAO) regime was introduced
in 2009, no penalties were
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imposed. Under the SAO
regime, companies with a
turnover over £200m or a
balance-sheet total above
£2bn must designate an
executive to act as SAO and
take personal responsibility
for the company’s tax
accounting arrangements.

Lords: delay MTD to 2020
A House of Lords committee
has called on the government
to delay the introduction of
Making Tax Digital until 2020.
It also recommended that
MTD should be optional for
micro-businesses and the
self-employed. The Lords’
Economic Affairs Committee
said: ‘The roll-out of the
scheme is being rushed,
imposing unnecessary burdens
on small businesses, and
will yield little benefit to the
government.’ Chairman Lord
Hollick said the committee
welcomed the chancellor’s
Budget announcement that
MTD will not apply until

April 2019 to businesses with
a turnover below the VAT
threshold, but said ‘this does
not go nearly far enough’. See
more on MTD in ‘Technical
update’ on page 52.

Drop in senior women
There has been a fall in
the proportion of women
occupying senior business
roles in the UK, a survey by
Grant Thornton has found.
While 21% of senior roles were
held by women last year, this
has fallen to 19% this year,
and more businesses now
have no women in senior
management positions – up
from 36% in 2016 to 41% in
2017. The UK has one of the
lowest proportions of women
in senior roles, slightly above
Germany (18%) and just below
Greece and the Netherlands
(both 20%).

AML unit on the way
The Office for Professional
Body Anti-Money

ACCA is a double winner
ACCA has won the overall best association award and
ACCA-X the best training initiative at the Association
Excellence Awards at a ceremony in London on 31 March.
In the best association category, ACCA was recognised
for providing opportunity and access to people of
ability around the world and support for its members
throughout their careers. The judges said that ACCA was
able to demonstrate how, through capacity-building work
and its report Professional accountants – the future, it
enhances the reputation of members and the accountancy
profession on the global stage.
ACCA-X’s award, in the best training initiative category,
is the sixth in a series of accolades received this year. It
is making a name for itself as the go-to digital learning
programme for those seeking to enhance their financial
literacy skills.

Laundering Supervision is
to be established before
the end of the year by the
government in an attempt
to co-ordinate action
against money laundering
and terrorist funding. It
will operate as part of the
Financial Conduct Authority,
funded by a levy on
professional body anti-money
laundering supervisors. The
government also plans to
update money-laundering
regulations to provide
clarity for firms on how
they should treat politically
exposed persons. Simon
Kirby, economic secretary to
the Treasury, said the new
regulations and watchdog
‘will bring the UK’s antimoney laundering regime
into line with the latest
international standards’.

Divestment plans grow
Almost half of UK companies
are planning to make
divestments in the next year
in response to political and
economic uncertainties, EY
has found. Some 47% of
respondents cited by EY in
its 2017 Global Corporate
Divestment study indicated
that they plan to make
divestments in the next
two years. Of these, 68%
referred to Brexit, anti-trade
regulation or monetary policy.
Opportunities related to
digital development were
cited by 37%. Of European
companies, 62% refer to
geopolitical uncertainty
as a reason for planned
divestment, compared with
30% in the Americas and 22%
in Asia Pacific.

Complexity causes fraud
Companies should reduce
the complexity of their
accounting systems if
they want to cut fraud, a
report from the Anti-Fraud
Collaboration in the US
advises. Recommendations
from the report – Addressing
Challenges for Highly

9

Subjective and Complex
Accounting Areas – include
ensuring that accounting
policies are understandable
to non-accountants,
while still adhering to
technical guidance. Other
recommendations are
to ensure that process is
married to policies; that
policies are field-tested prior
to implementation; that
revenue recognition policies
are ‘granular’; that contract
terms are standardised
where possible; and that
lines of responsibility and
communication are clear.

Second chance for SMEs?
Struggling SMEs should be
given a second chance, a joint
ACCA, BusinessEurope and
UEAPME conference was told.
John Cullen, ACCA Council
member and a Menzies
partner, pointed out that
survival rates of struggling
businesses vary widely across
the EU, with between 5% and
80% entering formal insolvency
processes. Harmonised
insolvency regimes and
adoption of best practice could
improve survival rates, he said.

Rewrite the rules
Deloitte has issued a ‘callto-action’ for companies
to completely reconsider
their organisational structure,
talent and HR strategies
to keep pace with digital
disruption. The call came
in the firm’s 2017 Global
Human Capital Trends report,
Rewriting the rules for the
digital age. ‘As technology,
artificial intelligence and
robotics transform business
models and work, companies
should start to rethink their
management practices and
organisational models,’ said
Brett Walsh, global human
capital leader, Deloitte Global.
‘The future of work is driving
the development of a set of
“new rules” that organisations
should follow if they want to
remain competitive.’

»
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CFOs spend on big data
Changes to technology
present the main external
reporting challenge,
concludes EY’s annual global
survey of CFOs and heads
of reporting. Dealing with
these technological changes
– including cloud-based
systems, data analytics, robotic
process automation and
artificial intelligence – is the
top issue for 35% of emerging
markets respondents.
‘Reporting technologies must
keep up with the development
of technological changes,’
commented Lawrence Lau,
EY’s Greater China financial
accounting and advisory
services leader.

Risky business
Business interruption remains the top risk for organisations around the world, according to
the latest Allianz Risk Barometer. The annual report, which is based on the insight of more
than 1,200 risk experts from 50-plus countries, also found that digital dilemmas and natural
catastrophes are also high on the agenda.
France
Top risk:
Business
interruption

Canada
Top risk:
Business
interruption

US
Top risk:
Business
interruption

Spain
Top risk:
Business
interruption

Sense of style
Some 65% of C-suite leaders
adopt one of two business
styles, concludes research
from Deloitte. The firm
surveyed 661 executives for
its Business chemistry in the
C-suite report and found
that 36% conformed to the
‘pioneer’ characteristic of
valuing possibilities and
sparking creativity. Some
29% were ‘drivers’, who value
challenge and generate
momentum. ‘Guardians’,

Germany
Top risk: Cyber
incidents

Italy
Top risk:
Business
interruption

China
Top risk: Market
developments

Japan
Top risk: Natural
catastrophes
Singapore
Top risk: Business
interruption

Nigeria
Top risk:
Macroeconomic
developments

IR gets into focus
Focus group consultation
will take place in 10 countries
to promote the adoption
of integrated reporting (IR).
Richard Howitt, CEO of the
International Integrated
Reporting Council (see page
12), said that with 1,500
companies adopting IR ‘it’s
now time for us to further
assess how this tool is being
used to assist the quality of
the reporting, reinforce its
relevance to new challenges
and ensure it remains fully in
tune with market needs’. The
events follow the completion
of a business consultation
exercise and take place in
the US, UK, Australia, India,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Malaysia, Singapore and Spain.

UK
Top risk:
Cyber
incidents

South Africa
Top risk: Cyber
incidents

Australia
Top risk:
Business
interruption

Source: Allianz Risk Barometer 2017

who value stability and bring
order, constituted 18% of the
responses and ‘integrators’,
who value connection and
draw teams together, made up
17% of respondents.

Internal audit disappoints
Internal audit is failing to
meet the expectations of
stakeholders, according to
PwC’s 13th annual State of the
Internal Audit Profession study.
The proportion of stakeholders
viewing internal audit as
‘contributing significant value’
dropped from 54% in 2016 to
44% in 2017 – its lowest level
in five years. ‘In a world of
constant disruption, internal
audit leaders need to think
differently to accomplish more
dramatic transformation and
demonstrate their vitality,’
commented Jason Pett, PwC’s
US internal audit leader.

Accrual in favour
Nearly 75% of OECD countries
use accrual accounting for
their financial reports, with
over a quarter also preparing
their annual budgets on an

accrual basis, according to
the International Federation
of Accountants and the
OECD. Most OECD countries,
they found, have reformed
their financial reporting
practices in the last 10
years, and audit techniques
and accounting standardsetting mechanisms have
also improved significantly
following accounting reforms.
They also found that national
governments are still slow
to adopt financial reporting
standards directly, although
many use International Public
Sector Reporting Standards or
IFRS Standards as a basis for
developing national standards.

Lelliott appointment
John Lelliott FCCA has been
appointed as the next chair
of ACCA’s Global Forum
for Sustainability. Lelliott is
currently chairman of the
Natural Capital Coalition
and an ambassador for the
International Integrated
Reporting Council. He was
also CFO of The Crown Estate
and a member of The Prince

of Wales’s Accounting for
Sustainability Project (A4S)
Advisory Council. The ACCA
Global Forum for Sustainability
brings together global
leaders and stakeholders to
communicate the relevance
of sustainability issues for
the business community and
the accountancy profession.
It monitors international
trends and developments
in sustainability and
helps to shape ACCA’s
policy development on
this topic. See more on
ACCA Global Forums at bit.ly/
ACCA-forums.

FRC under fire
PwC is expected to receive a
large fine from the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) over
its audit of Connaught. The
case has been overshadowed
by news that an FRC insider
allegedly briefed The Times
prior to the final hearings. A
spokeswoman for the FRC
responded: ‘We take breaches
of confidentiality seriously
and will investigate the matter
fully.’ A spokeswoman for
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MF Global settlement
PwC has reached an
undisclosed financial
settlement with the
bankruptcy administrator of
MF Global. During a New
York civil case PwC defended
its audit of the failed MF
Global brokerage business.
‘Pricewaterhouse did not
commit negligence’ and ‘is
not at all to blame, not one
bit, for the bankruptcy,’ the
firm’s lawyer James Cusick
told the court. MF Global’s
bankruptcy administrator
had claimed MF Global
collapsed because of PwC’s
‘egregious’ accounting
advice. A spokesman for
PwC commented: ‘The case
was settled to the mutual
satisfaction of the parties.’

LuxLeaks sentences cut
Two former PwC employees
who turned whistleblowers
to expose tax avoidance
schemes have had their prison
sentences cut on appeal.
Antoine Deltour had his
12-month jail term reduced
to six months suspended,
plus a €1,500 fine. Raphael
Halet had his nine-month
prison sentence quashed
and replaced by a €1,000
fine. The two were involved
in the release of papers
showing how more than 1,000
businesses had tax avoidance
schemes approved by the
Luxembourg government.

New chair for KPMG
William Thomas, the chairman
of KPMG’s Americas region,

has been elected chairman
of KPMG International. He
takes over the role in October,
succeeding John Veihmeyer,
who retires from the firm.
Thomas has been with KPMG
for 28 years, a member of
KPMG’s global board since
2009 and was CEO and
senior partner of KPMG in
Canada from 2009 to 2016.
It was speculated that UK
chairman Simon Collins would
be elected to the global
role. Collins steps down as
UK chairman at the end of
September, when he will
replaced by Bill Michael, the
firm’s global head of banking
and capital markets.

The two Arthurs
Two firms are claiming
ownership of the Arthur
Andersen trade mark. The
French firm calling itself
Arthur Andersen International
and the San Francisco
operation Andersen Tax
each claim ownership of the
brand name. Both these new
firms began using the name
in 2014. Andersen Tax was
established by former Arthur
Andersen partners, who
originally traded as Wealth &
Tax Advisory Services. Arthur
Andersen International was
cofounded by former Arthur
Andersen lawyer Véronique
Martinez as a network of
business consultants. See
also our feature on Arthur
Andersen in the November
2015 issue of AB: bit.ly/ABAndersen.

BR appoints CEO
Blick Rothenberg has
appointed Nilesh Shah as
its CEO, who also joins
its worldwide board. The
firm’s senior partner, Bob
Rothenberg, will continue
in the post, with an
additional role as ambassador
for the firm. Shah has headed
Blick Rothenberg’s tax
practice for 15 years. The
firm was bought by private
equity house HgCapital

Itchy feet

last year, forming part of
the CogitalGroup, and
incorporated shortly after.

One in three professional
accountants is actively
seeking another job, claims
recruitment consultancy
Robert Walters. Another
one in four plans to change
jobs in the next 12 months.
The top priority for more
than half of those seeking
new employment is career
progression, followed by a
pay increase for just 21%.
Richard Boyd, associate
director at Robert Walters,
commented: ‘Demand for
accounting professionals has
remained strong moving into
2017, with the media, FMCG
[fast moving consumer goods]
and hospitality sectors being
particularly buoyant and SMEs
playing a growing role in
driving demand.’ ■

Oxfam reveals impact
The use of country-bycountry reporting provides
valuable information on how
multinationals avoid paying
tax, claims Oxfam in its
report Opening the vaults. By
accessing the first financial
reports based on country-bycountry reporting, Oxfam has
concluded that the 20 largest
European banks registered a
quarter of their profits in tax
havens. In doing so, claims
Oxfam, European banks
avoided paying any tax on
€383m of profits reported in
tax havens in 2015. Deutsche
Bank, explains Oxfam,
reported a loss in Germany
in the year, while reporting
profits of €1.9bn in tax havens.

Paul Gosling, journalist

UK nationals lose out in race to the top
Four in 10 FTSE 100 CEOs are now non-UK nationals,
according to new research by global executive search firm
Odgers Berndtson. At the same time, other UK leadership
roles have also seen a steep rise in non-UK nationals
since 2001, with almost 30% of FTSE 100 chair and CFO
positions going to people from outside the UK.
20
Number of nationalities in top roles
in FTSE 100 companies

PwC responded: ‘We are
concerned by the breach of
confidentiality and welcome
the tribunal’s request for
an investigation. We are
confident that the FRC
will conduct a thorough
investigation and wait to
hear the outcome.’ A formal
decision on the outcome of
the case against PwC had
not been published when AB
went to press.
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‘Not a single
company that
has changed
to integrated
reporting has
stopped doing it.
That is the best
advert of all’
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Clear view

Integrated reporting has come a long way since its roots in corporate sustainability, and
accountants have a vital part to play in it, says IIRC chief executive Richard Howitt

‘T

his great global coalition’ is how its newly appointed
CEO, Richard Howitt, describes the International
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC). The coalition
is one that involves business, investors, regulators and
professional accountants who have a passionate belief that
integrated reporting (IR) is the future of corporate reporting.
‘It is about creating better business for the long term and for
our world,’ says Howitt.
He insists that IR is first and foremost for companies. It
provides a forward-looking, holistic view that recognises that
businesses operate using six forms of capital, which the IIRC
has described (see box, page 14). A company does not have to
report against capital type but, the IIRC argues, ideally the board
should be asking questions that enable the business to be more
successful in creating long-term value.
The IIRC is promoting an ambitious agenda. It wants to
see a complete shift from compliance-driven ‘burdensome’
reporting to integrated reporting, which is good for the board
and management, and would dovetail with business strategy
and good corporate governance. Howitt says that such reporting
is concise and more concerned with what is material to the
business. He also claims that it would help to drive reform of
capital markets by enabling a focus on the longer term. ‘It will
help investors understand value creators in our interconnected,
complex world.’
The concept has garnered much support over the past 10
years. The latest high-profile proponent is the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC), which in a policy statement
in January 2017 said it ‘strongly supports’ the IIRC and its
framework. ‘Like IFAC, we have champions worldwide who are
leading the argument to make IR happen,’ says Howitt.

Reporting journey
In companies that are on the IR journey, Howitt says that
the senior executives ‘really get it. They lead the change in
the business and see the success.’ When he meets CEOs of
companies that have not yet started to change the way they
report, the key is to convince them to see IR as a beneficial move
for their organisation.
In the end, Howitt notes, it is often peers or institutional
investors who are the best advocates. At the same time,
long-term valuation creation strategies built into the plans of
significant investors and regulators are as important to the IIRC
as individual companies signing up.
Advocacy appears to be working. Howitt says that around
1,500 companies in the world are producing integrated reports,

2016

Joins the IIRC as chief executive,
and becomes a member of the
B20 group of international
business leaders

2009

CV

Attends a meeting at St James’s Palace that leads
to the formation of the IIRC, and is subsequently
appointed IIRC ambassador

1999

Re-elected to the European parliament, and appointed
the parliament’s rapporteur for corporate social
reponsibility (CSR)

1994

Elected to the European Parliament

noting that ‘not a single one has stopped doing it. They soon
start to see the benefit. That is the best advert of all.’
In 2009–10, Howitt was part of the Prince of Wales’s
Accounting for Sustainability Forum, which brought together
a network of CFOs. He is clear about the importance of senior
finance leaders in spreading the IR message. ‘Until CFOs
embrace IR, it will never be integrated into reports. CFOs are the
first focus of our efforts as we encourage companies to adopt IR.’
Years on from that forum and the IIRC is continuously
campaigning in different ways – networking, training and
working with regulators. It has a business network for individual
companies to share learning, within which there are sectors such
as banking and finance, technology and public sector.
In 2016 the IIRC started a global training programme offering
short courses in IR. ACCA is one of its licensed training providers.
‘When companies start IR or when they’re thinking of doing so,
the training is going to have a powerful effect on how they do it,’
says Howitt. Increasingly, he adds, as the IIRC gains international,
regional and national endorsements, companies are seeing IR as
a trend that they are keen to know more about. They don’t want
to be behind the curve.
Accountancy firms have a big part to play here, and Howitt
makes an appeal to them: ‘Businesses are your clients. You are
working with them on their reports. You are part of opening the
door on this idea. Accountancy bodies have endorsed the

»
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idea that IR is part of your future. Each accountant has a role in
advancing this.’
In IR’s early stages the pioneers have been large, listed
companies but in the end it will reach smaller entities. IFAC and
the IIRC are working on a study into the applicability of IR for
SMEs, and Howitt promises developments soon.

Breakthrough phase
Over the past three years, the IIRC has established what it
calls the ‘breakthrough phase’, with the IR framework being
developed, piloted, tested, agreed and implemented by
leading companies. Next up is the global adoption phase,
which the IIRC plans to start in 2018. The idea is to encourage
more companies to adopt IR and at the same time obtain
endorsements from international and national regulators. ‘The
ultimate goal is global adoption, full-stop,’ says Howitt.
The framework continues to evolve. Howitt praises the IIRC
technical team, which is constantly giving technical feedback to
the market, as well as reviewing and advising on implementation.
‘This year we have been doing a global feedback exercise on
implementation of the framework. The output is a series of
practice and guidance notes, which will be published over time.’
He is careful not to give the impression that there will be
wholesale revisions to the framework. ‘The framework is only
three years old. Companies are adopting it and applying it. The
most constructive approach will be to promote the practice and
guidance notes at this stage.’ But, he says, the IIRC has an open
mind, and the aim of the feedback exercise is to hear what the
market and companies have to say.
The IIRC teams – a mixture of staff and secondees – are
based across the world: Europe,
South Africa, North America, Asia and
Australia. The work continues literally
24 hours a day. ‘The teams are a great
model,’ says Howitt. ‘We are getting
senior secondees who are bringing
their experience into IR, which is great
for us. At the end they are taking

The six forms of capital

* Financial
* Manufactured
* Intellectual
* Human
and relationship
* Social
Natural
*The IIRC says: ‘The primary purpose

their knowledge of IR back into business or the accountancy
profession. This is one reason why IR has grown.’
He also praises the contribution that ACCA has made. ‘Helen
Brand [ACCA chief executive] is on my board. ACCA has been
one of the most supportive members of the IIRC. In particular, it
has helped push adoption in South-East Asia, with progress in
Malaysia and Singapore. We have made major breakthroughs.’
But never mistake activity for productivity. The IIRC has one
simple measure of success: adoption. ‘We measure it not just in
numbers of companies adopting IR but in qualitative terms as
well. We look at how far systems in countries are moving towards
integrated reporting, as well as the number of companies that
say they publish integrated reports.’
The IIRC has been working closely with Italian energy giant
Enel, which is close to adopting, as is steel and mining company
ArcelorMittal. ‘Every big new name that adopts sends a signal to
the market and shows the momentum behind IR,’ says Howitt.
‘When General Electric adopted IR in 2016, that was a huge
moment for IR in America.’

Board members
Before starting as CEO in November 2016, Howitt was an
ambassador for IIRC but he did not sit on the board. Now he can
see that the board practices what it preaches in terms of high
standards of corporate governance. He is also impressed with the
quality and international reach of the board, ACCA’s Brand being
just one example. Others include chair Barry Melancon, CEO of
AICPA, and UK Sinha, the former chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Board of India. These senior leaders are, in Howitt’s
words, ‘holding the flame for IR and committing their personal
time and conviction to make this a
success. It’s a privilege to work with
them. We make each other work hard.’
Like many others, Howitt is
concerned about the trust deficit
in leadership, as measured by the
Edelman Trust Barometer, which ‘is
bad for business, regulation and the
social licence to operate’. IR is one
way to rebuild that trust, he says. ‘It is
about having a wider understanding of
the way the business is managed, its
relationships and resources.’
A former Labour member of the
European Parliament (MEP), Howitt was
offered the IIRC job and had resigned as
an MEP before that fateful day last June.
He received a standing ovation in the
European Parliament. He emphasises that
the IIRC has no view on party politics and he declines to offer any.
Still, as an MEP, he leaves a legacy. He is known as the
architect of the European Union non-financial reporting directive.
Deliberately it does not legislate for IR, which chimes with
the IIRC’s belief that IR should be market-led. The IIRC seeks
endorsement, not regulation, from regulators. This is cited in the

‘ACCA has been
one of the most
supportive
members of
the IIRC family,
helping to push
adoption in
South-East Asia’

of an integrated report is to explain to financial capital
providers how an organisation creates value over time.
The best way to do so is through a combination of
quantitative and qualitative information, which is where
the six capitals come in.’
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Global coalition
Watch Richard Howitt on
the IIRC’s future trajectory and
where the profession can add
value, at bit.ly/ACCA-Howitt

commentary to the directive and Howitt is working to make sure
it is referenced in the directive’s guidance, due to be published
imminently. ‘For the EU it is an opportunity to advance IR. We
have a clear pathway in Europe for further development.’
Thanks to the directive, large companies should be reporting
on certain environmental or social information by 2018. In terms
of IR, at least, the UK’s decision to leave the EU will have no
impact. ‘We take a country-by-country approach, seeing what
works in each jurisdiction and each context.’ In the UK, the
strategic and directors’ report required under the Companies Act
is close to integrated reporting but Howitt is discussing with the
Financial Reporting Council how that can be taken further.
Across the Atlantic, the Securities and Exchange Commission
had been consulting on possible regulatory changes around IR,
with the IIRC contributing in a public hearing. Howitt says he
expects a pause following the election of President Trump, but
that this is not the end for IR in the US.
He cites the letter written in early 2016 by Larry Fink – the
CEO of the world’s biggest investor, BlackRock – to the CEOs
of large corporates in US and Europe, in which Fink set out his
vision for tackling short-termism, urging companies to report
on their strategy. Howitt calls it ‘a major breakthrough moment’,
with emphasis on long-term value creation backed up by others,

such as the US-based Investor Stewardship Group.
Since becoming CEO of IIRC, Howitt has appointed Bob
Laux, who led the treasury controller group at Microsoft, to be
a programme lead in the US. ‘IR should be a global norm,’ he
says. ‘The IR framework can and must be a crucial vehicle for
companies to understand scalable development goals and how
they contribute to value creation.’
The biggest challenge in his role, he adds, is the confusion
in the market about the number of different frameworks, which
leads to a sense that the frameworks are competing or that,
somehow, corporates should comply with all of them. He wants
the market and business to have a better understanding of how
various bodies work together – for instance, taking a common
position on materiality. What he calls a ‘site map’ would, he
says, give visibility to the work of different bodies and show how
they are related. ‘At the moment there is confusion – which is an
excuse for inaction, and I want to take that excuse away.’
Howitt needs corporates to rise to the challenge of IR of their
own volition. In the end, he is putting his faith in the market
– and, of course, that great global coalition – to make IR the
worldwide norm. ■
Peter Williams, journalist
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Continental drift

As the US and parts of Europe erect barriers against immigrants, developing countries
are exploring different ways of attracting high-skilled workers to their shores

‘There are
ominous signs
that the US and
UK may lose sight
of the economic
rewards of
welcoming
outside talent’
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A

lexander Graham Bell, the inventor of the
telephone, famously said that when one door
closes another opens. This old adage looks
increasingly true today for internationally minded
skilled workers such as Bell, who migrated from Britain
to North America in his early 20s back in 1870.
Freer movement of people is an idea that appears to
be going out of vogue in certain key regions of the world.
While the backlash against immigration in the US and
parts of Europe has focused mainly on restricting entry of
lower-skilled or culturally distinct foreigners, experts fear
that it may also get harder for even top-tier workers to
move to where their skills are most in demand. But while
some rich nations may be raising the drawbridge, a range
of developing nations, especially in Asia, are making it
easier for highly trained workers to get visas and to have
their qualifications recognised.
‘We are seeing something of a divergence around
the world,’ says Gary Burtless, a labour market expert
at the Brookings Institution in Washington. ‘There are
ominous signs that the US and UK may lose sight of the

17

economic rewards of welcoming outside talent. This would
create inefficiencies that would be harmful to companies,
countries and individuals. But it would also generate an
opportunity for countries or regions that are becoming
more open to skilled outsiders.’
The ability of top professionals to move between
borders has considerable benefits, economists argue. For
a start it can quickly bring in skills and expertise that would
often take many years for the education system or firms
to generate. ‘If you have a shortage of accountants with a
specialised skill or experience, this is not something that
can magically be created in a rush,’ says Alex Nowrasteh,
an immigration policy analyst at the Cato Institute.
Individual workers, meanwhile, can typically command
higher salaries where their skills are most in demand. And
aside from the direct boost to economic output, nations
appear to benefit from a lift to creativity and innovation.
Research in the US, for example, found that around a
quarter of patents filed in the country had at least one
non-citizen inventor. And over 40% of Silicon Valley
technology and engineering startups had at least one
immigrant co-founder between 2005 and 2012.

Ways and means
Countries can seek to attract global talent in several ways,
explains Kate Hooper, a policy analyst at the Migration
Policy Institute. ‘The visa system can make it easier for
companies to bring skilled workers into the country and
allow foreign graduates to remain in a country after
finishing their studies,’ she says.
Despite the well-documented benefits of skilled
migration, Hooper argues that governments need to strike
a balance, seeking to attract the brightest from abroad, but
not allowing companies to exploit the immigration system
to undercut the wages of local workers. In the US, several
allegations of abuse by companies have soured the public
mood towards high-skilled immigration. Back in 2015, for
example, entertainment group Disney came under fire for
allegedly using high-skilled visas (the H1B system) to import
lower-cost information technology workers, while dismissing
native workers. The outcry prompted changes at Disney.
IT outsourcing firms in the US have also been accused
of using H1B visas to replace skilled US citizens with lowerwage foreigners. In response the Trump administration has
drawn up proposals to tighten rules on skilled immigration,
potentially raising the minimum salary companies must
offer foreign workers in order to qualify for H1B visas.
‘While some reform makes sense, the worry is that this
might go too far and choke off the supply of foreign talent
that US firms rely on,’ says Burtless. ‘This could easily spill
over into a kind of self-defeating economic nationalism.’
Meanwhile, immigration experts and recruiters worry
that the UK’s exit from the European Union could

»
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Movers and shakers
For those with wanderlust, accounting
can be an ideal career choice. While
some countries may start to curb access
to foreign skilled workers, accountants
look set to remain highly mobile.
‘Accounting is an international
business language,’ says Dorothy
Wood, head of education at ACCA.
‘And for accountants with globally
recognised qualifications such as the
ACCA Qualification, there will remain
opportunities in a very wide range of
countries and regions.’
There are two main factors that
should continue to make it easy for
accountants to indulge their wanderlust,
says Abigail Stevens, founder and
managing director of Think Global
Recruitment. ‘For a start, accounting
standards have become increasingly
international, which makes accounting
skills and experience more portable,’
she explains. ‘Second, there is a global
shortage of skilled accountants that is
set to get worse – which would make
it even more damaging for countries
to exclude much needed talent.’ This

is partly because the profession has
struggled to attract sufficient graduates
in recent years, and also because global
accountancy firms reduced their intake
of trainees after the 2008 financial crisis.

Middle East beckons
The appetite for accountants is
particularly intense in the Middle
East, where a number of nations have
been introducing VAT to compensate
for falling oil revenues and, in some
cases, rising military spending. In
particular, the Gulf Cooperation Council
– including Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Bahrain, Oman, Qatar and the United
Arab Emirates – has been seeking
to reduce its dependence on oil and
gas revenues.
Still, there are parts of the world
where mobility has declined over the
past decade, notably the US. ‘We
had a period of strong demand for
accountants moving into the US ahead
of the 2008 crisis,’ Stevens says. ‘But
international recruitment into the US
never recovered from the recession,

impede the economically helpful movement of skilled workers.
‘At present this is a very low-friction system,’ says Nowrasteh.
‘No visas are necessary and the EU’s mutual recognition
agreements ensure that the qualifications of overseas workers
are often recognised with little or no need for further testing
or work experience. Whatever emerges from UK-EU talks is
likely to represent a backward step, with greater administrative
requirements and costs associated with moving country.’
If such traditional talent magnets as the US and UK become
less welcoming, this could represent a human resources windfall
for countries that remain eager to attract overseas skilled
workers. ‘So far the likes of Canada, Australia and New Zealand
are as eager as ever to bring in brainy outsiders,’ says Nowrasteh.

Asia calling
Meanwhile, developing countries have been keen to reduce
barriers to skilled workers. This is particularly true in Asia,
where politicians have become more conscious of the adverse
economic effects of ageing populations. Between 2010 and 2040
the World Bank estimates that the workforce in China will shrink
by 10%. ‘Having traditionally been cautious of immigration, China
appears to be becoming more receptive, especially to high-

largely because the visa system became
progressively more restrictive.’
Stevens also fears that Brexit has
the potential to inhibit international
mobility. ‘It remains to be seen what
kind of system will emerge after the UK
exits from the EU,’ she says. ‘Even so, it
is quite possible that the administrative
burden and cost of bringing accounting
talent from the continent will increase.’
This would be a shame, she adds,
since some more sluggish European
economies, such as Italy and Greece,
have an unusual surplus of qualified
professionals. ‘An Italian firm recently
approached us to help find work abroad
for some of its accountants that were no
longer needed by the business.’
Despite these potential setbacks,
Stevens believes accounting will remain
one of the most mobile professions.
‘We considered moving into other
areas of global recruitment, including
information technology, the oil and
gas industry, and law,’ she explains.
‘But none of these has quite the global
fluidity that accountancy possesses.’

skilled workers from its own international diaspora,’ says Hooper.
In 2012 China introduced a new law to facilitate the immigration
of high-level professionals and a fast-track mechanism to process
them. And four years later the government set up the country’s
first immigration office tasked with attracting overseas talent –
relaxing requirements for permanent residence.
And the 10 countries of ASEAN – the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations – have been trying to emulate the EU’s highly
successful mutual recognition agreements to ensure the freer
flow of skilled labour. These deals cover a range of professions
from accountancy to architecture, with the goal of reducing
the need for foreign practitioners to undergo time-consuming
and expensive assessments or training to demonstrate their
competence. ‘These deals are complicated to strike and have
usually been confined to economic blocs or very trusted economic
partners like the EU, Australia and New Zealand, and the US and
Canada,’ says Nowrasteh. ‘They can have a hugely positive effect.’
The future could be testing for globally minded companies
and workers. But there is at least the hope that more doors will
open for skilled labour than are at risk of being closed. ■
Christopher Fitzgerald and Fernando Florez, journalists
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The view from

Orla Bolger ACCA, associate director in the corporate
broking unit of J&E Davy’s capital markets division
Stock Exchange with a wide international
investor base.
Many of our clients compete on a
global scale. Davy has to continuously
develop its own distribution footprint
to ensure it remains aligned with their
evolving shareholder bases.

Snapshot: fintech
Fintech is a sprawling world of highly
innovative businesses, developing
so quickly that it defies concise
description. Fundamentally, fintech
uses new technology and innovation
to deliver financial services to
consumers in more user-friendly and
efficient ways. It is seen as one of the
big business disruptors.
Examples include alternative
finance investment and lending
platforms (crowdfunding), insurance
risk management, investment
advisory services and digital
wallets for payment applications.
Increasingly, algorithms are
replacing human decision-making,
and there is growing use of
artificial intelligence.
The sector is growing
almost exponentially, attracting
entrepreneurs of all types and huge
swathes of investment. Increasingly,
traditional players are dealing with
the disruption by partnering with,
or buying, fintech companies.
Regulators are struggling to keep up
with the risks, such as data security.
Many fintech companies are
fast-growing startups. Some have
matured and taken on aspects of
traditional corporate behaviour, but
informality is the norm.
Those looking to make a career
in fintech need to be very tech savvy
with a high tolerance of change.
Above all they should be innovative
in their thinking. This is an exciting
but still highly volatile sector.
Nick Hood, business risk adviser,
Opus Business Services

In my day-to-day role, I act as the
main interface with corporate
clients. This includes assessing market
conditions and the demand for corporate
shares, and helping to market them to
potential investors.
J&E Davy, trading as Davy, is a member
of the London Stock Exchange, the Irish
Stock Exchange and Euronext. We offer
traditional corporate advisory services,
including institutional marketing and
equity capital market transaction services.
We help corporate clients to manage
their relationships with the market, in
particular their existing and potential
institutional shareholders. I work in the
Dublin office, but Davy is also authorised
and subject to limited regulation by the
Financial Conduct Authority in the UK.
We have seen a number of corporate
restructurings, rights issues, placings
and IPOs (initial public offerings) lately.
The introduction of real estate investment
trust legislation (REIT) in Ireland in 2013
resulted in a new REIT sector on the Irish

The ACCA
Qualification
has given me
greater financial
acumen, helping
me to navigate a
constantly evolving
environment

My goal is to hold a strategic leadership
position in the Davy Group. The capital
markets landscape is fast-paced and
dynamic. The ACCA Qualification has
given me greater financial acumen, and
that helps me to navigate a constantly
evolving environment.
One of the sector’s big challenges
is the proposed introduction of the
EU’s markets in financial instruments
directive (MiFID) II regulation in
2018. Reforms such as unbundling
the payment mechanism will have
implications for how brokers and
investment banks transact with
institutional investors in the future.
Working with senior executives
from corporate clients is particularly
rewarding. Gaining a deep
understanding of the executive team’s
strategy for developing their organisation,
increasing profitability and maximising
shareholder return is a part of my role
that I really enjoy. Another is executing
successful IPOs.
The most important business lesson
that I have learned is that the
best business leaders focus on the
factors within their control. The share
price is a function of many market forces,
and executives who stick to the longerterm strategy usually win out in the
long run. ■
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Blending in

Buying up large competitors in order to achieve growth is no longer providing great
returns; a hybrid of organic and more targeted inorganic growth could be the solution
Companies across sectors and
geographies are being challenged to
develop more sophisticated growth
strategies in an increasingly complex and
fast-changing environment. In its annual
M&A Barometer, EY says acquisitions
are imperative for growth and survival.
‘A perfect storm of accelerating
innovation, sector convergence and
changing customer behaviour is
disrupting business models,’ says
the EY report. ‘In such a fast-paced,
environment, many executives are
looking to mergers to thrive.’
But achieving growth isn’t as simple
as going out and buying up competitors;
research from a wide range of sources has
shown that acquisitions are more likely
to destroy value than create it. So many
companies are taking a more nuanced
approach, looking at how to blend
organic and inorganic growth.
This combined approach has been
dubbed ‘semi-organic’ growth by
Professor George Geis, author of SemiOrganic Growth: Tactics and Strategies
Behind Google’s Success. He explains
how Google has successfully combined
organic and inorganic strategies by
acquiring talent and technology that can
help accelerate growth in its existing
products and services (see box).
In fact more targeted, strategic
acquisitions that seek to do just this are
expected to increase this year; whereas
megadeals are likely to decline. This
suggests that many companies are looking
to emulate Google – which has acquired
more than 150 companies – by buying
smaller, more innovative assets that can
more easily fit into their existing strategy.
‘Despite economic uncertainty, the
appetite for deal-making among surveyed
executives remains well above the
long-term average,’ says the report. ‘In
particular, the desire to buy innovation,
especially in startup firms, is necessitating
larger pipelines as companies screen more
targets. They are looking for acquisitions
that augment their current strategy.’
‘There are many ways to grow,’ agrees
Tim Koller, a partner at McKinsey. ‘We

Google and Yahoo go semi-organic
Successful acquisition programmes in large software and online-services
companies complement organic growth and align with core growth strategy,
according to research by McKinsey. Companies that accelerate revenue growth
through acquisitions do not treat deals as an opportunistic way to capture cost
synergies. They use several different deal types, but they link them all to their
fundamental growth strategy, it says.
‘It is the combination of organic and inorganic growth that allows companies
to survive and deliver excess return to shareholders,’ concludes the report.
George Geis, faculty director of the executive M&A programme at UCLA
Anderson and author of Semi-Organic Growth: Tactics and Strategies Behind
Google’s Success, has highlighted how Google takes this strategy further by
clever integration of organic and inorganic factors.
He said one reason for Google’s success has been a semi-organic strategy that
involves the clever integration of acquired talent and technology, using its own
resources and culture to accelerate their potential. This works because Google has
been able to integrate many of its more than 150 acquired firms into its existing
product and service offerings, thus linking them to its clear core growth strategy.
To support this, Google ‘obsesses’ about retention of its highly-prized
acquired talent, often offering generous bonuses.
The first example of this model was the internet company’s purchase of
Applied Semantics in 2003. The small advertising technology company’s AdSense
platform grew rapidly after acquisition, with patents, people and technology
playing crucial roles in growing Google-delivered advertising.
Geis contrasts this approach with Yahoo, which tried to emulate Google’s
semi-organic strategy, but was less successful and eventually sold to Verizon last
year. Its strategy failed because it was not able to base acquisition activities on a
core identity, says Geis.
‘Over the years of its existence,
Yahoo was tentative, if not
schizophrenic, about what its core
To support its
competency was,’ he says. ‘This not
‘semi-organic’
only made it difficult to define a
clear M&A strategy but also led to
growth strategy,
disastrous valuation judgments.’

Google obsesses
about retaining
its highly-prized
talent, offering
generous bonuses

usually recommend that companies
make an explicit ranking of the value
of all the different types of organic
and inorganic growth available at
any given time using a return on
capital approach. Typically we use net

present value and discounted cashflow
calculations for all types of project.’
Koller agrees that finding ways to
blend the organic and inorganic can be a
successful and innovative approach. ‘Take
the example of new product development,
which can often be the largest source of
value creation per dollar of investment,’
he says. ‘Companies with good product
distribution can use this to accelerate
growth for other people’s products.
‘So they become good at adding
products to their distribution systems –
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almost as if they were introducing new
products organically – without too much
distraction. Companies can also get good
at acquiring skills that they require with a
formula that minimises distraction.’
Tony Grundy, director of Cambridge
Corporate Development and business
school lecturer, says that organic growth
and acquisition are not mutually exclusive
strategies. He advises a contingent
approach depending on the specific
strategic context.
‘I recommend a five-prong strategy for
evaluating potential growth projects,’ he
says. He suggests looking at:
the strategic attractiveness of the
market opportunity and the new
competitive position of the new
project or entity
the financial attractiveness, using

*
*

metrics such as economic value added
and income multiples
implementation difficulty, including a
‘difficulty-over-time’ curve analysis
uncertainty and risk in the short,
medium and long-term, using an
uncertainty grid and scenario analysis
stakeholder acceptability, using
stakeholder analysis and including
possible changes over the evolution of
the project.
Independent consultant Alan Pickering
FCCA has been involved in several
hundred acquisition deals in his 28-year
career so far. He says an approach that
blends organic and inorganic growth
makes sense given that, over time, both
types will merge into the whole and
cannot be isolated from each other.
But he says the term ‘semi-organic’

*
*
*
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is ‘simple semantics. Acquisitions have
a series of driving logics: sometimes it’s
about buying market share, sometimes
product and sometimes specific skills or
even leadership. Acquisitions may work
on one or multiple levels – an acquisition
to aid organic growth is just one subset.’
The important thing is that the acquirer
has a holistic vision of why they are buying
the target, adds Pickering. ‘So have a
clear vision of your intentions and why
you are making the acquisition. What
exactly are you buying? For example, is it
technology, route to market or people?’
Whatever it is, research suggests that
the more closely it links to your core
growth strategy, the greater the chances
of success. ■
Tim Cooper, journalist
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Mind your own bias

Decision-making can be adversely affected by unconscious bias, but to avoid this we
need to be more aware of it, say Denis Kotov FCCA and Elena Aminova
Imagine at the end of the year
you find that sales volumes have
not reached their target. Your
sales manager says the sales were
lower than forecast because of
the unexpected entrance of a new
competitor. Will you be satisfied with
this? What are you going to do next?

As a management accountant you
might apply scepticism and start checking
the feasibility of the sales manager’s
explanations. Maybe they were right,
maybe not. Perhaps it was a failure on
the part of the sales division that caused
lower sales. Even if the sales manager
had known the real reason, they might

have blamed external factors for fear of
reprisals. Perhaps sales forecasts were
over-optimistic. Should the target set
by the sales manager be higher than
industry forecasts or the company’s
capabilities suggest, this could indicate
overconfidence on the part of the sales
manager. Whatever the reason, the
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shortfall will affect your future assumptions
and output.
Given that there are so many variables
that affect our judgment and cost so
much in terms of time, effort and future
expenditure, it may be a good idea to
check the company’s business processes
against biases.
When managers make decisions
under stress conditions – information
overload, high degree of uncertainty,
tight timeframe – their judgments can be
unconsciously influenced by a number of
psychological phenomena. This can arise
unintentionally when we apply simple
problem-solving strategies or heuristics
that worked well in the past. These
strategies are not negative by nature; they
support us when decisions have to be
taken quickly. However, if they are used
automatically and without consideration,
they may result in a flawed judgment.
One of the core tasks of a
management accountant is to ensure the

As soon as you
have become
familiar with your
biases it will be
easier to identify
mental shortcuts
used by your
colleagues

All in the head
Illusion of control
The tendency to overestimate one’s
degree of influence over external
events. This might be unintentionally
propagated by senior managers.
For example, if a senior colleague
insists on pushing requirements
down to vendors to reduce costs
through quality improvement, it
might be uncomfortable to oppose
them, even if you notice that the
vendors lack the resources and
abilities to deliver.

Planning fallacy
The tendency to underestimate
the costs of projects and/or time to
complete them. As Thomas Conine,
a finance professor at Fairfield
University, puts it: ‘People think
they can forecast better than they
really can.’ Faced with a thorough
forecast, you may be so focused
on ticking off individual steps that
you miss the bigger picture of the
downward trend.

Overconfidence
Overestimation of your ability
to predict and control future
outcomes might become costly
over time. When deciding on
sources of finance for investments,
overconfidence might mean
internal resources are favoured over
cheaper, external debt.

Conservatism
rationality of the information delivered
to management. In practice, we rarely
uncover behavioural bias in colleagues
involved in the budgeting or investment
process, partly because of our limited
awareness of it. ACCA’s survey Culture and
Channelling Corporate Behaviour found
that only a third of respondents thought
most people were aware of cognitive
biases in decision-making processes.
What’s more, there are still no standard
tools to track such biases, despite a clear
need. A piece of research by Swissbased consultants Detecon found that
90% of companies surveyed think the
mere knowledge of ‘rational deficits’ can
improve efficiency and are planning to
introduce measures to promote awareness

The tendency to overestimate
the occurrence of low probability
events (the opposite of
overconfidence).

Loss aversion
The tendency to avoid losses rather
than acquire gains, or to neglect
losses from existing customers when
producing sales forecasts.

Anchoring
Excessive focus on another event,
competitor, technology or product.
While monitoring your competitor’s
actions and strategy, don’t forget to
revise your own plans.

of biases among participants in the
planning cycle. See box for some of
the most common cognitive biases.

Coping mechanisms
How to cope with biases? First, you
need to learn to recognise your
own mental hang-ups. There is no
standard test for checking behavioural
influences. But several research papers
summarise practical tips for finance
specialists – for example: Enhancing
Board Oversight: Avoiding Judgment
Traps and Biases by KPMG and two
Brigham Young University professors;
and The case for behavioural strategy
by McKinsey. As soon as you have
become familiar with your biases it will
be easier to identify mental shortcuts
used by your colleagues.
Bias training is worth considering.
According to the Culture and
Channelling Corporate Behaviour
survey just over three-quarters (76%)
of members suggested that teams,
including boards, should be trained in
better decision-making procedures to
lower the effect of cognitive biases.
In the long term a company needs
to set up solid control policies to
mitigate the effects of biases. The
factors that caused deviations can
be classified into controllable or
uncontrollable; related to internal
business processes or external
environment; perceived as low
or highly uncertain at the time of
planning. These procedures work
well in mitigating the illusion of
control, overconfidence or planning
fallacy biases.
To incorporate checks and control
procedures into internal policies you
can add extra steps with bias-specific
questions. For instance, imagine a
worst-case scenario and look at the
cause from an external perspective.
Embracing a contrarian view may help
you avoid over-optimism.
Misinterpretation of numbers and
facts can cause significant errors in
financial reports. Equipped with strong
guidelines, finance specialists can
control behavioural influences and
improve decision-making. ■
Denis Kotov FCCA and
Elena Aminova of Berlin consultancy
Orange ‘n’ square
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The view from

Omolayo Sokoya FCCA, senior finance manager, budget
group, London Fire Brigade, and budding author
to budget managers. The outturn financial
position predicts the expected position at
the end of the year. My present challenge
may be where a forecast is not reasonably
stable due to circumstances that are
beyond my control.
I am aware that my work impacts on the
achievement of the overall objectives
of the authority. As a consequence, I
use my accounting and finance skills to
ensure that the authority provides value
for money service to Londoners.

Snapshot: council
housing
Arm’s-length management
organisations have taken over the
management of council housing
in many local authority areas since
2002. There are now 38 ALMOs,
managing more than half a million
council homes in 41 local authorities.
ALMOs originated through a
proposal in the housing green paper
of 2000 as a means of increasing
investment in council housing,
without privatising the housing
stock. ALMOs achieve higher
independent inspection ratings than
either directly managed council
housing or housing associations.
They have also substantially
improved the quality of many
homes that failed to meet adequate
standards. Some have raised
sufficient funds to enable them to
build new council housing.
The professionalisation of the
finance function has been part
of the improvement process for
ALMOs, along with the creation of
independent boards that contain
non-executive experts – including
professional accountants.
Accountants employed by
ALMOs are well positioned
for advancement in the local
government and social housing
sectors, or into the role of an ALMO
CEO. Salaries are similar to those in
local government. Starting pay for a
qualified accountant will typically be
around £30,000, a financial analyst
may earn £40,000, a finance director
£60,000 and the CEO significantly
more. London pay is higher.

An average working day for me
involves monitoring spends and
budgets, meeting with budget holders
and providing finance support to
projects. My day starts at 6am and it’s full
on from then until 3.30pm when I leave
work to pick up my child from school.
I prepare the monthly financial
reporting to the London Fire Brigade’s
corporate management board, and to
the resources committee on a quarterly
basis and then on to the Greater
London Authority (GLA). I provide
support to our budget managers to
ensure that the authority’s annual budget
is effectively executed by overseeing
the production of monthly management
accounts and reporting, as well as
analysing variances and providing advice

People should
ensure that they
discharge their
duties diligently
and are guided by
ethical codes of
conduct

My advice to others is that people
should ensure that they discharge their
duties diligently and are guided by
the ethical codes of conduct of their
professional bodies. We should not
be afraid of taking on challenges and
persevering in all our endeavours.
I believe that being an FCCA has been
instrumental in my career development.
Not only am I a senior finance manager
at the London Fire Brigade – which
is one of the largest firefighting and
rescue organisations in the world,
responsible for protecting people and
property from fire within the 1,587 square
kilometres of Greater London – I’m
also a local pension board member of
the London Pension Fund Authority.
On top of my work duties, I mentor
trainee accountants. I also attend
professional events and socialise with
family members, friends and colleagues.
In my free time I am currently writing
my memoirs. I am an active member of
my church and I participate in the church’s
activities such as evangelism. I also enjoy
swimming and going for a spa. ■

Going public
Visit accaglobal.com/uk/
publicservices for insights on public
services and the not-for-profit sector
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Plan for living
Housing associations are set up as not-for-profit organisations. But as state funding for
new homes is withdrawn, they are having to enter complex commercial agreements
Austerity has thrown huge challenges
at the UK’s social housing sector,
especially in England. Those difficulties
come in two packages – benefits reform
and big cuts to government funding for
new social housing.
Darren Paterson FCCA is a board
member and chair of the finance
committee of Northamptonshire Rural
Housing Association. ‘The big issue at the
moment for finance professionals is the
changing landscape in terms of benefits,’
he says. ‘Lots of tenants are benefit
recipients, and the benefit system is
moving to Universal Credit. There is a lot
of risk around that because of potential
payment cuts. Budgeting is more
important than ever.’
Finance directors at housing
associations must ensure they have
structures in place for efficient rent
collection. Paterson explains: ‘Under
Universal Credit, housing benefits are no
longer automatically paid to landlords.

People on benefits have limited means,
and rent is not necessarily their main
priority when they have to buy food for
their children.’
While housing associations are
established as not-for-profit organisations,
they are increasingly involved in what look
very much like commercial operations.
This more business-like approach
has been driven by the withdrawal of
government grant, says Paddy Gray,
emeritus professor of housing at Ulster
University and a former president of the
Chartered Institute of Housing. However,
the issue is a bigger one in England than
in the devolved nations. ‘In Northern
Ireland we’re slightly better off, with 50/50
grant and private sector loans,’ says Gray.
‘In England, it is about 20% grant.’
The loss of public subsidy is pushing
housing associations towards generating
trading surpluses. Gray is concerned
that some have become so focused on
generating revenues that they concentrate

on building homes for market rent or sale,
at the expense of social housing.

Social values
‘My fear is that they will lose their social
values,’ he says. ‘There’s a big distinction
between social and affordable housing –
“affordable” is 80% of market rent, which
in London is still very expensive. That is the
way things are going. Bigger associations
are merging to improve their asset base.
A recent merger involving Sutton [Affinity
Sutton and Circle Housing merged to form
Clarion Housing Group] has created an
association with 130,000 dwellings.’
Gray adds that many housing
associations have established subsidiaries
to engage in the most overtly commercial
operations, including building to sell
and building for market rent. ‘They are
becoming quite complex organisations.’
That complexity puts a premium
on professional accountancy skills,
including maximising revenues, managing
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‘The housing
shortage in the
UK is only going
to be addressed by
radical innovation.
Gone are the days
of large capital
grants being given’

overheads, negotiating very large
borrowings, and entering and managing
multi-party joint venture arrangements.
As ratings agency Standard & Poor’s has
noted, many associations have replaced
government grant with debt, but to
support this, it argues, they have moved
into commercial areas that lie beyond
their traditional fields of expertise – so
increasing their risk profile.
An example of evolution in the sector
can be seen in the acquisition of one
of the UK’s largest land companies,
Gallagher Estates, by the L&Q housing
association for £505m. This gives L&Q
control of enough land to build 42,500
new homes in southern England,
furthering its objective of building 100,000
additional units of accommodation, for
which it needs to raise private finance of
£2.6bn. The deal is a clear sign of how
housing supply – not just the provision
of low-cost social housing for rent – has
become central to the role of associations.
One option being considered by
several associations is to partner with
pension funds, potentially generating
capital for housebuilding and ongoing
returns for the funds. The largest such

scheme is in Manchester and is focused
on affordable housing, which is often
aimed at lower-income key workers such
as nurses. Matrix Homes – a joint venture
between Manchester City Council,
Greater Manchester Pension Fund and the
government’s Homes and Communities
Agency – will build 240 new homes for
sale and rent in the city.

Joint ventures
Elsewhere, partnerships between
public bodies and housing associations
are being created to develop vacant
brownfield sites. Transport for London
is in a joint venture with Notting Hill
Housing Association to develop a site
in Greenwich, south-east London, that
will provide 400 new homes – half of
them designated as affordable. The
development will also generate capital for
investment in public transport.
Genesis Housing Association, one of
London’s largest, was recently reported
to have said that it would no longer
build homes for social rent. Mandy Ryan,
spokeswoman at Genesis, says this was
misreporting. ‘We are still committed to
building social housing,’ she insists. But

she concedes there is now a greater mix
of provision, including building for sale,
for market rent and for shared ownership
with tenants. ‘A lot of housing associations
would say that they are forced to do this
by external factors,’ she adds.
One of the most ambitious responses
to the challenging financial situation is
Your Housing Group’s joint venture with
the China National Building Material
Company, its subsidiary China Triumph
International Engineering Company,
and Barcelona Housing Systems. Lowcarbon homes will be built using modular
construction to reduce costs, with six
factories in the UK producing 25,000
homes per year for the next five years.
Brian Cronin FCCA, chief executive of
Your Housing, says the cut in government
grant combined with the demand
for associations to play a key role in
increasing housing supply has driven the
joint venture. ‘The housing shortage in
the UK is only going to be addressed by
radical innovation,’ he says. ‘Gone are the
days of large capital grants being given to
support new homes being built. Average
house prices in the UK are continuing to
creep to almost 10 times annual income.
‘The joint venture we’ve announced,
I believe, is the solution. It enables us to
significantly increase the supply of new
homes across the whole of the UK. The
state-of-the-art modular or manufactured
homes are produced using technology
similar to a car plant, enabling us to drive
down construction costs. The homes are
then assembled on site, decreasing the
time it takes to build a new home and get
it to the people who need it most.’
While government austerity has led to
tough times for tenants and landlords, it is
clearly inspiring innovative responses. ■
Paul Gosling, journalist
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Plenty to celebrate

As ACCA and CA ANZ celebrate the first anniversary of our strategic alliance,
Brian McEnery looks back on a busy year of events, projects and opportunities
With almost a year gone by since
we announced our groundbreaking
strategic alliance with Chartered
Accountants ANZ, I thought I’d
take the opportunity to reflect on
how our alliance has evolved, and
the mutual benefits that we, and
CA ANZ members, enjoy as a result.
I was interested to read about my CA
ANZ counterpart, the recently appointed
president Cassandra Crowley, in the
March issue of Accounting and Business.
Crowley and I have much in common,
from accountancy being in our blood –
her mother is a member of CA ANZ and
my brother of ACCA – to our passion for
engaging with the next generation of
finance professionals and finding ways
for our organisations to equip them for a
rapidly changing profession.
And I believe that our organisations
and members have just as much, if
not more, in common. We might span
the globe but we are all united by a
passion for this profession and a vision
for its future. (There are some additional
interesting facts about CA ANZ on the
back page of this issue.)
So, what have we been up to together
since June 2016? We’ve been running
joint events in a number of markets,
including the following:
CA ANZ hosted ‘Future of Professional
Associations’ events in London and
Sydney, and extended invitations to
both memberships.
CA ANZ contributed two wellattended sessions at ACCA’s global
virtual conference.
ACCA and CA ANZ hosted a
joint member breakfast event
discussing the future of robotics in
finance, which was held at KPMG’s
headquarters in Sydney
ACCA joined a CA ANZ/South African
Institute of Chartered Accountants
joint event in London in March.
Both bodies hosted a table at
the Australian Accounting Hall of
Fame celebrations.
ACCA was invited to join the CA ANZ
annual dinner in Hong Kong.

*
*
*
*
*
*

We have opened up CPD
opportunities for both our member
bodies. CA ANZ members have access
to a huge range of online courses
and BPP learning programmes,
while ACCA members can enjoy CA
ANZ member rates on its recently
launched Lifelong Learning platform,
offering a great number of opportunities
in a range of formats, from webinars
to workshops.
We’ve also been working
on jointly branded professional
insights projects.
At the end of March, we
successfully launched a major joint
research project: G20 public trust in
tax. ACCA worked with IFAC and CA
ANZ to survey 7,200 taxpayers across G20
nations about their views of and trust in

tax policies and policymakers. The results
were fascinating and are sure to be useful
for finance professionals in all of these
markets; you can read the full report on
the ACCA website and read the highlights
in next month’s edition of Accounting
and Business.
Finally, in December we launched the
joint publication Reach, which focuses on
the common challenges and opportunities
faced by professional accountants across
the world, whatever their role. Reach
is available on the ACCA website: visit
accaglobal.com/alliance.
It’s been a great first year for members
of both organisations. ■
Brian McEnery is a partner specialising in
corporate restructuring and healthcare
consulting at BDO Ireland
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Think before you speak out
CEO activism has blossomed in the US since Trump was elected, and we need more of
the same in the UK as Brexit talks begin. But beware of the backlash, says Peter Williams
Business leaders used to, well, lead
businesses. Now running a large
multinational corporation requires
‘politician’ to be added to the list of
desired skills.
Perhaps not surprisingly, CEO activism
– bosses speaking out on social policy
not directly related to their company’s
core business – has so far flowered most
vigorously in the US (see also the feature
on page 38).
American CEO activism changed
significantly in February this year when
nearly 100 companies filed a court
document – an amicus brief against
Donald Trump’s policy on immigration.
It was hard to ignore so many CEOs
protesting against a recently elected
president and arguing that immigration
was good not only for their businesses but
for the country as a whole.
Previously, a small number of American
CEOs had taken high-profile stands on
social and legal controversies: Howard
Schultz of Starbucks asking gun owners
to refrain from gun-toting while ordering
their latte; Apple supremo Tim Cook
taking his home state of Alabama to task
over LGBT rights; and Salesforce chief
Marc Benioff addressing the issue of
gender pay inequality. Meanwhile Dan
Cathy of restaurant chain Chick-fil-A spoke
of his opposition to gay marriage.
It is perhaps not surprising that none
of the statements was greeted with polite
applause or quiet nods of agreement.
Before donning the activist mantle,
CEOs should take note of US-based
research by the communication giant
Weber Shandwick. This suggests five key
principles encompassing the risks they run
and the rewards they could achieve:
CEO activism has support but does
not always win the popularity vote.
It influences purchase intent. The
obvious is true: if people support
the CEO, they will be even keener
on buying the service or products.
Disagree and they could be organising
a boycott.
It tests company loyalty. The message
is played inside the company as well

* 
*

*

Peter Williams is an
accountant and journalist
as outside. CEOs who nail a particular
colour to the mast may want to take
some soundings on how employees
could react before they pronounce.
It raises questions over motivation. If
CEOs do take a stance, they should
explain why. They may be doing it out
of altruism but they must expect their
motives to be traduced by mainstream
and social media.
It may divide generations – with
‘millennials’ being more favourable.
With the Brexit negotiations looming
and the political stability of the UK
under the microscope, British bosses
could be called on to speak out more
explicitly than ever before. However,
they need to think carefully about the
possible backlash if they weigh in on a
controversial topic.

*

*

In particular, CEOs and boards
should always be aware of groupthink –
coalescing around an idea rather than
challenging or questioning. Just because
a view seems obvious around a board
table does not mean it will play out well
with the wider stakeholder group. And
what may make sense in the glass-plated
HQ may seem like nonsense to retail
customers with sharply different lifestyles
and aspirations.
Parts of belligerent Britain may not
welcome ‘fat cat’ company bosses
stepping into the public square and
opinionating. But the UK faces a radical
reshaping of the nation’s life, the body
politic and the economy in particular.
Business has a vital role to play in the next
year or so, and its various voices must be
heard. CEO activism? Bring it on. ■
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Easy does it

In business productivity, just as in rugby, it is steady work that brings results, rather than
simply flinging passes and hoping that something magical will occur, says Robert Bruce

I have always enjoyed the sport of
rugby. And I am a Scot; I know where my
heart lies. So you will understand that
the recent Calcutta Cup match, when
England completely overran the Scottish
challenge, was a difficult few hours.
But what was interesting were the two
approaches used by the Scots.
There were several periods where they
painstakingly built their positions and
were rewarded with tries, momentarily
pegging back the English. And then there
were other times when a cultural memory
of the Scots’ reputation for derringdo overcame them. They flung passes
halfway across the field. They put their
faith in the idea that something magical
would occur. And, of course it didn’t.
In a somewhat different context Andy
Haldane, the always-thoughtful chief

looking at the indicators that would give us
a more accurate and plausible picture.
In terms of the old accounting adage
that ‘what gets measured, gets managed’
none of this is new. You can sense the
frustration in Haldane’s summing-up.
‘Productivity is a gift for rising living
standards’, he said, ‘perhaps the greatest
gift. It is not, however, one that always
keeps on giving, as recent events attest.
Whether in supporting living standards, or
in shrinking their distribution, tackling the
global productivity puzzle is among the
most pressing public policy issues today.
If history is any guide, there is unlikely
to be any single measure which puts
productivity growth back on track.’
Meanwhile there are all manner of
theories. The official statistics, based
on outdated business models, may
underestimate economic activity. The
financial crisis may have had a longterm scarring effect. Low interest rates,
prompted by government actions, may
simply be keeping innumerable hopeless
companies – which Haldane refers to
Robert Bruce is an
as ‘zombies’ – just above water. It may
be that the technology revolution and
accountancy commentator
its major effects have now moved on to
and journalist
relative maturity. Or it may be that there
are many poorly managed companies that
chug along thinking they
economist at the Bank of
are fine but not adding
England, applied his mind
much to the economy.
EBITDoh!
to the same conundrum in
Perhaps it is a regional
Listen to Robert
a speech later that week.
thing in the UK – London
Bruce’s podcast
In the last few years
is around 75% more
on the language
the riddle of the strange
productive than the North
used by business at
stagnation of productivity
East. But even so, both
accaglobal.com/ab/
figures, both in the UK and
regions have what Haldane
podcasts
elsewhere, has perplexed
refers to as ‘a short, fat
many. There are several
lower tail of laggard
theories as to why this
firms’. Diversity seems to
might be. It could be that companies
make a difference. Companies that export
are also being painstaking in their
are more productive by around a third
management processes and skills but are
than companies that don’t. And foreignnot bringing off the Scots’ achievement of
owned firms have twice the average
getting over the goal line. It could be that
productivity of domestically-orientated
companies are not going strongly enough
firms. All these are relatively predictable.
for throwing out the long and enterprising
There are two areas which, to be fair,
pass of innovation. Or it could simply be
the accounting world has been working
that in a changing world, we are simply not
at for years. One ties into the idea that
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Productivity puzzle
This is how Andy Haldane
explains the nature of the
productivity problem:
‘Productivity growth has
consistently underperformed
relative to expectations, since at
least the global financial crisis. This
tale of productivity disappointment,
in forecasting and in performance,
has been extensively debated and
analysed over recent years. Some
have called it the “productivity
puzzle”.
‘With each year that passes,
and as each new turning point
in productivity has failed to
materialise, this mystery has
deepened. This has led some to
conjecture that the world may have
entered a new epoch of sub-par
productivity growth, an era of
secular stagnation.
‘Various possible causes of this
stagnation have been posited,
including adverse demographic
trends and diminished rates of
innovation. The secular stagnation
hypothesis is striking in its gloomy
implications for future growth in
living standards.’

◄ Producing results

Courtney Lawes helps send
England to victory against
Scotland during this year’s
Six Nations rugby tournament
the useful stuff is not being measured and
not appearing in the statistical overview.
Another could simply be that accountants
have been slow to push through obvious
changes in financial reporting.
The narrow focus on the annual report
has tended to exclude innovation and the
recognition of non-financial reporting.
Such factors are understood but have
not been measured, nor reported, in a
way that would ensure that they took
their place in the productivity story. ‘One
potentially important micro-economic
measure supporting innovation is
greater recognition of the importance
of companies’ intangible assets, such as
intellectual property,’ Haldane suggested.
‘These constitute an increasing fraction
of companies’ total assets, but are not
measured or valued in as consistent and

coherent a way as tangible assets such
as plant and machinery.’ The process of
change in the accountancy profession’s
corporate reporting process does lag way
behind what would be useful.
Haldane also suggested that ‘current
UK corporate governance practices may
act as a brake on innovative companies’.
He highlights attempts to reposition
efforts towards the long term, both in
terms of investment and productivity.
The profession generally considers itself
to have done much good work from the
fields of integrated reporting to strategic
reports and sustainability reporting.
But in reality, while these are having an
effect, they are not yet carrying all before
them. It could simply be that much of the
problem of low productivity is also related
to the reluctance in business heartlands to

accelerate such disclosure and reporting.
In the end, as Haldane points out:
‘For the same reason most car-owners
believe they are above-average drivers,
most companies might well believe
they have above-average levels of
productivity.’ In fact, he says, ‘we know
most companies have below-average
levels of productivity and a large fraction
have seen no productivity improvement for
several decades’. For him benchmarking,
mentoring and gradual improvements in
the way businesses operate would help.
We are back to the Scottish rugby
team. It is the steady work on improving
the fundamentals that brings results.
None of which means that innovation
and the occasional long pass to a waiting
genius out on the wing doesn’t bring
about success as well. Just not as often. ■
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Go with the flow

There is no doubt that cashflow statement presentation needs improvement, but agreeing
how to do this could be tricky given the proliferation of current practices, says Jane Fuller

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA
UK and serves on the Audit
and Assurance Council of the
Financial Reporting Council
It sounds simple: ‘Cashflow statements
report a company’s inflows and outflows
of cash.’ So says the US Securities and
Exchange Commission. But if that were
so, the statements would start with
receipts from customers and proceed
with deductions, in a cash equivalent of
the profit/loss account.
Australian companies come nearest
to this with their ‘direct’ cashflow
statements. Meanwhile US companies
start at the bottom, with net income, and
work back up to net cash from operating
activities. And a typical UK company
will start in the middle with something
resembling operating profit.
The direct method looks, theoretically,
attractive (and the company I looked
at, Woolworths Group, provides a
good example). But actually, ease of

understanding depends what you are
used to and what you want to get out of
it. More important than the starting point
is the ability to follow a number through
the financial statements.
UK retailer Next starts its cashflow
statement with the operating profit figure
that is in the profit and loss (P&L) account.
That is ideal. But then Next is a much
simpler company than, say, Vodafone,
where the ‘inflow from operating activities’
is nearly eight times the P&L operating
profit. To bridge the gap you have to jump
from the primary statements to various
notes and back to the useful net debt
reconciliation from the narrative report.
So, there is clearly room for
improvement, as a discussion paper
from the UK’s Financial Reporting Council
(FRC), ‘Improving the Statement of

Cash Flows’, points out. Yet reaching
agreement on what those improvements
should be is not easy.
One assumption might be that
cashflow is a performance measure, as
evidenced by the popularity of the ‘free
cashflow’ metric. But few would suggest
throwing accrual accounting out of the
window. Cashflow is lumpy and the
concept of relating income and costs
to economic events is more relevant in
judging sustainable performance.
What the cashflow statement does
provide is an important check on a P&L
account with many non-cash items.
Divergence between depreciation and
actual capital spending, for instance, can
prompt questions about a company’s
investment (cash-consuming) profile.
And it does help in sifting revaluations
from transactions.
Many regard the statement as a
measure of liquidity. In some ways this is
obvious since the bottom line is cash and
cash equivalents. But it is surprising how
many questions this provokes – is cash
stashed overseas accessible? Will money
placed in money market funds never
‘break the buck’?
More important is the link to the
balance sheet, notably shedding
light on the change net debt. A clear
reconciliation between the two balance
sheet dates, linked to the cashflow
statement, is always welcome.
But a company’s resilience is about
more than liquidity. In a crisis, the
dividend can be cut, but how easy is it to
reduce capital spending, or even running
costs? Is there a business that could be
sold? How willing would creditors be to
lend more? Ultimately, would investors
stump up cash for new shares?
One thing that can be agreed is
that the cashflow statement provides a
link between the P&L account and the
balance sheet, helping us to understand
both. To aid that, the FRC is right to point
to the importance of ‘the same notion
of operating activities [being] used for
both the statement of cashflows and the
statement(s) of financial performance.’ ■
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The tech/talent squeeze

A global survey by the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) reflects growing
talent and technology challenges for small and medium-sized practices

Recruit/retain to the fore for first time

The biggest technology issues

Accountants working in small and medium-sized
practices (SMPs) around the world are facing
heightened staffing challenges, according to the latest
IFAC global SMP survey, which covered over 5,000
respondents in 164 countries. It is the first time that
staffing has made it into the top four challenges since
the first survey in 2011.

SMPs regard cloud, the resource requirement and
digitalisation as their big tech challenges, ahead of security
(31%), choosing a solution (31%), and big data (27%).

41%

41%

33%

41%

42%

44%

■ 2016 ■ 2015

47%

46%

Top global challenges (combined high/very high ratings)
38%
Moving to
the cloud

37%
Investing in
software and
staying up to
date

36%
Investing in
hardware
and staying
up to date

36%
Achieving
a digital,
paperless
environment

Finances on the up
Half the firms (52%) reported a higher total fee income
for 2016 than 2015. The graphic shows the range of firms
reporting performance across four discrete service lines.
Attracting
new clients

Attracting
new and
retaining
existing staff

Keeping up
with new
regulations/
standards

Experiencing
pressure to
reduce fees

Other global challenges 2016 (rated high/very high)

2016 performance for audit/tax/advisory/accounting
13–17%
Reported income
fell moderately

8% or less
Reported income
fell substantially

39% Rising costs
39% Differentiating from competition
35% Technology developments
34% Serving clients operating internationally

33–37%
Reported income
stayed the same

26–31%
Reported income
rose moderately

6% or less
Reported income
rose substantially

33% Personnel and staffing issues
32% Managing cashflow and late payments
23% Retaining clients

Better times ahead
Most SMPs predict fee income will rise or stay the same in
2017 – the ranges below encompass four service lines.

23% Succession planning

For more information:

45–55%
of SMPs with 21+
partners and staff

VS

33–44%
of sole
practitioners

IFAC’s global SMP survey is at bit.ly/IFAC-SMP
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The rise of the machines

Artificial intelligence has the power to take the drudgery out of routine tasks in financial
and legal services – but it could also lead to the widespread loss of entry-level jobs

T

echno-fear is nothing new. Worries that advancing
technology could lead to mass unemployment can be
traced back to the start of the industrial revolution
in the 18th century – and have never entirely disappeared.
A pamphlet written in the early 1800s by the Luddites,
textile workers whose livelihoods were threatened by the
growing use of machines, argued that such inventions were
‘expedients for dispensing with the labour of the poor’. Fastforward to the US of the early 1960s and President John F.
Kennedy said that the decade’s biggest domestic challenge
would be to ‘maintain full employment at a time when
automation … is replacing men’.
So far these dystopian predictions have not come true. As
technology has advanced, it has displaced routine jobs, only
to create new, more creative and value-added alternatives.
‘Throughout history, technological progress has often been
disruptive, but it has not been a net destroyer of jobs for
economies as a whole,’ says Mark Zandi, chief economist at
Moody’s Analytics, a subsidiary of the credit rating agency.
But some experts worry that this time it could be different,
and that artificial intelligence (AI) and advanced robotics
could be poised to take a big chunk out of the labour market.
Almost half of American workers have jobs that are at high risk
of automation, according to The Future of Employment: How
susceptible are jobs to computerisation?, a 2013 paper by
Oxford University’s Carl Frey and Michael Osborne.
‘Among the main worries is that technology is encroaching
further into white-collar jobs,’ says Fiona Czerniawska, a
co-founder of Source Global Research and a former head of
strategic planning for EY in the UK. ‘Instead of just replacing
manual and low-skilled jobs, machines are increasingly capable
of replacing intellectual labour too.’
Workers in the professional services sector, who might

have considered their jobs too highly skilled to be vulnerable,
are now in the line of fire, Czerniawska argues. Accounting,
auditing, bookkeeping and tax preparation were listed by Frey
and Osborne as among the functions most at risk of being
automated. ‘All of the major firms are investing heavily in
technology that will automate the more routine parts of the
audit process,’ says Czerniawska.
Deloitte, which can trace its origins back to the 1840s,
has been at the forefront. In March 2016 the firm announced
an alliance with Kira Systems to deploy artificial intelligence
software that it said would ‘free workers from the tedium of
reviewing contracts and other documents’. The technology has
the potential radically to accelerate the process of analysing
documents, which lies behind a host of business activities, from
mergers to leasing arrangements.
Craig Muraskin, managing director of Deloitte’s US Innovation
group, notes that ‘wading through miles of corporate jargon,
hunting for key words and patterns, can consume considerable
time and resources’. Technological advances would enable
Deloitte to redeploy talent ‘to higher-value activities’ and permit
its human workforce to focus on ‘more strategic matters’, he says.
Meanwhile, KPMG has been making use of AI from McLaren
Applied Technologies to speed up and improve the accuracy of
evidence gathering and the production of reports.
Such systems have been gaining ground in legal services
too. The UK law firm Freshfields, which has been legal adviser to
the Bank of England since 1743, is another venerable institution
that has enthusiastically adopted artificial intelligence. It claims
to have boosted efficiency by between 40% and 70% by using
software from Kira Systems.
‘This could be potentially revolutionary for professional
services firms, doing for them what robots did for assembly-line
manufacturing,’ says Czerniawska. ‘There is a lot of routine work
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‘If technology
removes the
lower steps
on the career
ladder, how do
companies create
the leaders of
the future?’

performed by investment banks, law
firms and auditors that can be largely
taken over by artificial intelligence.’
That could mean better value for
customers, and better accuracy and
speed. It would also change the jobs
mix in professional services companies,
with fewer routine, entry-level functions
and more roles focused on creative
thinking and analysis. Appealing
as this sounds, it could produce
problems. ‘Overall there would likely be far fewer people,’
says Czerniawska. ‘If the lower steps on the career ladder are
removed, how do companies create the leaders of the future?’
Technological change is already being reflected in the training
of accountants. ‘There is less need for simple bookkeeping tasks
and more for strategic thinking,’ says Dorothy Wood, head of
education at ACCA in Europe. ‘Accounting education has shifted
away from rote learning towards more business analysis.’
While the elimination of many routines should make countless
jobs more satisfying, it could contribute to rising inequality. ‘It is
an economy in which the rewards go disproportionately to those
with special talent and expertise, along with those who own the
technology that is reshaping the workplace,’ says Marc Chandler,
an economist at Brown Brothers Harriman in New York.
Many economists believe that advances in technology partly
explain the recent widening of the income gap, with median real
wages stagnating, while the earnings of the top tier have been
pulling away from the pack. The top 0.01% of American earners
managed to double their share of the national income from 3%
to 6% between 1995 and 2007. In contrast, as of late 2016, the
median household income in the US was 1.6% lower than in
2007, adjusted for prices, and 2.4% below the peak reached in

the boom of the late 1990s. And the
US is not alone. Average real Japanese
and German household incomes have
flatlined for more than a decade.
‘Technology has not been the only
force at work here, but has certainly
been a big contributor,’ says Chandler.
The rapid pace of this change
could prove an additional problem.
‘While technological progress has not
reduced overall employment, it has
produced periods of disruption and bouts of rising joblessness,’
says Zandi. ‘And the faster the rate of change the harder this can
be for societies to adjust to.’
Certainly, the development of AI appears to be accelerating.
In their 2014 book The Second Machine Age, MIT professors Erik
Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee cite recent developments in
driverless cars as an example of the breakneck pace of change. In
the early 2000s, some experts contended that such technologies
had hit a roadblock due to problems replicating some aspects of
driver behaviour, yet by 2010 Google had overcome these.
Amid such upheaval, those displaced by technology could
have less time than before to develop new skills and find new
opportunities. The need for lifelong learning in the workforce
could increase, as people seek to maintain their place in the
employment market. To keep one step ahead of the machines,
education and training systems would have to focus on the
kind of creative thinking or human interaction skills that artificial
intelligence cannot yet easily replicate. And governments would
have to rethink welfare systems to provide a safety net for those
forced out of their jobs by new technology. ■
Christopher Fitzgerald and Fernando Florez, journalists
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Boardroom revolution

In this post-truth world, activist CEOs should support the common good in business and
society, and drive the change that disillusioned workers want to see, says Robert Phillips

T

he only good thing about Brexit,’ a politician friend
remarked recently, ‘is that it finally woke everyone
from their slumber.’ The same could be said of the
chaotic insurgency of Donald Trump. We have quickly
realised that the settlement on which we once relied is
broken and the status quo is not the answer.
This principle applies to business as well as politics – though
some still believe business activism can be contained. I argue
otherwise: contagion is inevitable. Citizens are angry and their
voices have gone unheard, as workers as well as voters.
In his book The Second Curve, the management guru
Charles Handy points out that, in any corporation, 80% of
the workers are disengaged and don’t care, while 25% of
the 80% would actively sabotage the organisation they work
for. No longer can any leader rely on the dull, controlling
managerialism of the recent past, and a corresponding
corporate and political obsession with ‘risk mitigation’. Let’s

face it, no nation that was risk averse would have voted for
either Brexit or Trump.
Some are calling this ‘the post-truth age’; others ‘the new
normal’ or the ‘interregnum’, where the old is not yet dead and
the new has still to be born. Nomenclature matters little. ‘To
live in freedom,’ commented the 19th-century French political
scientist Alexis de Tocqueville, ‘one must grow used to a life full
of agitation, change and danger.’ This is the world as it is now
– seen as much in a workplace where people are threatened by
automation, zero-hours contracts and loss of voice, as it is in the
corridors of old political power.
Activism on the part of senior business leaders – sparked into
life from Silicon Valley in the aftermath of Trump’s election as US
president – is long overdue. Too many CEOs have been silent
for too long on issues from corporate misdemeanours (carbon
emissions, harassment, bribery – take your pick) and executive
pay, to climate change and slave labour, hoping the status quo
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will preserve them. Like their political
counterparts, they have relied on spin
(PR or the ghastly CSR – corporate
social responsibility) to save them. It
can’t and it won’t.

Out of control

39

a licence to lead. Activist CEOs can
support the common good in business
and society – and drive the change
disenfranchised and disengaged
workers want to see. While there
are legal and regulatory obligations
placed on every organisation, there can
be no hiding behind these. Nor can
organisations blindly pursue the primacy
of shareholder value, called out by the
much-admired business leader Jack
Welch as ‘the world’s dumbest idea’.
To put it another way, the economist
Milton Friedman was wrong. The social
responsibility of business is to not to
maximise profit. There is a human, moral
and ethical dimension to business. But
understanding this is only part of the
journey. Actively supporting the common good is the right thing
to do. Human value trumps shareholder value in this new world,
whatever mad indices the markets may sometimes show.
Activist leaders in 2017 face four immediate battlegrounds.
First, they will have to fight for truth – and not be beguiled
by the dangerous pursuit of ‘fake news’ that so delights the
US president. They will need to take this fight to the frontline
of Facebook, Twitter and Google which, despite their recent
protestations, remain part of the problem, not the solution.
Second, they need to put away their superhero capes
and realise that this is no longer a battle they can fight alone.
Activist leaders, supported by the connecting power of digital,
will coalesce within new ecosystems of enlightened networks,
finding like-minded partners and bringing together people and
organisations to fight for the common good on real societal
issues – from healthcare to education, affordability and housing
to climate change. This will demonstrate a radical departure from
the lipstick-on-a-pig approaches of conventional CSR.
Third, activist leaders in business will champion human
potential. The motto should be ‘citizens – or people – first’. They
will need to challenge the false orthodoxy of measurement (we
measure ‘everything … except that which makes life worthwhile’,
as Senator Robert Kennedy put it half a century ago), and resist
the lure of buying ‘purpose’ from slick advertising agencies.
Finally, they will lead with courage – the courage to embrace
the agitation, change and danger about which de Tocqueville
wrote; the courage to speak with a ‘political’ voice; and the
courage to listen to wise crowds of employees and stakeholders,
embrace vulnerability and welcome dissent.
These are the new truths of the post-truth age. As George
Orwell wrote: ‘In times of universal deceit, telling the truth is a
revolutionary act.’ The counter-revolution can start now – and in
the boardroom. ■

If any CEO still
believes that they
are in control,
that belief lies
shattered. Old
hierarchies
continue to
crumble and fall

A failure to become active now – to
act with the radical honesty and
transparency that shuns spin altogether
– may well lead to sudden insurrections
in the workplace, too. If any CEO still
believes that they are in control, in
reality that belief lies shattered. No
one is in control any longer – even if
you have the words ‘chief executive’
on your business card. Old hierarchies
continue to crumble and fall.
The message of the anti-capitalist Occupy movement
early this decade should have served as the wake-up call to
the business world. ‘We are the 99%’ fired a warning shot of
disaffection (‘a cry of anger by people who felt they had been
abandoned by their leaders’, as the physicist and cosmologist
Stephen Hawking later put it) that was soon to multiply inside
and beyond corporations and ultimately manifest in votes for
Brexit and Trump.
Activist business leadership at that point – or public
leadership with a commitment to genuine accountability and
public value – would have enabled CEOs to escape from
their boardroom bunkers and PR-led echo chambers; listen to
dissenting voices inside and outside their organisations; undo
the hierarchies that were the source of their power; establish
new networks among co-workers and wider stakeholders
that supported the many, not the few; show humanity and
vulnerability; and create new models of shared or common value
that placed people and planet alongside profit. This is what CEO
activism looks like in practice. Ironically, in a world where every
leader and commentator seems to seek the holy grail of trust,
measures such as these would have surely helped earn that trust.

Beige and bland
In this new world, it is no longer maverick but essential that
business leaders escape the beige and the bland and have a
definite point of view. Among the global corporates, Unilever’s
Paul Polman is perhaps the best-known example, championing
his Sustainable Living Plan. Similar endeavours are being pursued
by KPMG in its Global Responsible Tax Project, the UK’s Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors in its public interest programme,
and the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development in its
initiative The Future of Work Is Human. All put common good
front and centre (in the interests of transparency, they are also
clients of Jericho Chambers).
Enlightened, activist CEOs will still, naturally, behave partly
out of economic self-interest, protecting their licence to
operate. But business activism can go beyond this and create

Robert Phillips is the author of Trust Me, PR Is Dead and
co-founder of consultancy Jericho Chambers. He is a visiting
professor at City, University of London’s Cass Business School
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High-risk ventures
There are profits to be made in failed and fragile states – for those companies willing to
operate amid political and economic instability, and even the threat of violence

T

he ancient Celts had a saying: ‘To the brave belong
all things’, and in business, this remains true. Those
prepared to take big risks can reap big spoils. But they
can also stumble into disaster. Such calculations are always
made when foreign companies consider trading or investing
in ‘failed states’ or states at risk of failure.
Essentially such countries are unpredictable as business
jurisdictions. They may be mired in conflict or war, as Syria or
Yemen are; or unstable, like Iraq and Afghanistan; or they may
have a very weak state, as Somalia does. Foreign businesses still
operate in these places – but their representatives are in danger.
States do not have to suffer from endemic violence to be
regarded as ‘fragile’, an assessment that includes failed states.
In the view of Seth Kaplan, lecturer at the School of Advanced
International Studies at Johns Hopkins University, Washington
DC, and author of Fixing Fragile States, fragility should be seen
as a continuum. ‘Conflict is one side of the spectrum, and at
the other end is cross-border regions that are fragile,’ he says.
‘To me, war can change things, but the characteristics do not
[change]. About 50 to 60 countries are
fragile; only a few are violent.’
Common characteristics of fragile
states, according to Kaplan, are high
levels of institutional corruption;
government institutions, such as the
judiciary, not being independent; and
social fragmentation.
At the more dangerous end of the
spectrum, topping the Fragile States
Index 2016 drawn up by the thinktank Fund for Peace, are countries
at war or with violent insurgencies.
Somalia, South Sudan, Yemen and Syria
are in the Very High Alert category;
Afghanistan, Iraq, Nigeria and Pakistan
are classed as High Alert.
When a conflict starts, it typically

takes time for businesses not in immediate war zones to be
affected. Syria is a case in point. The conflict started in 2011, but
for one IT component manufacturer, based near Damascus, it was
not until 2013 that the business was forced to stop operations,
and then only for a matter of months – it is now operating again.
Electricity shortages were overcome using private generators,
but retaining staff was a major challenge. Another issue was
the multilateral sanctions imposed on Syria from 2011. These
affected the company’s ability to import raw materials, as well as
make payments through the international financial system. As the
conflict continued, the Syrian pound depreciated significantly,
further impeding business.
With US-dollar and euro trades forbidden by law, businesses
in Syria have to be imaginative to create the pricing stability
they need to stay afloat. They make verbal contracts, but as
these are not legal, trades are paid in Syrian pounds, agreed
on the day’s exchange rate. ‘When you work with clients you
don’t trust, you add 5-10% as a risk dividend factor,’ says the
Syrian-based executive, adding that the greasing of palms has
become standard operating procedure.
‘Everyone is part of the war economy.’
In Afghanistan, it is a similar story.
‘You either pay with money or with
time,’ says Sanzar Kakar, chairman of
the Kabul-based Afghanistan Holding
Group, which provides taxation,
accounting, auditing, procurement,
training and legal services. ‘If you
don’t pay a bribe, clearing taxes can
take six months.’ For many market
participants, he explains, it is a cost of
doing business.
Security is an additional expense,
costing up to US$1,000 per person per
day in Afghanistan for mobile patrols.
But unpredictability at the government
level can be a greater operational

‘When you work
with clients
you don’t trust,
you add 5-10% as
a risk dividend
factor. Everyone
is part of the war
economy’
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Nigeria

Nigeria has a viable government with control over most of
the country, but there are significant levels of corruption –
Nigeria is 136th in the 176-country Transparency International
Corruption Perceptions Index.
To succeed, says Tosin Oluyemi, a Lagos-based finance
professional and accountant at KPMG, companies need
to look carefully at recruitment, appointing effective staff
who understand the local business environment and how to
comply with regulation. ‘Issues that overseas organisations
find tough will pose little difficulty for those who know the
business,’ he says. ‘So how far you can do business depends
on who you’re working with.’
Tax officials can be unpredictable, but as Oluyemi notes:
‘A skilled tax manager can help a foreign company weather
the storm of a tax default and continue to do business.’

Syria

Businesses in Syria – now in its seventh year of conflict –
have to run the gauntlet of war, corruption and international
sanctions. But that has not stopped accounting majors
EY and Deloitte from operating there; Lebanese bank
subsidiaries also conduct business. Manufacturers and
traders, however, have to pay off state and non-state actors
at checkpoints to get goods from A to B.
Connections are key in Syria. ‘Big traders need preferential
deals [with certain members of President Bashar alAssad’s family], and everyone has a network,’ says a Syrian
manufacturer. Moreover, traders require a good global
network to get around sanctions.

South Sudan

The business opportunities brought by South Sudan’s
independence in 2011 have largely disappeared since civil
conflict restarted three years ago. Though the government
– a party to the violence – has continued to welcome

obstacle, and is often the reason, in addition to the corruption,
why companies quit unstable countries. For instance, two
telecommunications companies, Roshan and Etisalat, are trying
to exit Afghanistan after their bank accounts were frozen in a tax
dispute. ‘Investors are already worried about security, but when
the finance ministry says you are late on tax forms by one day,
issues an arrest warrant and puts you on a no-flight list, people
decide they just can’t do business here,’ Kakar says.
In Somalia, business is a gamble, and not for the fainthearted, says Mogadishu-based professional accountant and
business consultant Mohamed Noor. ‘Those who are lucky and
can manoeuvre through the rough and hostile business terrain
here can walk away with jackpots from their investments. But
those who are unlucky can lose all their investment in a day.’
Political instability, frequent clashes between clans, and
terrorist attacks, coupled with weak law enforcement and a

international businesses, security concerns and a turbulent
economy make operations virtually impossible.
Ian Dent, managing partner of accounting firm IDIAA,
which operates out of South Sudan’s capital, Juba, says one
of the biggest problems is rampant hyperinflation (at 470%
last December). Meanwhile, companies that pay employees
in US dollars face currency shortages. ‘The international
businesses that have been successful are in the services
sector – for example, banks and insurance companies,’ Dent
says. However, those fields are now crowded.

Zimbabwe

Ranked 16th on the Fund for Peace Fragile States Index,
Zimbabwe is laden with potential investment opportunities,
including mining and tourism, but has failed to attract
overseas investors. Disincentives include an ailing economy,
a long history of political volatility, company closures
and a proactive government policy favouring local blackZimbabwean-owned businesses.
Despite this, Kudakwashe Basikoro, a Harare accountant,
says investors eyeing Zimbabwe’s financial sector should not
be worried by the country’s Indigenisation and Economic
Empowerment Act, which gives the government power to
insist on 51% control of businesses by Zimbabweans. ‘The
financial services industry is one of the sectors that have been
exempted from the indigenisation laws,’ he says.
Concerns have, though, been raised about the release by
the government of new ‘bond notes’, supposedly backed by
US dollar reserves, to serve as a crypto-currency. The country
has had no local formal currency since the collapse of the
Zimbabwe dollar in 2009 amid hyperinflation. ‘The absence
of a lender of last resort is a big challenge in the financial
services sector,’ Basikoro says. ‘In addition to this, treasury
bills are not being liquefied on maturity. These are some of
the challenges that investors have to contend with, should
they decide to invest in Zimbabwe.’

feeble judicial system, mean that traders must arrange private
security, with locals on board. A responsible manager should
supervise security operations round the clock.
‘You need to have multiple supply chains in case one route
is shut down,’ Noor says. In many locations, it is also essential to
enter into a deal with a local ‘godfather’ to prevent attacks.
Clearly, the model can work. Somali business exists, but the
successful businesses are unlikely to welcome competition and
have the contacts to make life very difficult for newcomers. As
Noor says: ‘Those shrewd businessmen who thrive in fragile
markets will frustrate any efforts towards stability that might
threaten or bring competition to their enterprises.’ ■
Paul Cochrane in Beirut, Ramadhan Rajab in Nairobi,
Andrew Green in Berlin, Ceaser Mhukahuru in Harare and
Samuel Okocha in Lagos, journalists
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Supporting structure

For business to thrive it needs to be underpinned by a strong legal framework based on
four key principles: simplicity, transparency, fairness and accountability

B

usiness law is one of those things that we tend to take
for granted until something goes wrong; it is part of
the fabric of a successful economy. But what makes for
a strong and successful business law framework? What are
the essential elements that encourage the right behaviours
and economic success? A new report from ACCA strips
business law back to its fundamental framework in order to
answer these questions.
Tenets of Business Law is the latest in a series of policy papers
on key issues affecting the accountancy profession, building on
ACCA’s 12 tenets of tax, published in 2011. This latest paper
attempts to identify the key principles in business law that
underpin a good environment in which to do business. These
cover the three aspects of business law: the form of the business
(its legal personality, in other words); the regulation of internal
decision-making and conduct; and the relationship between the
business and external stakeholders – anyone affected by the
business’s activities.
The report begins by identifying four key principles that are
essential to a good legal environment for business.

Aim for simplicity
The laws that govern businesses should be stringent but not
complex. The report argues that simpler rules governing
business structures (meaning they are limited in scope and easy
to understand and explain) are easier to administer and therefore
do not impose a substantial cost burden on businesses. They are
also, the report continues, more difficult to break undetected.
Over the past century, though, the
regulatory burden on businesses has
grown significantly. The report puts
forward some suggestions that might
help to tackle this problem.
‘As a matter of expediency,’ say the
authors, ‘policymakers may consider
adopting a one-minus-two approach,
whereby for every new business law
adopted, two unnecessary laws are
removed.’ They also suggest the use
of ‘sunset clauses’ in business law,
under which a law expires automatically
at a certain date if it is not renewed:
‘In many cases socially undesirable
business outcomes can be traced
back to outdated and inappropriate
business forms being used. Revision of

the regulations can help to ensure that they remain up to date
and appropriate for society’s current needs.’

Be open and transparent
The second principle identified in the report is that lawmakers
should be open and transparent with businesses during the
development and implementation of business law. For the good
of society, business needs a predictable environment in which
to prosper, says the report; government should indicate as far as
possible the direction in which it intends to steer the business
environment to allow business to plan for the long term. In
practice this means consultation with stakeholders before new
business laws are implemented, and a ‘reasonable time frame’ in
which to implement new laws.

Behave consistently
The report stresses that business law must be applied
consistently and equally among business enterprises. This is
important for the effective application of law – because the
perception that regulation is designed exclusively for one
group will dissuade others from engaging with it – and also to
avoid protectionism and abuse of competition. ‘Governments
should be ready to step in where it becomes clear that
legitimate exploitation of competitive advantage has become
an abuse,’ says the report, ‘and especially so where such activity
is coordinated between interests to create an impression of
acceptability.’ Governments should also take care that the
application of uniform laws does not disadvantage particular
groups, it adds. ‘It may well be that
elements designed to deal with the
affairs of large or complex businesses
should be specifically disapplied for
smaller businesses for which they have
no direct relevance, especially where
smaller businesses may not have the
resources to deal with such burdens
and society would derive no benefit
from them.’

The perception
that regulation
is designed
exclusively for
one group will
dissuade others
from engaging
with it

Prepare to be accountable
The accountability of business fosters
trust, argues the report, and business
law should facilitate this. ‘Business
should be prepared and able to
explain their actions and strategies
to stakeholders,’ it says. ‘The legal
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framework within which business operates should be designed
so as to enable that openness, and at the same time give
stakeholders confidence that the disclosures presented by
business are complete, comparable and reliable.’
While these four principles are clear, they must have meaning
in practice to be effective. So how can this be achieved? The
report identifies a number of critical elements.
First, the law should provide a framework to resolve disputes
between businesses, in a fair and transparent way. Disputes
are inevitable and there are many ways of resolving them, from
mediation to formal court proceedings. Each of these mechanisms
should provide a reasonably rapid, cost-effective and confidential
resolution process. The report also suggests that arbitration
bodies should consider publishing the principles of their decisions,
which may over time reduce the need for formal processes. ‘In
jurisdictions where arbitration clauses are compulsory in commercial
agreements, recourse to the courts is comparatively rare, reducing
the burden on society of regulating private disputes,’ it adds.
Second, the report argues that the business law framework
should establish a system that encourages entrepreneurship and
enterprise. The most successful entrepreneurs are not simply
those that take risks but those that are able to manage risks
sensibly. The challenge is to balance the encouragement of risktaking against the risks of something going wrong. The report
makes a number of suggestions for achieving this, including a
limited liability corporate structure to reduce entrepreneurs’
exposure to risk, combined with systems to encourage sensible
risk-taking, or ‘generous’ limits around personal bankruptcy.

Third, the business law framework should foster an
ethical approach, which might take the form of a voluntary
code. ‘Encouraging businesses to adopt corporate social
responsibility principles is likely to encourage ethical business,’
the report adds.
Fourth, government should aim to establish a stable
environment for business. This includes instilling a degree of
confidence in the market and emphasising that it is supportive of
business, by acting against unfairness in the market, consistently
applying business laws, and encouraging regular communication
between government and business.
Finally, the report says that lawmakers should create a
framework in which business success makes a net positive
contribution to the prosperity of society. In practice, it adds, this
means acting to reduce bribery, encouraging business to engage
positively with its social environment, and supporting SMEs,
which employ the majority of workers in most jurisdictions.
By stripping back the complexity of business law to its
essential ingredients and purpose, the report lays bare the
requirements of a strong and successful legal framework. ■
Liz Fisher, journalist
For more information:
For more on ACCA’s policy papers, see bit.ly/ACCAbizlaw. Forthcoming topics in the series are audit quality,
corporate reporting and corporate governance
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Career boost

In a competitive world, everyone needs to future-proof themselves against the risk of
redundancy, says our talent doctor Rob Yeung; plus, how to avoid overload at work

Talent doctor: employability

Dr Rob Yeung is an
organisational psychologist
and coach at consultancy
Talentspace
I recently ran a workshop for finance
professionals at an energy business.
The business had merged with a
competitor and was closing down
the department. The organisation
hired me to advise these shocked
individuals on how to rewrite their
CVs and interview successfully.
Unfortunately, the truth is that the
only way to ensure that you can find a
new job quickly is to start early and to
future-proof yourself. In an increasingly
competitive world, organisations will
do what they must to survive – and
that includes making you redundant,
no matter how hard you work or how
faithfully you serve your employer.
Don’t wait until you find yourself
unemployed before thinking about

your next job. Prepare now to ensure that
you stay employable or even promotable.
If you have worked for your current
employer for more than a year, consider
the following question: what have you
done in the past 12 months that is new
and noteworthy? If you struggle to answer
the question, then you may have fallen
into a common trap: repeating the same
work year after year.
You may be working long hours but
if most of your work from the past 12
months is similar to what you did in the
previous 12 months, then you are at risk.
The more repetitive your work, the greater
the chance you could be replaced by
someone cheaper, or by automation.
So be sure to pursue occasional
assignments or projects that allow you

to develop new skills or knowledge.
Remember that it’s not your employer’s
responsibility to give you such
opportunities. It is up to you and you
alone to identify and secure the kind of
work that would demonstrate to other
employers that you are continuing to
move forwards in your career.
The results of surveys worldwide
show that a significant proportion
of people find work through people
they already know. In other words,
your network matters. I’m sure
you understand the importance of
networking intellectually but how much
are you actually doing? When was the
last time you emailed an acquaintance
to suggest a breakfast meeting, lunch
or a drink after work?
What would happen if a recruiter
were to type your name into Google?
Yes, you may have a profile on
Facebook, Twitter or some other social
network. But is it one that affirms your
credibility as a professional? If the
answer is no, then I suggest deleting
your existing profile (or changing the
privacy settings) and setting up a new
one. Follow news outlets, professional
organisations and even individuals
you admire. Connect with other likeminded professionals. Comment and
share information relevant to your
career. You don’t have to spend more
than a few minutes doing this each
week. Just be sure to do it. ■

Be prepared
Watch Dr Rob Yeung’s
video on how to stay employable
at bit.ly/Y-futureproof

For more information:
talentspace.co.uk
@robyeung
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CFOs under pressure
More than a third (36%) of UK
finance directors have raised
concerns about increasing
workloads as their remit
evolves to support more
operational decision-making.
Research by recruiter
Robert Half Management
Resources has found
that CFOs and FDs are
having to balance finance
responsibilities with
developing business strategy
to help drive company
growth. In addition, nearly
two-fifths of FDs highlighted
the implementation of new
technologies as a priority for
the next 12 months.
However, this pressure on
CFOs should present some
interesting opportunities for
interim finance professionals.
According to the survey, CFOs
and FDs are planning to work
with interim professionals
in financial budgeting and
forecasting (42%), financial
planning and analysis (40%)
and controlling (40%).
In the long term, a third of
CFOs and FDs are planning
to use temporary or interim
professionals to fill vacant roles
or to support active expansion
in business transformation
projects. And 31% of finance
executives plan to add new
permanent positions to assist
in the company’s digitisation
and automation efforts over
the next 12 months.
Commenting on the
findings, Phil Sheridan, senior
managing director at Robert
Half, said: ‘The pace of change
continues to accelerate rapidly,
and digital transformation
is set to fundamentally
change businesses. CFOs are
focused on seeking out new
commercial opportunities
that support growth,
which means they need to
embrace the potential that
emerging technologies
offer, and consider whether
they have the right people
in the business to support
digitisation programmes.’
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The perfect: brain
How can workers be effective in the face of mounting distractions and decision overload?
The adult brain makes an astonishing 35,000 decisions each day. Factor in growing pressures
in the working world and the ease with which we distract ourselves, and the odds of getting
any productive work done lengthen considerably.
Part of the answer lies in establishing routines to limit decision-making. For example, Mark
Zuckerberg, Facebook CEO, famously only ever wears a grey t-shirt so he doesn’t have to
waste valuable thinking time on what to put on every morning.
As US president, Barack Obama used to limit himself to
taking only a certain number of decisions a day.
But another part of the solution is to understand why
the brain flits from one thing to another. It has only a
fixed amount of processing power. It’s possible to hear
and understand two conversations at once, but don’t
expect to be able to give equal weight to each.
In a work environment, what neurologists call
your ‘attentional switch’ can often be triggered
by social media. A bleep from an inbox or an
alert in a social media feed will throw the switch.
It takes a lot of cerebral effort to get back on track
after an interruption, especially since the brain responds
to ‘likes’ or email responses with a dopamine hit. So
close those apps, and put your device on silent mode.
If all this sounds very much like lowering expectations of
yourself, that’s because our expectations are now unhealthily
out of step with neurological realities. Cutting down
sources of distraction and limiting your decision-making
are key to avoiding overload.

Acclaim for KPMG US
KPMG was way ahead of its
Big Four rivals on Fortune
magazine’s list of the 100 Best
Companies to Work For in the
US. Internet search business
Google claimed the number
one spot, and KPMG narrowly
missed out on the top 10,
securing 12th place. PwC
was ranked 23rd on the list,
with EY 29th and Deloitte a
comparatively lowly 64th.
According to Fortune,
employees at the global
professional services firm ‘tout
the “constantly challenging
environment”’ in which they
are ‘empowered to continue
learning’. It revealed that
KPMG staff spend upwards of
50 hours in training per year
on average, while 14,700 have
official mentors. One staffer is
quoted as saying: ‘There could
not be a better place to launch
a career.’
The survey results will be
a boost to KPMG’s incoming

global chairman, Bill Thomas,
who has served as chairman
of KPMG’s Americas region
since 2014, and been a
member of the global board
since 2009. A statement from
the firm credited him with
being a leader in ‘defining
KPMG’s global strategy, and
a champion in promoting an
inclusive and high-performing
culture throughout the
KPMG network’.

Opportunities in UAE
The economy of the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) has taken
a battering from the oil price
slump in recent years but
there is still steady demand
for accountants within the
federation of emirates.
According to a salary
guide produced by
recruitment company
Cooper Fitch, businesses
across the UAE continue to
hire finance and accounting
professionals with formal

qualifications, such as ACCA’s,
international experience and
knowledge of implementing
financial discipline and
improved controls.
Opportunities are likely to
increase as oil prices recover
and Dubai makes preparations
for Expo 2020. The Big Four
firms are also seeking out risk
advisory and forensics experts
who are bilingual in Arabic
and English.
Nevertheless, the guide
warns that salaries for finance
and accounting professionals
are expected to come under
downward pressure in 2017,
‘with stricter hiring criteria
and more rigorous interview
processes, compounded
by an oversupply of locally
available, well-qualified talent’.
Overall, salaries across finance
functions are expected to
increase only marginally above
the rate of inflation in 2017. ■
Sally Percy, journalist
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Give and take

Successful negotiators don’t crack under pressure and know how to stay in control of the
process. Harry Mills offers expert advice on making and obtaining concessions

A

n actor negotiating a contract with movie mogul
Sam Goldwyn demanded $1,500 a week. ‘You’re not
asking for $1,500 a week,’ snapped back Goldwyn.
‘You’re asking $1,200 and I’m giving you $1,000.’
Exchanging concessions sits at the heart of the negotiation
process. Given the trade negotiations currently taking place
around the world between various nations and blocs, it seems
a good time to look at some of the negotiating strategies and
tactics that businesses might adopt to maximise their gains.
Before even making a concession, ask yourself what the value
of the concession is to the other party, what it will cost you and
what you will need in return. Then get all of the other party’s
demands on the table and make it clear that any concession on
any one item is conditional on agreement being reached on the
other outstanding issues.
Don’t fall into the trap of negotiating piecemeal – that is,
dealing with one issue at a time. It often seems common sense
to deal with issues in this way, but negotiators who do can
end up being chopped up like a salami. Typically, you make
concessions in the early stages then find you don’t have enough
left to trade for the more extreme demands that come later.
Treat all issues as part of a single package. So link a concession
in issue A to a small concession on issue B and possibly major
concessions on issues C and D.

Have room to move
Whenever you make an offer, give yourself plenty of room to
negotiate. If you’re selling, start high. If you’re buying, start
low. Opening positions, however, should always be realistic
and credible. If you can’t justify your demand, don’t make it.
Ridiculous demands simply generate hostility.
Avoid, if you can, being the first to make a major concession.
Try to get the other party to make the first concession. Losers
generally make the first concessions on major issues. So if you
do have to make the first concession to get momentum going,
make it on a minor issue.
It’s also important to control your concession rate. Winning
negotiators control their concession rate much better than
losers. Successful negotiators make smaller concessions, are
less generous and less predictable. And they don’t crack under
deadline pressure. Losers have less control. While many give
away little in the first half of a negotiation, most cave in later with
a series of large concessions.
Different concession rates send different messages. In the
box are four patterns of sellers cutting their prices over four
separate negotiation sessions. Negotiation 1’s pattern (0-0-0-800)

reveals the seller has held firm until the end and then made a
major concession. This pattern will encourage strong buyers to
hold out for more.
Negotiation 2’s pattern (200-200-200-200) is remarkable for its
consistency, but will achieve little except to encourage the buyer
to hold out for a further concession.
Negotiation 3’s pattern (95-190-250-265) would normally
be disastrous. It simply encourages the buyer to raise their
expectations at each stage.
Negotiation 4’s pattern (395-265-120-20) indicates a
willingness to negotiate but clearly signals that the seller has
reached their limit.
The ideal way to handle negotiations if you are a buyer is to
start low and give in slowly over a longer period of time. If you
are a seller, just turn it around. Start high and give in slowly.

Trade reluctantly
Make the other side toil for every concession they get. People
appreciate concessions they have to work hard for. Don’t
devalue your concessions with remarks such as ‘I’ll throw in free
delivery’ or ‘I’ll knock off $1,500’. Comments such as these simply
encourage the other side to ask for more.
Don’t give large concessions; make a series of small ones.
Small concessions signal firmness. If you give away a large
concession, you are acknowledging that your previous position
wasn’t credible. Large concessions often raise the expectations of
the other side. Be patient, and concede slowly. Negotiators who

Concession rates
Negotiation

1

2

3

4

Concession 1

0

200

95

395

Concession 2

0

200

190

265

Concession 3

0

200

250

120

Concession 4

800

200

265

20

Total conceded

800

800

800

800
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It may seem
common sense
to deal with one
issue at a time, but
negotiators who
do can end up
being chopped up
like a salami

move too fast easily lose control. Quick
negotiations are characterised by rapid
concession-making, which is invariably
disastrous for one side or the other.
Conserve your concessions. Don’t
give them away too early. Be prepared
to make the other party wait. They’ll
appreciate them more. Since you often
need a concession or two to close a
deal, you should always hold some in
reserve until the last stages.
Demand reciprocation. Never give away a concession
without getting a concession in return. Don’t give away anything
for nothing. Everything should be conceded in exchange for
something else.
Make all concessions conditional. To protect yourself from
giving away free concessions, preface all your offers with a
condition. Use the if/then formula:
If you agree to A, then I will agree to B.
If you will increase your discount to 42.5%, then I will pay
within seven days.
You should also be able to justify all concessions. For example,
‘We’ve been looking at our component’s costings, and we can
lower our price by $4,350 now that we’ve been able to source it
from a new Korean-based supplier.’
Tit-for-tat concessions are unwise. Don’t fall into the trap of
matching the other side’s concessions. If they have conceded
$800, try offering $600. If they protest, then reply, ‘I’m sorry, but
that’s all we can afford.’ Likewise, don’t give up a concession
simply because it’s your turn. If they’re prepared to keep
conceding without a reciprocal concession from you, let them –
they may have more room to concede than you have.

*
*

You need to be wary of split-thedifference offers. I know a buyer who
commonly makes a low opening offer,
raises it a little, then offers to ‘split
the difference’. It’s remarkable how
often the other party falls for it. On the
surface it seems so reasonable, but
when you analyse the split it always
seems to favour the proposer.
Before you agree to any such offer,
calculate where the split will occur and
where this fits into your settlement range. If you turn such an
offer down, grab the initiative back by countering with your own
proposal: ‘I’m sorry I can’t afford to split the difference but this
is what we can do.’
Track all concessions. As you keep track of all the offers and
concessions, patterns should emerge that give insights into your
opponent’s priorities. If, for example, a buyer has conceded
twice on price and has agreed to pay for after-hours service but
refuses to budge on the advance payment, the advance payment
is the top priority. You can then question the reasons for this
priority. Perhaps they have cash flow problems.
Similarly, if you want others to understand your priorities,
send signals that reinforce priorities. If quality is of paramount
importance, make sure your words, body language and offers
conform to that priority.
Finally, never forget the key to successful bargaining is to trade
what is cheap for you for what is valuable to the other side. ■

Harry Mills is the author of three books on negotiation and
is the subject matter expert on persuasion for the Harvard
ManageMentor programme
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Inquiring minds

In the latest in a series on good leadership, David Parmenter looks at the importance of
learning-agility, the lifelong thirst for knowledge that all great leaders share

F

ew organisations have invested as much in creating a
learning environment as the US multinational General
Electric (GE). When Jack Welch took over as CEO
of GE in 1981, he continued to support the Crotonville
training centre for managers, which had been set up by his
predecessors. His support went as far as insisting that he
and his senior management team invest time and energy
delivering workshops. Welch knew that the team would learn
much from this ‘downward mentoring’. It would help clarify
concepts and energise them.
Great leaders have ‘learning agility’ – their thirst for
knowledge keeps them constantly looking at ways to move
their learning on. Welch was an avid reader of the financial
press and management journals. His advice to leaders was
‘read, read, read’. Yet many CFOs and financial controllers
appear to believe there is no need to study leadership further.
They know it all. This is isolating, foolish and career-limiting.
From an early age, the Antarctic explorer Sir Ernest
Shackleton looked for experiences that he could use in later
life. By the time he was 14, he was at sea as a cabin boy,
observing both great and not-so-great captains. He sought to
go on as many polar adventures as he could to prepare himself
to get to the South Pole. This level of preparation can also
be seen in the careers of the mountaineer Sir Edmund Hillary,
wartime prime minister Sir Winston Churchill and many other
eminent leaders. All experiences, whether good or bad, create
valuable learning opportunities.

Right-brain thinking
One of management guru Peter Drucker’s classic insights is to
approach problems with your ignorance. By this he means that
leaders, great leaders, do not regurgitate old methods for new
processes. They are open to creative right-brain thinking and
accept that ‘what everybody knows is frequently wrong’.
Drucker’s success as a consultant was down to approaching
problems in this way. He would ask the dumb questions that
got to the point. On meeting a CEO, when the opportunity was

right, he would ask, ‘If you were not in the business, would you
enter it now?’ If a negative response followed, he would then
ask, ‘What are you going to do about it?’
Carmaker Toyota is famous for its use of the ‘five whys’, a
problem-solving approach that works like peeling the layers
off an onion. To each answer to a ‘why’ question, you then ask,
‘Why is that?’ The rule states that by the fifth ‘why’ you will have
located the real problem and can then seek to rectify this.

Power of reinvention
Skilled leaders are constantly reinventing themselves. Welch’s
ability to reinvent himself and GE was pivotal to his success.
He pursued not just one major initiative while he headed the
conglomerate, but a whole host of initiatives, and focused
attention on each of them.
Welch’s leadership expertise grew and evolved through his
many roles, the courses he attended, his exposure to Drucker’s
thinking (Welch called Drucker the greatest management
thinker of the last century), and the management training he
personally delivered.

Next steps

1. Email me at parmenter@waymark.co.nz for a checklist to
develop learning agility
2. Check out the following books on leadership: The Definitive
Drucker (Elizabeth Haas Edersheim); Winning (Jack and Suzy
Welch); In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America’s BestRun Companies (Tom Peters and Robert H. Waterman)
3. Use the ‘five whys’ when you are next tasked with finding the
root cause of a problem. ■
David Parmenter is a writer and presenter on measuring,
monitoring and managing performance
For more information:
davidparmenter.com
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The International
Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) issued its annual
improvements to IFRS
Standards in January.
The improvements process
is how the board adjusts the
standards in areas where
they are unclear. While these
amendments generally do
not significantly change the
application of the standards,
it is important for entities
to determine any potential
impact by reviewing their
accounting policies. The
recent amendments contain
changes to three standards:
IAS 23, Borrowing Costs; IAS
12, Income Taxes; and IAS 28,
Investments in Associates and
Joint Ventures.

IAS 23, Borrowing Costs
The principle of IAS 23 is
that an entity must capitalise
interest on incurred borrowing
costs that are directly
attributable to obtaining a
qualifying asset. A qualifying
asset is one that takes a
substantial period of time to
get ready for use.

49

New and improved
Proposed changes to IAS 12, IAS 23 and IAS 28 are coming in via
the IASB’s annual improvements process, says Adam Deller
Under the existing
principle, paragraph 12 of
IAS 23 states that if funds
are borrowed specifically for
the purpose of obtaining a
qualifying asset, an entity
determines the amount
to be capitalised as the
actual borrowing costs
during the period, less
any investment income on
the temporary investment of
those borrowings.
If an entity borrows funds
generally, states paragraph 14,
the weighted average of the
borrowing costs applicable to
the borrowings of the entity is
applied to the expenditures
on that asset.
Under both of these
positions, the entity
capitalises the
borrowing costs until
the qualifying asset is
ready for its intended
use or sale.
Both of those positions
remain intact, but the
proposed amendment to
paragraph 14 states that when
a qualifying asset is ready
for its intended use or sale,
the outstanding borrowings
made specifically to obtain
that asset are treated as part

of the funds that are borrowed
generally. The proposed
amendment will not require
retrospective application but
will be applied prospectively.
The principle of ceasing to
capitalise the borrowing costs
on specific borrowings when
the asset is ready for use is
not controversial,
but the statement
to classify those
borrowings as part
Amendments
of the general pool
generally do
has raised some
debate. Some
not change the
commentators feel
application of
that including them
standards, but it
in the weightedaverage calculation
is important for
would be
entities to review
inaccurate, as the
cash flows on these
accounting policy
borrowings are
unlikely to remain

available, having been spent
on the qualifying asset for
which they were originally
intended.
Some commentators
who disagree with the
amendment believe that
this proposal is at odds with
the principle of avoidable
costs, which is a key part
of IAS 23. The concept
that the borrowing costs
are directly attributable
to the qualifying asset is
fundamental to this standard,
as it states that only borrowing
costs that are directly
attributable to the acquisition
construction or production
of a qualifying asset can be
capitalised.
Paragraph 10 of the
standard states that ‘the
borrowing costs that are
directly attributable to the
acquisition, construction or
production of a qualifying
asset are those that would
have been avoided if the
expenditure on the

»
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qualifying asset had
not been made’.
There is clearly merit in the
argument that the borrowing
costs on a loan used previously
are not directly attributable
to a new qualifying asset, as
the borrowing costs on loans
used for specific qualifying
assets that are now completed
cannot be avoided by not
acquiring a new asset.
However, these borrowings
are only dropping into the
‘general’ pool of borrowings
for the purpose of calculating
an effective rate. The amount
to be capitalised from this

pool will
still remain
the expenditure incurred
on the asset, multiplied
by the weighted average
cost of borrowings. It is
therefore unlikely that this
will have a significant impact
on the amount capitalised.
The amendment is more
a clarification of whether
the interest rate should be
included or not, and is not
intended to mean that specific
borrowing costs on these loans
can be recapitalised.

income taxes are payable
at a higher or lower rate if
part or all of the net profit or
retained earnings is paid out
as a dividend to shareholders
of the entity. In some other
jurisdictions, income taxes
may be refundable or
payable if part or all
of the net profit or
retained earnings is
paid out as a dividend
to shareholders of
the entity.’
Paragraph 52B
goes on to state
that the income tax
consequences of
dividends are more
directly linked to past
transactions or events
than to distributions
to owners. The tax
consequences are therefore
recognised in profit or loss
for the period, unless the
tax arises from a transaction
recognised elsewhere, such as
other comprehensive income.
The issue here is whether
the requirements of
paragraph 52B of IAS 12 apply
only in the circumstances
described in paragraph 52A
(ie when there are different
tax rates for distributed and
undistributed profits), or
whether they apply beyond
these circumstances – for
example, to all
payments on
financial

instruments classified as
equity if those payments are
distributions of profit.
The proposed amendment
is to clarify that the
requirements apply to all
income tax consequences
of dividends. It should not
be interpreted to mean that
an entity recognises the tax
consequences of all payments
on financial instruments
classified as equity in profit
or loss. The key is whether
the payments on these
instruments are distributions
of profits (dividends). If so, the
tax consequences should be
recorded in profit or loss.
There appears to be
general agreement with
the principle behind the
amendment to recognise
the tax consequences of
dividends in profit or loss.
There is slight concern that
the amendment doesn’t seem
to address the underlying
question of how to determine
whether a payment represents
a distribution of profits.
The Accounting Standards
Committee in Germany
has raised this concern,
stating that it believes this
key question of whether
payments are distribution
of profits has not been
answered. In agreement with
this, the European Financial
Reporting Advisory
Group has

IAS 12, Income Taxes

The proposed
amendment is to
clarify that the
requirements
apply to all
income tax
consequences of
dividends

The proposed
amendment to
IAS 12 is to clarify
whether the tax
consequences
of payments
on financial
instruments
classified as
equity should be
recorded in profit
or loss or equity.
Currently,
paragraph 52A
states: ‘In some
jurisdictions,
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commented that without
further guidance on whether
the payments are dividends
or not, there may not be an
improvement in consistent
application. Both these bodies
agree with the proposed
amendment but they would
like to see further guidance
issued on this key question.

IAS 28, Investments in
Associates and Joint
Ventures, and IFRS 9,
Financial Instruments
This amendment seeks to
clarify when IFRS 9 is applied
in relation to an investment in
an associate or joint venture.
Investments in associates
and joint ventures are
accounted for using equity
accounting, meaning that one
line is recorded in the statement
of financial position, showing
the value of the investment,
and one line in the statement of
profit or loss, showing the share
of profit from the associate or

joint venture.
IFRS 9 does
not apply to interests in
associates and joint ventures
that are accounted for using
the equity method. The issue
is whether it applies to longterm interest in an associate
or joint venture that forms
part of the net investment in
that venture but to which the
equity method is not applied.
The IASB aims to clarify that

these longterm interests are
included within the scope
of IFRS 9, meaning they will be
included within its impairment
requirements.
The proposed effective
date for the amendment
is 1 January 2018. This is
to align with the effective
date of IFRS 9 because the
proposed amendments clarify
the applicability of IFRS 9

51

to long-term interests. It is
easy to understand why the
IASB has set this date for the
amendment, especially in light
of the new expected credit loss
model under IFRS 9.
This proposal has largely
been welcomed, but there
is a feeling that it would be
helpful for the IASB to produce
illustrative examples.
Overall, these proposals are
welcomed and are expected
to be amended. It is possible
that the IASB will issue further
guidance, particularly in
relation to how the impairment
on the long-term interests
relating to associates and joint
ventures may be applied. The
question of how to determine
whether a payment is a
distribution of profits remains
largely unanswered, and is
likely to continue to be raised
for some time yet. ■
Adam Deller is a financial
reporting specialist and lecturer
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Technical update

Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a monthly roundup of the
latest developments in audit, financial reporting, tax and law
Reporting
FRS 102 changes

Audit
Charity audit
The charity regulators have
listened and responded
positively to the comments
received on the consultation
they undertook – Reporting
matters of material
significance to a UK
charity regulator. Revised
guidance for auditors and
independent examiners.
They have removed
several matters of material
significance, amended or
clarified some wording and
reverted to the original
wording in one matter
of material significance:
‘Matters suggesting
dishonesty or fraud involving
a significant loss of, or a
major risk to, charitable funds
or assets’.

Laws and regulations
The International Auditing
and Assurance Standards
Board made minor changes to
ISA 250, Consideration
of Laws and Regulations
in an Audit of Financial
Statements, and the Financial
Reporting Council has
replicated these. The revised
ISA 250 will apply for audits
of financial statements for
periods starting on or after
15 December 2017.

The triennial review has
taken place and the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) is
proposing a few changes to
FRS 102. These are aimed at
areas that caused businesses
and their advisers problems.
FRED 67, Draft amendments
to FRS 102: The Financial
Reporting Standard applicable
in the UK and Republic of
Ireland, is proposed to apply to
accounting periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2019, with
early application permitted
provided all amendments are
applied at the same time. The
FRC is requesting comments
on FRED 67 and the eight
questions it poses by 30 June.
The main changes are for
intangible assets acquired in
a business combination and
for basic financial instruments.
There are also changes to
the following two areas that
have caused businesses and
advisers problems. These are:
‘removal of undue cost
or effort exemptions
which are replaced, when
relevant, by accounting
policy options. In particular,
in order to address
implementation issues, an
accounting policy choice is
proposed for entities that
rent investment property
to another group entity,
whereby they can choose
to measure the investment
property either at cost
(less depreciation and
impairment) or at fair value.
For small entities, a more
proportionate accounting
solution for a loan from a
director who is a natural
person and a shareholder

*

*

in the small entity (or
a close member of the
family of that person),
which will permit the loan
to be initially measured
at transaction price rather
than present value.’
Disclosure points such as 1.7A
Statements of Recommended
Practice (SORPs) set out the
circumstances in which they
apply. Paragraph 6 states
that ‘When a SORP applies,
the entity should state in its
financial statements the title
of the SORP and whether its
financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with
the SORP’s provisions that are
currently in effect.’
Where an entity departs
from those provisions, it
should give a brief description
of how, and this should
include:
for any treatment that is
not in accordance with
the SORP, the reasons why
the treatment adopted is
judged more appropriate
to the entity’s particular
circumstances;
brief details of any
disclosures recommended
by the SORP that have not
been provided, and the
reasons why they have not
been provided; and
statement of compliance
with the small entities
regime.
The requirements also include
the fact that the ‘financial
statements of a small entity
choosing to apply Section 1A
of this FRS shall contain on the
statement of financial position,
in a prominent position above
the signature, a statement that
the financial statements are
prepared in accordance with
this regime.’

*

*

*

Tax
Reasonable excuse
HMRC has updated its
compliance checks suite
including returns on the
Construction Industry Scheme,
the Alcohol Wholesaler
Registration Scheme and
penalties for failure to notify
– CC/FS11. The reasonable
excuse paragraphs state:
‘We will not charge you any
penalties for filing a return late
if you had a reasonable excuse
for doing so – as long as you
filed the return without any
unreasonable delay after the
excuse had ended.
‘A reasonable excuse
is something that stopped
you from meeting a tax
obligation on time which
you took reasonable care
to meet. It might be due to
circumstances outside your
control or a combination of
events. Once the reasonable
excuse has ended, you must
put things right without any
unnecessary delay.
‘Whether you have
a reasonable excuse
depends upon the particular
circumstances in which the
failure occurred and your
particular circumstances and
abilities. This may mean that
what is a reasonable excuse
for one person may not be a
reasonable excuse for someone
else. If you think you have a
reasonable excuse, please tell
us. If we accept that you have a
reasonable excuse, we will not
charge you a penalty.’
More at bit.ly/hmrc-comp.

Updates
VAT Notice 700/45: how to
correct VAT errors and make
adjustments or claims has

»
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Apprenticeship levy
The apprenticeship levy applies to larger businesses but all
businesses can access training for apprentices. For England,
the apprenticeships are for individuals over the age of 16,
living in England and not in full-time education. Employers
can offer apprenticeships to new entrants or use them to
grow talent from among current employees.
The aim is to equip individuals with the necessary
skills and knowledge required for specific job roles, future
employment and progression. They are also available at
different levels:
Name
Intermediate
Advanced
Higher
Degree

Level
2
3
4, 5, 6, 7
6, 7

Equivalent educational level
5 GCSE passes at grades A* to C
2 A-level passes
Foundation degree and above
Bachelor’s or master’s degree

The ACCA Apprenticeship options available are ACCA’s
Level 4 Professional Accounting Technician and Level 7
Trailblazer. The ACCA Level 4 Professional Accounting
Technician apprenticeship leads on to the ACCA Diploma in
Accounting and Business. Both these apprenticeship options
provide practical skills and draw from ACCA’s professional
exams and its experience as provider of one of the premier
professional qualifications.
We have seen a flurry of advice to teachers, employers,
students and providers as well as amended detailed
guidance that has sought to clarify a number of rules for
employers, trainers and apprentices. The changes relate to
the following documents:
Apprenticeship funding: rules and guidance for employers
May 2017 to March 2018 version 1
Apprenticeship funding: rules for employer-providers May
2017 to March 2018 version 1
Apprenticeship funding and performance management rules
for training providers May 2017 to March 2018 version 1.
To recap, the first levy payments were due from UK employers
with a £3m-plus annual wage bill from April.
All employers in England have access to the digital
apprenticeship service to help them manage their
programme. Employers can calculate whether they will pay
the levy or not and what funds they will have to spend on
apprenticeships. It also shows how much the government will
contribute towards the cost of training. See bit.ly/sfa-est.
Paragraph 129.3 of the revised guidance highlights that
employers ‘must only register with the apprenticeship service
for the purpose of accessing funds where you have a realistic
expectation of paying the levy in that financial year’. It also
highlights that employers must remove PAYE from their
digital account schemes that are no longer operated by
the employer associated with the account; ensure the PAYE
scheme for the apprentice’s employer is associated with
the same digital account that records the apprenticeship
for them; and manage users associated with their account
(paragraph 129). The importance of control and authorisation
is also made clear throughout the guidance; paragraph E130

*
*
*

points out that where ‘your digital account is used to fund
training and assessment, you are responsible for recording
the required details of the apprenticeship in your account.
You can give the provider permission to enter this information
on your behalf but you will need to authorise the apprentice
details so we can use your digital funds to pay for that
apprentice’s apprenticeship.’ The next two paragraphs state:
‘Only you can confirm the spending of funds from your digital
account. You must not delegate this function to the provider
and they must not take on this responsibility’; and ‘You must
not allow any third party to authorise payments through your
digital account’.
The guidance was also updated to ensure that it was clear
that the ‘minimum duration for apprenticeship training is
one year unless the framework or standard specification or
assessment plan requires it to be longer. In apprenticeship
standards, the end-point assessment can only be taken
after the minimum duration has been met. You must
ensure the apprentice meets the minimum apprenticeship
duration rules.’
Also included in the guidance is a reminder that an
apprentice must be involved in active learning or monitored
workplace practice throughout an apprenticeship. Another
key training element is that the apprentice spends at least
20% of their time on off-the-job training.
What hasn’t changed is the requirement that when an
apprentice is taken on they must be given an apprenticeship
agreement. This is an agreement between an employer
and apprentice and is in a prescribed form (s32 of the
Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act
2009), which states that the agreement is entered into in
connection with a qualifying apprenticeship framework.
See bit.ly/app-agree.
When looking at the costs recorded it is important
to remember that VAT is not included. EP146 states that
‘Supplies of training which are paid by government funding,
including the apprenticeship levy, are exempt from VAT.’
It also highlights that the ‘prices entered on to the ILR
[individual learning record] should not include VAT’. Find out
more at bit.ly/app-fund.
If you are thinking about taking on an apprentice and want
to know more about the ACCA apprenticeship, please see
the guidance at apprentices@accaglobal.com.
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been updated and replaces
the earlier version from July
2015. It has been updated for
the VAT Error Correction Team
(VATECT) office change but is
otherwise unchanged.
You can find this and other
notices at bit.ly/vat-notices.

ATED
As a reminder, openmarket valuations will
need to be undertaken for
properties owned on or before
1 April 2012.
HMRC, in its guidance
Annual Tax on Enveloped
Dwellings: work out the value of
my property, states: ‘You should
use the value at 1 April 2012
and this is generally set for the
next five chargeable periods
beginning on 1 April 2013.
You’ll need to revalue
your property at five-yearly
intervals, for example at 1 April
2017 to cover ATED returns
for the next five chargeable
periods starting 1 April 2018.’

Compliance
HMRC has warned in its latest
Spotlight that it believes that
a loyalty points scheme that
pays contractors in the form
of redeemable loyalty points
is a ‘disguised remuneration
tax avoidance scheme that
attempts to avoid income
tax and national insurance
contributions (NICs).’ HMRC
has issued a warning that it
will ‘challenge all users of this
scheme and investigate their
tax affairs. We’ll also challenge
any umbrella company
operating this scheme.
‘We’ll consider whether
or not the general anti-abuse
rule (GAAR) may apply to the
scheme. Transactions where
the GAAR applies are subject
to a 60% GAAR penalty. Under
new legislation announced
in the 2017 spring Budget,
from July 2017 a new penalty
of 100% of the fees can be
charged. This will apply to
anyone who constructs,
markets, sells or otherwise
enables the use of abusive

tax avoidance which is later
defeated by HMRC.’
This is how HMRC describes
the scheme as working:
‘The contractor becomes
an employee of an umbrella
company and is then paid in
two parts. The first part is a
small basic wage with little or
no tax and NICs deducted.
The second part of the
payment is used to advertise
the contractor’s services on a
job board.
‘They immediately receive
loyalty points in return for
keeping their details on the job
board. The loyalty points can
be cashed in by the employees
shortly after, with no deductions
made for tax or NICs. The
contractor usually has to pay
a large fee to the third party
running the job board.’ Find
out more about this and other
tax schemes under challenge at
bit.ly/tax-avoid.

AEOI online service
Automatic Exchange of
Information (AEOI) applies
to financial institutions that
provide information on nonUK residents with financial
accounts and investments in
the UK to HMRC. HMRC has
made significant changes to its
AEOI registration requirements
and its reporting guidance.
This includes updating the list
of territories covered. More at
bit.ly/aeoi-reg.

Consultations
A number of consultations
and calls for evidence have
been issued. One that closes
on 12 June is the Taxation of
employee expenses call for
evidence. The main objective
is to understand:
if the current rules or their
administration can be
clearer and simpler
whether the tax rules for
expenses are fit for purpose
in the modern economy
why the cost to the
exchequer of the tax
relief for non-reimbursed
expenses has increased.

*
*
*

The Treasury is trying to
understand why some
employers reimburse expenses
while other employers do
not. To achieve the objectives
stated above, the call for
evidence is seeking views on:
current employer practice
on employee expenses
current tax rules on
employee expenses
the future of employee
expenses.
It highlights that commonly
claimed expenses include:
mileage allowance up to
the approved mileage
allowance payment rates
where an employee
uses their own car for
business travel
business travel and
associated expenses
professional fees
and subscriptions to
professional bodies
stationery for business
use only
telephone charges for
business calls
household expenses in
the limited circumstances

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

where an employee’s home
is a workplace.
Clearly these types of claim
by employees are important
and valuable. Comment on
the importance of the relief for
flexible workforces would also
be useful.
VAT: Tackling fraud on
goods sold online – update
on split payment is another
call for evidence and is open
until 30 June. It highlights that
where VAT is lost relating to
online marketplaces, including
where goods are in the UK at
the point of sale, the overseas
sellers are required to register
for VAT in the UK regardless
of the level of sales. In these
circumstances the seller must
charge and collect VAT. Many
overseas sellers are not VAT
registered or, if they are, they
are not always collecting
the appropriate amount of
VAT. The government wants
to ensure a level playing
field, removing any unfair
advantage to overseas sellers.
It points out two remedial
measures. As of September
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2016, HMRC can direct
overseas businesses to
appoint a tax representative
in the UK and can make online
marketplaces jointly and
severally liable for the VAT of
overseas businesses that do
not comply with UK VAT rules.
HMRC consulted on and will
introduce a fulfilment house
due diligence scheme from
2018. Fulfilment houses will be
required to join the scheme,
carry out due diligence checks
on their overseas clients or
face penalties.
HMRC then asks a broader
question: ‘We are seeking
views on an alternative
method of collecting VAT for
online business to consumer
sales. We are looking for
evidence on the technical
feasibility of extracting VAT
in real time using payment
technology and depositing
it with HMRC. This is often
referred to as split payment.’
Making Tax Digital:
sanctions for late submission
and late payment is open for
comment until 12 June and

sets out three possible models
for late submission penalties.
The document reiterates
that the government has
already confirmed that
customers will be given a
minimum period of 12 months
from when they become
subject to Making Tax Digital
for Business to become
familiar with it, that the selfassessment penalty regime
may not be appropriate, and
that the penalty charged under
each model would be a fixed
amount rather than tax-related.
The three models
highlighted are:
Model A – points-based
penalty
Model B – regular review of
compliance
Model C – suspension of
penalties.
Clearly someone at HMRC
is a fan of the points-based
penalty regime as it gets
another consultation outing.
The proposal is that a taxpayer
would incur a point each
time they failed to provide
a submission on time. When

*
*
*

the points reach a certain
threshold, they would trigger
a penalty.
If a customer achieves a
sustained period of good
compliance before a penalty is
triggered, the points total will
be reset to zero. A sustained
period means that a number
of submissions are provided
on time for a set period.
See the table below for
HMRC’s proposed period of
good compliance required to
reset the points total to zero.
Under the ‘regular review
of compliance’ model HMRC
would carry out an automated
review that looks at the
‘customer’s compliance with
their submission obligations
after a set period of time
and takes into consideration
the number of failures when
calculating the amount of any
penalty that is charged at the
time of the review’. Because
the review is periodic in nature
it could also take account of
the duration of failures. It would
be carried out tax by tax.
The ‘suspension of
penalties’ model would see
HMRC ‘notify the customer
each time they were late,
to ensure that any penalty
chargeable at the time of
the review did not come as
a surprise and to prompt the
customer to tell us straightaway
if they had a reasonable excuse
for missing an obligation’.
Paragraph 5.2 states that
when the first failure happens
the customer would receive a
notice advising them that:
they did not provide the
submission on time and are
liable to a penalty
HMRC would not charge
it on condition that they

*
*

provide the outstanding
submission within a
specified time
if the condition was not
met the penalty would be
charged.
If the customer is late a
second time they could again
be notified of their failure
and given the opportunity
to escape being charged a
penalty in return for providing
the outstanding submission
within a specified time.
However, the government
says it does not want to
encourage customers
to establish a pattern
of repeatedly providing
submissions late, so the
number of occasions on which
a penalty would be suspended
would need to be limited.
You can see these calls
for evidence and other
consultations at bit.ly/govconsult. You can also let ACCA
know your view by emailing
advisory@accaglobal.com.

*

Law
Anti-money laundering
The proposed statutory
instrument Money Laundering,
Terrorist Financing and
Transfer of Funds (Information
on the Payer ) Regulations
2017 had a short consultation
window. It was issued
mid-March, and the
consultation closed on 12 April.
This followed an extensive
consultation last year.
The requirements of the
Fourth Money Laundering
Directive and Funds Transfer
Regulation are required to be
introduced into national law
by 26 June. It is noted that
elements of the directive

»

Submission frequency

Good compliance period

Annual

2 submissions

Quarterly/Making Tax
Digital for Business

4 submissions

Monthly

6 submissions
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Charity trustees
In addition to updating CC25 Charity finances: trustee
essentials, the Charity Commission has also issued
guidance, Charity governance, finance and resilience: 15
questions trustees should ask. The questions are under
four headings:
Strategy: a plan of action designed to achieve a longterm overall aim
Making best use of resources
Governance
Making the most of our finances
Clearly there is an expectation that trustees will have
due regard to the questions raised as the introduction
references CC3 The essential trustee: what you need to
know, what you need to do and comments that three
out of the six key duties are relevant when asking the
questions. More at bit.ly/trustee-q.

*
*
*
*

were reopened following
terrorist attacks in Europe
and the leak of the Panama
Papers. These negotiations are
ongoing but they will not delay
the legislative introduction by
26 June. The government has
stated that it will ‘separately
consult’ on these amendments
to the directive once it has
been published in the Official
Journal of the European Union
and come into force.
In the explanatory
information, it is highlighted
that the government proposed
adopting a turnover threshold
of £100,000 for persons
engaging in financial activity
on an occasional or very
limited basis, with the aim of
reducing the administrative
burden on businesses while
retaining a ‘sufficiently low’
figure as required by the
directive and in line with
proper risk assessment.
It has also been highlighted
regarding the existing
customer due diligence
(CDD) changes that the
circumstances where CDD
would apply to an existing
client would be on a riskassessed basis, including:
a change of name
a change in marital status
a change of address if
it involved moving to a
higher risk jurisdiction

*
*
*

*

for companies, a change
in the corporate structure,
or significant change in
beneficial ownership.
The government has stated
that it will include a summary
of the risk factors set out in
annex 1 of the directive in
the new regulations, in line
with a risk-based approach,
and that these will be used
by sector-specific regulators
when introducing additional
guidance.
An area still being
considered is how the
company beneficial ownership
rules will work. It is stated in
the document that ‘Article 30
of the directive has two main
requirements: that EU member
states hold adequate, accurate
and current information on
the beneficial ownership
of corporate and other
legal entities incorporated
within their territory in a
central register; and that
such information should be
made available to specific
authorities, organisations and
those with a legitimate interest
across the EU.’ How the
obligation on UK companies,
limited liability partnerships
and societates Europaeae to
maintain a register of people
with significant control and
provide this to the UK registrar
of companies (Companies

House) will fit within the
regime, and whether other
entities will be included, is
being considered. Many
who responded to the
consultation suggested that
entities that were Scottish
limited partnerships should
be included, while some
were against the inclusion
of charitable incorporated
organisations, Scottish
charitable incorporated
organisations and Financial
Conduct Authority-regulated
membership-based bodies
(co-operatives, community
benefit societies, building
societies, friendly societies and
credit unions).
On data retention, Article
40 sets out that member
states ‘shall require obliged
entities to retain documents
necessary to comply with CDD
requirements for five years
after the end of a business
relationship or occasional
transaction, along with
supporting evidence and
records of transactions’. It
allows for member states to
increase this data requirement
beyond five years. In the
commentary, the government
has stated that it will not
seek to extend the retention
requirement beyond five years
to ‘minimise the additional
burdens on business,

while ensuring that law
enforcement has access to the
necessary information’.
An administrative change
will be that HMRC will act
as the registering authority
for all trust and company
service providers (TCSPs).
The document explains this
means HMRC will expand their
register to include TCSPs who
are supervised by professional
bodies. The new regulations
will require professional body
supervisors to inform HMRC
of their members who carry
out TCSP activity so that they
can be added to the register.
A requirement is placed on
professional body supervisors
to inform HMRC if relevant
members have passed fit and
proper tests and to inform
HMRC if the fit and proper
status of their members has
changed. HMRC will not act
as the supervisory authority
of those professional body
members whom it registers,
and it remains the duty of the
supervisory authority to ensure
that TCSPs who fall under their
supervision are compliant with
the new regulations.

Export
Article 50 roundup
This will be covered in the
June issue of AB. ■
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Finance Bill 2017

Two big innovations in this year’s Finance Bill are the Making Tax Digital initiative and
deemed direct payments for IR35 workers. Glen Collins explains
The Finance Bill 2017 is
the cost to business
starting to make its way
assumptions of MTD and
through parliament. In the
called on the government
past few years this process
to delay the scheme until
has been completed
2020 to allow for a full
before the summer recess.
pilot. ACCA evidence is
However, the Finance
quoted several times.
Bill 2016 did not receive
royal assent until midIR35
September last year,
Another difficult area
becoming an act on
for business and
15 September, so
the public sector
the progress of
alike is IR35 – the
this year’s bill will
anti-avoidance
likewise depend
tax legislation
on the debate and
designed to
any amendments.
tax disguised
The bill includes
employment at
the primary
a rate similar to
legislation for HMRC’s
employment. The
Making Tax Digital
bill highlights how
(MTD) initiative. Much
direct payment
of this legislation
will work and
was highlighted in
outlines rights of
the March edition of
appeal. Section
AB (‘Digital debate’,
61Q sets out the
page 56).
four steps required
The bill includes
to calculate the
clauses and
amount of a
schedules of the
‘deemed direct
basic framework,
payment’ that is
although the key
treated as being
detail will be in
made to the
secondary legislation,
worker providing
which is not subject
their services. The
to the same degree
subsections explain
of parliamentary
scrutiny and
debate. The select
committees of the
If asked, clients
House of Lords and
must provide selfthe Treasury have
both continued to
employed workers
raise questions on
with a written
the timetable and
explanation of
impact of MTD and
MTD For Business.
why
they have
The report
assigned them a
of the House of
Lords’ economic
specific tax status
affairs committee
questioned

each step and provide details
of the expenses allowed as
part of that calculation.

Deemed direct payment
The amount of the deemed
direct payment is the amount
that results after the following
four steps have been taken:
1. The amount or value of
the chain payment made
by the person who is
treated as making the
deemed direct payment is
identified, and from it
is deducted any value
added tax.
2. From the amount resulting
from step 1, the amount
that represents the direct
cost to the intermediary
of materials used, or to be
used, in the performance
of the services is deducted.
3. From the amount resulting
from step 2, the amount
that represents expenses
met by the intermediary
that would have been
deductible from taxable
earnings if the worker
had been employed
by the client, and the
expenses had been met
by the worker out of
those earnings, is deducted.
4. If the amount resulting
from step 3 is nil or
negative, there is no
deemed direct payment.
Otherwise, the amount
resulting from step 3 is the
amount of the deemed
direct payment.

There are, as you would
expect, a number of
explanatory notes added to
the step flowchart.
Finally, the self-employed
person has the right to
request information from the
public sector body. Public
sector bodies need to inform
those they have assessed as
to whether they fall within
or outside the regime. They
must also provide additional
information to the selfemployed person.
The explanatory notes
state: ‘The client must provide
a decision as to the status of
the worker and having done
so and at the request of the
person they have contracted
with reasons as to how that
decision was reached.’
Section 61T of the bill
states that if the information
that the client is required to
give to a person has been
given, then the client must,
on a written request by that
person, provide them with
a written response to any
questions they have raised
about the client’s reasons
for reaching the conclusion
identified in the information.
It also states that the client
must provide that written
response within 31 days
beginning with the day the
request for it is received by
the client. ■
Glenn Collins is ACCA UK’s
head of technical advisory
For more information:

The report of the House of Lords’ economic affairs
committee on Making Tax Digital is at bit.ly/Lords-MTD
The Finance Bill 2017 and its explanatory notes are at
bit.ly/Fin-Bill-2017
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Public relations

Thomas Mueller-Marques Berger and Serene Seah-Tan look at
IPSAS 40, which aims to clarify amalgamations and acquisitions
The International Public
Sector Accounting Standards
Board (IPSASB) had the job
of developing accounting
requirements for the public
sector to represent more
faithfully the nature of the
transactions happening in
that sector.
One area of specific
guidance that was lacking
in the IPSASB literature until
this year was organisational
restructures in the public
sector. The private sector
international accounting
standards – International
Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) – on which IPSAS are
based (the relevant IFRS
here is IFRS 3, Business
Combinations), do not deal
with the non-exchange nature
of amalgamations in the
public sector. The need for
guidance has become more
urgent in recent years as
bailouts, nationalisations and
restructures of government
entities occurred in the wake
of the global financial and
sovereign debt crises. The
highly anticipated IPSAS 40,
Public Sector Combinations,
was issued in January this year.

Affected transactions
IPSAS 40 applies to
combinations of assets and
liabilities that constitute an
operation. The standard
defines an operation as an
‘integrated set of activities
and related assets and/
or liabilities that is capable
of being conducted and
managed for the purpose
of achieving an entity’s
objectives, by providing goods
and/or services’. A public
sector combination could
occur by mutual agreement

of the parties involved, or
by compulsion (eg through
legislation). Examples of public
sector combinations include
nationalisations and bailouts
– where a non-exchange
acquisition occurs without the
transfer of consideration –
centralisation of government
functions, and reorganisation
of government entities.
After a transaction
has been ascertained as
falling within the scope
of the standard, the
next step is to assess
whether the combination
is an amalgamation or an
acquisition. In situations where
nil consideration is paid to the
recipient of the transferred
net assets, or where there
is no identifiable recipient
of the transferred assets, or
where consideration is not
paid as compensation for
the transferred net assets,
this would indicate – as far
as IPSAS 40 is concerned

– that the combination is
an amalgamation.
What’s more, if the
combination is imposed
by a third party without
involvement from the
parties to the combination,
or if the combination is
subject to citizens’ approval
through a referendum, or if a
combination under common
control occurs, then that
would also point towards the
combination being classified
as an amalgamation.
An acquisition would
require an acquirer to be

CPD
Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

identified. In other words,
one of the parties to the
transaction would be
deemed to have obtained
control of any net assets/
liabilities transferred. Usually,
an acquisition requires the
voluntary participation by the
parties involved. However,
in circumstances where, for
example, a government
decides to nationalise
a private sector entity
through legislation, against
the wishes of the entity’s
shareholders, the economic
substance of this combination
would be deemed more akin
to an acquisition, as one
party is gaining control of
another’s operations.
The gaining of control of
operations by a party to the
combination is an essential
element of an acquisition, but
the standard also states that
this ‘control’ criterion in itself
is not sufficient to determine
whether a combination is an
acquisition; a consideration
of the economic substance of
the combination is crucial in
the determination.
The differentiation
between IPSAS 40 and IFRS 3
lies in the classification of
combinations. IFRS 3, Business
Combinations considers
all business combinations
to be acquisitions because
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‘true mergers’ are very rare
(virtually non-existent) in the
private sector. However, in
the public sector, mergers are
common. In the public sector,
there may be no quantifiable
ownership interests in a public
sector entity, which makes
it impossible to identify an
acquirer in such circumstances.

Two approaches
The classification of the
combination is crucial as the
recognition and measurement
criteria for the transferred
assets and liabilities are
different under the modified
pooling of interests approach
used for amalgamations versus
the acquisition method used
for acquisitions.
Under the modified
pooling of interests method,
the identifiable assets and
liabilities of the combining
operations are measured
at their carrying amounts in
the financial statements of
the combining operations at
amalgamation date, apart
from limited exceptions for
licences or similar rights,
income taxes and employee
benefits. This method
takes place at the date of
an amalgamation, which
means that no comparative
information is required.
An entity could voluntarily
choose to present prior period
information without any
restatements, with explanation
of the basis on which the
information is presented.

Besides the cost/benefits
reasons for supporting the
modified pooling of interests
approach, the IPSASB
ultimately decided that the
modified pooling of interests
method is appropriate on
the basis that users are able
to assess the performance
and accountability of the
resulting entity without the
entity having to remeasure its
assets and liabilities, and the
amalgamation is portrayed as
it actually is – ie a combination
of assets and liabilities
from the date of
amalgamation.
For acquisitions,
largely consistent
IPSAS 40 is
with the
effective from
requirements in
IFRS 3, Business
annual reporting
Combinations,
periods beginning
identifiable assets
on or after
acquired and
liabilities assumed
1 January 2019,
are measured at
and entities can
their fair values at
acquisition date.
adopt it early
Goodwill or a gain
from a bargain

purchase is recognised for the
excess between consideration
transferred (plus the amount
of any non-controlling interest
and fair value of an acquirer’s
previously held equity
interest for step-acquisitions),
and net amounts of the
identifiable assets acquired
and liabilities assumed.

Fair value concerns
During the consultation
phase of the project, some
respondents raised concerns
about the difficulty of
obtaining fair values of an
item and suggested using
an item’s previous carrying
amount as a proxy for fair
value under the acquisition
method. The IPSASB did not
agree and noted that using
carrying amounts may not be
appropriate in all instances.
Therefore the exception to
using fair values would occur
only in rare circumstances
and after an entity has made
every reasonable effort to
obtain the fair values of
the assets acquired and

liabilities assumed, but
still failed to obtain them.
As the accounting outcome
of an amalgamation is
so different from that
of an acquisition, the
classification of a combination
would require significant
judgment by preparers.
IPSAS 40 is effective for
annual reporting periods
beginning on or after
1 January 2019, and entities
are allowed to adopt the
standard early. It is applied
prospectively only to
combinations that occurred
after the date of application. ■
Thomas Mueller-Marques
Berger, EY global leader for
international public sector
accounting, and Serene
Seah-Tan, director, financial
accounting advisory services,
EY Australia
This article reflects the views
of the authors and does not
necessarily reflect the views of
the global EY organisation or
its member firms
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Keep it private

UK businesses should start preparing now for the EU’s stringent
new data protection rules that will come into effect next year
New rules due to come
into force on 25 May 2018
will strengthen the privacy
rights of European citizens
and make businesses
more accountable for
data protection.
There are currently 28
different data protection
regimes across Europe. The
new legislation will replace
that patchwork of rules with
a single pan-European piece
of legislation.
The general data
protection regulation (GDPR)
applies not only to EU
businesses but to any business
that offers goods or services to
European consumers. Failure
to comply with the new rules
could result in fines of up to
€20m (or 4% of total annual
global turnover).
The UK pushed for this
reform of EU data protection
law for several years because,
among other things, the
digital economy is built on the
collection and exchange of
data, including large amounts
of personal data – much of it
sensitive. Growth in the digital
economy requires public
confidence in the protection of
this information.
The government confirmed
last year that the UK will be
implementing the GDPR.
Elizabeth Denham, the UK’s
information commissioner, told
a Commons select committee:
‘We will be members of the
EU in 2018 and therefore it
would be expected and quite
normal for us to opt into the
GDPR, and then look later at
how best we might be able to
help British business with data
protection while maintaining
high levels of protection for
members of the public.’

Preparing for the GDPR
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While UK businesses
will recognise many of the
principles enshrined in
the GDPR, the regulation
includes new measures and
enhancements that will affect
systems and processes across
all business units.
Among the changes
coming into force in May
2018 are the introduction
of data protection impact
assessments, mandatory
appointment of data
protection officers for
certain organisations, more
stringent rules for obtaining
consent to collect and use
personal data, tighter rules
for data controllers and
data processors, changes
to data breach disclosure
requirements and the
introduction of substantial
fines for failure to comply with
the GDPR.

1.	Awareness
Make sure that decision-makers and key people in your
organisation are aware that the law is changing. They
need to appreciate the impact this is likely to have.
2.	Information you hold
Document what personal data you hold, where it
came from and who you share it with. You may need to
organise an information audit.
3. Communicating privacy information
Review your current privacy notices and put a plan
in place to make any necessary changes in time for
GDPR implementation.
4. Individuals’ rights
Check your procedures to ensure they cover all the
rights individuals have, including how to delete
personal data and provide data electronically and in a
commonly used format.
5. Subject access requests
Update your procedures and plan how you will handle
requests in the new timescales.
6. Legal basis for processing personal data
Look at the types of data processing you carry out,
identify the legal basis for doing so, and document it.
7. Consent
Review how you are seeking, obtaining and recording
Widespread changes
consent, and whether you need to make any changes.
Meeting these requirements
8. Children
will be a challenge for many
Start thinking now about putting systems in place
businesses, according to
to verify individuals’ ages and to gather parental or
Pat Moran, a PwC partner.
guardian consent for the data processing activity.
‘The GDPR introduces
9. Data breaches
widespread changes to the
Make sure you have the right procedures in place to
current regulations, which
detect, report and investigate a personal data breach.
were last enacted in 1995,’
10. Data protection impact assessments
Familiarise yourself now with the ICO’s
guidance on privacy impact assessments and
work out how and when to implement them.
‘Organisations will
11. Data protection officers (DPOs)
need technologies
Designate a DPO, if required, or someone
to take responsibility for data protection
in place to ensure
compliance, and assess where this role will sit in
an individual’s
your organisation’s structure and governance.
data is private and
12. International
If your organisation operates internationally,
is
correctly deleted
determine which data protection supervisory
if they are no
authority you come under.
Source: Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)

longer a customer’
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he explains. ‘For example, an
organisation handling another
organisation’s EU personal
data will now be directly liable
under the GDPR for failure to
meet certain obligations.
‘It impacts processes
across all business units, from
marketing to sales to IT. It will
need careful consideration and
collaboration with all heads of
functions involved to ensure
every aspect of the regulation
is adhered to by 25 May 2018.
Additionally, the regulation
adds genetic data and
biometric data as sensitive and
requiring special measures
and increased protection.’
The GDPR gives
individuals enhanced rights
over the processing of their
personal data and imposes
corresponding obligations
on organisations that collect
that data. Individuals will
have the right to have their
data deleted or transferred to
alternative service providers,
and will be able to sue for

material or non-material
damage arising from data
breaches. They will also
be able to participate in
group litigation.
For businesses, the
operational and technical
difficulties of complying with
the GDPR will include knowing
when an individual’s data
should be recorded and when
it should be removed.
Moran says: ‘Organisations
will need to have sophisticated
technologies in place to
ensure an individual’s data
remains private, and if [they
are] no longer a customer that
it is correctly deleted from
records. This requires detailed
technical abilities, and
companies need to act now in
order to get ready to comply.’
Non-EU businesses that
offer goods or services to
EU consumers (which will be
the position of post-Brexit
companies in the UK trading
in the EU) will also have to
comply with the GDPR. ‘The

regulation applies to any
organisation doing business in
the EU,’ explains Moran. ‘This
includes those organisations
with no establishment in the
EU, but which are selling
goods and services there.
For example, a US retailer
or technology company
that markets its products
or services to customers
based in the EU, via online,
will be impacted. The new
law also applies to those
service providers that handle
information about individuals
in the EU on behalf of other
organisations, even though
those organisations may not
be based in the EU.
‘Organisations and their
marketing functions will need
to be very vigilant and be
conscious when and if these

new regulations apply to them
and have the appropriate
processes in place.’

Getting up to speed
With just a year left to prepare,
businesses will need to get
up to speed quickly. Mazars
partner Liam McKenna says: ‘If
they haven’t already started,
organisations should begin
now to review their internal
procedures and controls
in light of the impending
changes under the GDPR, and
consider what amendments
to procedures will be required
and what other measures
should be taken to ensure they
are GDPR-ready. The penalties
could be severe for those who
do not comply.’ ■
Daisy Downes, journalist
For more information:

The Information Commissioner’s Office guide, Preparing
for the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
is available at bit.ly/GDPR-12
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Trickle down

Research has found that IFRS for EU-listed entities significantly influences the accounting
required of SMEs, and urges regulators to bear this in mind when setting standards
To what extent do the
accounting standards for
listed companies in Europe
– International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS)
– influence the development
of the accounting that
is required of small and
medium-sized entities?
The answer, according
to a paper by the European
Federation of Accountants and
Auditors for SMEs (EFAA), is
rather a lot.
The accounting rules for
SMEs in Europe are set by the
requirements of the European
Accounting Directive,
supplemented by national
GAAP. However, the directive
is silent on how to account
for certain matters, such as
the definitions of assets and
liabilities and accounting for
leases and pension obligations.
In such cases, national GAAP
will often be developed – and
this may potentially follow IFRS.
The EFAA wanted to see
the extent to which this has
been happening: if IFRS
treatments do ‘trickle down’ to
the level of SME accounting,
then SME needs should
arguably be considered at the
IFRS standard-setting stage.

The researchers surveyed five
countries (the UK, Germany,
the Netherlands, Portugal
and Spain) to establish the
extent to which 96 significant
accounting treatments in full
IFRS apply to SMEs. They
classified these treatments in
one of three ways:
accounting treatment for
SMEs is different from IFRS
treatment for SMEs is the
same as IFRS, due to the
trickle-down effect
treatment for SMEs
is the same as IFRS,
but was established
practice before IFRS
convergence.
The results indicate that
the impact of trickle down
is significant in all countries
and for all sizes of SME. In
Germany and the Netherlands
57% of SME accounting
treatments are converged with
IFRS (either as they are already
established practice or due
to trickle down); in Spain and
Portugal, the figure is 67%,
and in the UK 72%. In all five
countries, trickle down was a
major factor in producing that
convergence (ranging from
33% in the Netherlands to 59%
in Portugal). In the UK, the
researchers found
that more than half
of SME accounting
treatments were
the result of trickle
down. In general,
the influence is
The impact of
greater for larger
trickle down is
SMEs, and least
significant in all
evident for microentities.
the EU countries
The EFAA
surveyed and for
suggests trickle
down may happen
all sizes of SME
because countries
want accounting

*
*
*

by different
entities to remain broadly
the same. This is in order to
reduce complexity and help
users to understand accounts.
It also enables comparability
between entities where
IFRS are used as a basis for
tax; provides a comparable
basis for preparing accounts
within groups; and makes
the training of accountants
relatively efficient.
The greater impact of
trickle down on larger SMEs
reflects the greater complexity
of transactions the larger the
entity becomes. In addition,
stakeholders are often
judged to be more remote
from entities as they grow in
size, so more transparency
in accounting information is
often desired. On the other
hand, legislators often want
to reduce the administrative
burden of accounts
preparation on the smallest
entities.
Given that medium-sized
entities are most affected by
trickle down, the EFAA looked
in more depth at this group.

It found that national
GAAP does tend to use IFRS
where the directive is silent (for
example, over restatements
of prior years, pensions and
deferred tax). Less trickle
down takes place in relation to
more complex matters, such
as financial instruments, while
countries such as Germany
avoid implementing fair value
principles in most instances.
Based on its findings, the
EFAA suggests that when IFRS
are being set or considered for
endorsement in the EU, the
impact on SMEs may not be
sufficiently considered. This is
because impact assessments
focus only on entities that are
directly affected, notably listed
entities. The EFAA therefore
encourages standard-setters
and regulators to consider
more systematic assessments
to gauge effects on SMEs. ■
Sarah Perrin, journalist
For more information:
See the EFAA survey at
bit.ly/EFAA-trickle
Read about the launch
event at bit.ly/EFFAevent
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The view from

Emma Pickles FCCA, owner/director of Emma Pickles
Accountants, who is ready to grow her business
obtain a degree while studying towards
the ACCA Qualification.
I always knew I wanted to be my own
boss and after six months’ planning
I opened my own practice in 2013. I
enjoy direct contact with clients and being
responsible for all aspects of the business. I
spend approximately half my time building
relationships and understanding my clients
and the other half on the numbers.

The path to running my own practice
has been unconventional. I worked in a
shop after my A-levels and started helping
out with the bookkeeping. I enjoyed it,
but then along came two children.
When I returned to work I joined a local
practice. I started as a typist but picked
things up as I went along. I realised I
would need to be qualified to progress
and studied for first AAT and then ACCA.
Studying was time-consuming, but
ultimately rewarding. I progressed
through the workbooks at weekends and
in my lunch breaks. After completing the
ACCA Qualification via home study, I went
on to complete the Oxford Brookes BSc
in Applied Accounting, which is available
exclusively to ACCA students wanting to

Monthly meetings
with solicitors,
financial advisers
and other
professionals are
incredibly helpful.
We all strive to
help each other

I have around 165 clients, a good
mixture of sole traders, partnerships,
LLPs and limited companies. Clients
range from tradespeople to medical
companies, those in construction, IT and
shipping, as well as professionals such as
estate planners and mortgage brokers.
Around 90% of business comes from
referrals. My participation in a local
networking group has been instrumental
in this. Monthly meetings with solicitors,
financial advisers and other professionals
are also incredibly helpful. We all strive to
help each other and our respective clients.
I’ve recently been plotting how to grow
my practice. Four years on from opening I
now have four part-time staff. We are due
to move to new premises in May and will
be looking for additional staff to join us.
It took me a long time to settle on a
name for my practice. By opting for
Emma Pickles Accountants, there is strong
accountability. Many firms are named after
multiple partners. I did consider a lot of
names, but I felt l had a stronger presence
with this single identity.
Technology is having a positive impact
on both my practice and our clients.
I use Office 365, which has delivered
greater visibility across the firm while
making it easier for clients to book
appointments. I cut my teeth on Sage and
today we recommend this to our clients.
Making Tax Digital is looming and we will
need to influence the 30% of our clients
who have yet to move online. ■

Snapshot: forensic
accounting
The strong global market for forensic
accounting services shows no signs
of contracting. Furthermore, with
cyber fraud and the increasing
appetite for investigating financial
irregularities and mismanagement
in global organisations, demand is
likely to grow substantially.
The work of forensic
accountants is varied. Typical
investigations include: fraud, either
by employees or external parties;
commercial, shareholder or family
disputes; looking for diverted funds
and assessing maintainable income;
tax disputes; criminal matters; and
insurance loss claims.
Typically forensic accountants
are qualified accountants who
move into the specialism. Whilst
there is no formal requirement for
further qualifications, most will join
a relevant professional body such
as the Academy of Experts or the
Expert Witness Institute.
Key skills include an enquiring
mind and the ability to think outside
the box. Forensic accountants need
to be able to put their views across
under cross-examination and within
mediation or other negotiations.
They also need to be flexible and
able to deal with the unexpected.
If they work alone or in a smaller
firm they will need a credible
reputation to be able to win work
from instructing lawyers and clients.
Fiona Hotston Moore, head of
forensic accounting at Ensors
Chartered Accountants
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Big isn’t beautiful

Small and medium-sized practitioners should take heart that the Big Four appear to
be underservicing their SME clients – small and agile could win this particular race
Last summer when John Connolly, a
former chief executive of Deloitte
in the UK, set out on a private
equity-backed acquisition spree,
speculation quickly mounted over
whether he was setting up to
challenge his ex-employers and the
rest of the Big Four.
If that were indeed the case, what
then would the direction of travel be?
Private equity firm HgCapital has
built a reputation developing midmarket groups in the services sector.
Its strategy of backing Connolly’s
CogitalGroup in acquiring the British
firms of Blick Rothenberg and Baldwins
and the business process outsourcing
arm of Norwegian firm Visma,
appeared to focus the new business
on the expanding small and mediumsized enterprise (SME) market. It was,
then, a mid-market play, because a fullfrontal challenge to the Big Four would
surely be overambitious?

Mid bid
The targeting of the mid-market was
indeed confirmed by Connolly in
HgCapital’s press release in October
2016 announcing the purchase of
the three firms (which will maintain
their existing brands) as the basis
for Cogital. ‘We are extremely
excited about our future and strongly
believe that there is a place
in the market for a firm
focused on entrepreneurial
businesses and high net
worth individuals, delivering
a personal service whilst
harnessing the valueenhancing role of
technology,’ declared
the press release.
A target
market segment
of ‘entrepreneurial
businesses’ makes
sense – more
sense anyway

than mounting a challenge to the entirety
of a Big Four network would do. ‘The
Big Four are very good at having deep
sector specialists in market segments:
multinationals, FTSE 100 companies, plcs
all the way down to the midcaps,’ says
Alastair Barlow FCCA, who in February
2017 founded SME-focused accountancy
and management information firm Flinder.
‘And I think they do that very well.’
There aren’t many firms that can
challenge the Big Four for revenue in
these market segments, though it’s
not impossible. For example, Genpact
in business process outsourcing and

Accenture in technology consulting can
leverage already deep relationships
with and understanding of Big Four
multinational clients to start winning away
high-value advisory work.
‘These firms aren’t interested in bigticket audit – the margins aren’t as high
and there’s so much risk around it,’ says
Barlow. ‘Why would anyone want to try?
It’s not about being able to challenge the
Big Four in their entirety, but challenging
them for a market segment or sector,
offering that deep specialism and doing
something better.
‘That’s where I think the Big Four will
have competition: not in the entirety
of a firm displacing them or to be a
number five; it’s about who’s going to
steal a business unit and revenue, and
that’s where individual stakeholders and
partners in a Big Four firm are more at risk
than the firm itself.’

Breaking down the monoliths
With the Big Four being such complex
monoliths, breaking them down into
service lines exposes opportunities for
rivals to win away revenue. And this is
perhaps why Connolly and CogitalGroup
see value in the SME segment. The Big
Four have been struggling in this space,
whereas smaller practices aren’t.
Barlow says that when he
worked for a Big Four firm,
responses from the UK SME
community to an approach
could be counted in thirds:
‘A third of people had never
heard of us; a third of people
were really flattered we
wanted to speak
to them; and a
third thought we
would be way too
expensive.
‘The Big Four
brand was actually
working against
us. To have a tower
in the centre of
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London was off-putting to a number of
small businesses. They would be thinking:
one, I can’t pay for this; two, this might
not be in my fees right now, but what are
the odds it is going to be?; and three,
this isn’t how I do business, in a big shiny
office – we’re lean and mean and watch
the pennies.’
While Barlow accepts that business
owners appreciate being affiliated with
a big brand, for Rudy Chen FCCA,
founder of Yes Accountants, that is not
always enough. ‘We’ve spoken to many
businesses where they have bought into
the name of a particular Big Four practice
and have come out feeling disappointed
with the actual services provided – ie
there is little engagement and no real
time spent on the individual client.’
This seems to be a common
experience. Smaller practices are enjoying
new business because the Big Four have
been underserving SME clients. ‘Normally,
smaller business owners tend not to get
the close relationship with a Big Four,
they’re just a number,’ says Alex Falcon
Huerta FCCA, founder of Soaring Falcon
Accountancy. ‘To a small practice, all
clients are key to growth, so we perhaps
go the extra mile. Some clients have come
to me from larger firms and feel they get
a better, more efficient service. They feel
more looked after.’
‘We often find we have startups who
get really frustrated because they’re
not getting that instant advice,’ says
Wesley Rashid FCCA, founder of The
Accountancy Cloud, which targets tech
startups and supports their rapid upscaling
ambitions. ‘We’re living in a millennial
age, where a lot of money is being put
into entrepreneurship, particularly in our
industry, where you have technology
growing faster than the UK economy, and
these guys need to move fast.
‘The Big Four can’t supply that,

‘We have to
educate people
in the art of the
possible: what an
accountant should
be and could be
delivering’
not within their framework, with their
infrastructure and hierarchy, when they’re
dealing with companies who may be three
or four-man bands, but who might need
to scale up to 150-strong teams within a
short period.’
These inefficiencies of scale are a
further strong point for smaller practices.
‘It will take larger firms a lot longer to
move their archaic systems over to the
cloud, whereas I started from scratch
using the cloud, so I’ve had built-in
efficiencies from the start,’ says Huerta.
‘Equally if a tool doesn’t fit, I can quickly
change it, with hardly any impact – I’m
definitely more agile.’

Deeper understanding
Yet it’s not just the ability to offer clients
quicker responses, or to be able to
onboard systems quickly, or be more
personable that sets smaller firms apart
from their larger counterparts in the SME
space. There is the opportunity to relate
to small clients and provide them with a
high level of service and integration, and
to genuinely understand and therefore
support their growth.
‘The stereotypical view of an
accountant is that they’ll do the numbers,
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the nuts and bolts – profit and loss,
tax, stats – so most businesses don’t
know there’s more an accountant could
and should be doing for them. In a way
we have to educate people in the art
of the possible: what an accountant
should be and could be delivering,’
says Barlow.
He continues: ‘We’ll do all the
compliance for you, of course, but
what excites us is getting into data,
systems, the whole business, bringing
everything together, aggregating
what’s going on in the business, and
delivering very rich management
information. We don’t just want to
save pennies on tax for your bottom
line, we want to help your top line or
margin really grow, and help you on
that journey to grow your business.
‘I absolutely think that we’re out
to challenge the Big Four in terms of
quality and dominance in the SME
marketplace. That might be quite
a bold statement for just two guys
who’ve set up within a month, but
we know exactly what goes on, how
many clients, what the margins are, the
growing pains, problems, processes,
technology – we know everything.’

Not so fast…
It all sounds very impressive, but
don’t count the Big Four out just yet.
An obvious approach to securing
revenues here, should the Big Four’s
organic strategies prove insufficient,
would be for them to acquire their way
into the SME marketplace. And if these
smaller newcomer firms succeed in
their ambitions to deliver quality, value
and depth of service, that marketplace
may be awash with decent targets
soon enough. ■
Neil Johnson, journalist
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The new breed of buyers

The market for acquiring accountancy practices is being re-energised by more varied
suitors, such as outsourcers, private equity and IT firms, says Keith Underwood
There have been stirrings in the
accountancy acquisition market
over the past 18 months. The
consolidators have long gone but
the market is attracting attention
from a couple of groups of new,
specialist buyers.
These are outbidding traditional
practices for high-quality firms of all
size, or for firms that have particular
characteristics. The sums payable for
the ‘right’ businesses are certainly
above the levels seen in this sector
over the past three decades – that is,
ignoring the consolidator era of 10
years ago. The new buyers are:
1. outsourcers looking to service
accounting back offices from
overseas
2. entrepreneurial individuals and
family offices
3. non-UK based firms in associated
services wishing to establish
themselves in the UK, either to
diversify their client offering or to
establish a presence onshore
4. international firms, strong in either
the US or Asia, looking to expand in
the European market
5. UK and European entities seeking
a range of skillsets and clients that
complement their services in other
parts of the world.
The outsourcer model has been
around for a number of years. The
premise is to introduce a cloud-based
service, with accounts preparation
and other back-office functions
being provided by cheaper, offshore
accountants. The approach has
been used in some cases to ramp
up offer prices on the back of lower
direct costs – but it is not a longterm solution. The issue has always
been the relationship with the client,
particularly when there is a change at
the top of that company.
Offshore outsourcing might
also become less advantageous
as IT becomes more intuitive and

eliminates employee functions. As with
other sectors, if labour costs are driven
down by advances in IT, the advantage of
outsourcing diminishes.
New buyers in the second, third
and fourth categories mentioned
above are seeking either strongly
specialist portfolios or single-platform
providers, whether they be management
accounting, payroll, corporate or
straightforward accounting services.
Compliance services are usually
attractive but audit is not desirable
and often needs to be ring-fenced
and either excluded or dealt with
separately as part of any deal.

We have seen
some resistance
from accountants
in general
practices to the
governance and
commerciality of
the new entrants
Refreshing change
The concept of scale and optimisation
is attractive to many of these acquirers.
They are looking for management teams
to remain in place and retain some
equity. This is a refreshing change from
the usual scenario where practice sales
are triggered by the retirement of senior
partners and there is a reluctance, even
aversion, to working in the future with a
purchaser that has different strategic aims.
In the new model, those left with a
small amount of equity have a chance of
reaping significant rewards in working with
the new buyers and then selling out their
minority interest at a later date.
These buyers are usually backed

either by private equity or a family office
investor. There have been a number
of private equity acquisitions in the
sector – for example, the purchase of
SJD Accountancy and Nixon Williams
by Sovereign Capital in 2014, and deals
in 2016 by CogitalGroup, HgCapital’s
investment arm, for Blick Rothenberg,
CLB Coopers and Baldwins.
Private equity-backed businesses often
have slightly different objectives, needing
to spend the money invested within three
to five years so that the value of the firm
can be maximised for a resale.
This model may not be attractive
to the traditional firm, or practitioners
who have been working for 20 to 30
years with their clients providing a full
range of services. However, with new
IT applications and platforms, and a
shake-up in the pricing and profitability
of general practices, which will become
more evident over the next two or three
years, the new players in the market will
provide very interesting opportunities.

Beware software
It may also be that the advent of IT
companies buying practices to protect
their product distribution may not be far
away. Whether this is a viable model is
uncertain but, as we have seen recently,
software houses have started to sell direct
to small and medium-sized businesses. If
this approach becomes widespread then
the role of the accountant selling licences
and capturing SME client information
might fall away.
If you look at the recent announcement
on the corporatisation of Blick
Rothenberg, it is clear that CogitalGroup’s
largest operation is not Baldwins or Blick
Rothenberg but an IT back-office system
that operates in Scandinavia.
Visma BPO provides outsourced
accounting, payroll and HR services to
20,000 businesses in the Nordic region.
According to its website, it ‘brings leading
technology that both assists practice
accountants in the delivery of their service
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and also enhances the client experience
through easier and more effective client/
adviser collaboration’.
How a strong back-office system
servicing multiple accountants in
Scandinavia and the Baltic region is
compatible with the high-level personal
tax advisory services with which Blick
Rothenberg developed its reputation – as
well as some small accounting practices
that had initially joined Baldwins – is
unclear. No doubt time will tell whether
synergies and rationalisation can improve
the bottom lines of these seemingly
disparate business entities.
However, the grouping of IT investment
and practice acquisitions could offer
a similar scenario to the outsourcing
model discussed above. And as we
see with other IT applications
in different sectors, the
development of ‘dashboard’
type information by software
developers is sought by a
growing number of smaller ownermanaged businesses but is a challenge
to the services currently offered by
traditional accountants.
A number of offshore firms are
interested in UK entities, although not
the audit aspects of a multi-service
practice. The premium values
attached to streamed business
– such as accounts preparation,
tax and payroll running off
single-platform systems –
is going to bring pricing
competition to the traditional
accounting practice. So we
foresee them being driven more
firmly into advisory services.
It is critical that accounting
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practices retain and grow the SME
and owner-managed business
sector, or focus on a specific
type of client – for example, UK
inbound tech companies.

The advantage of leverage
It is difficult to change a general
practice to become attractive to some
of these non-accounting investors,
but there are parties with particular
features or characteristics that can be
sold to these new acquirers. In some
cases this has meant firms have had
to be broken up to realise significantly
higher valuations.
We have seen some resistance
from accountants in general practices
to the governance and
commerciality of the new
entrants to the market. These
businesses are commercial,
they work on sustainable earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortisation, and they are
seeking rationalisation and change in
this traditionally conservative sector.
Clients and service are uppermost, but
as these businesses have associated
services, they have the advantages of
leverage and an international platform
to work with clients as they move
across jurisdictions.
There are interesting opportunities
for the short and medium
term, but practices need to be
flexible and have the capability
to evaluate these opportunities
and embrace change. ■
Keith Underwood is managing director
of Foulger Underwood Associates
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The listening project

IAASB member and former ACCA president Brendan Murtagh FCCA is on a mission to
ensure that standard-setters understand the needs of small and medium-sized practices
Having been a founding partner of
his accountancy firm in Dublin, in the
1990s, Brendan Murtagh has personal
insight into the challenges and
opportunities that arise for small and
medium-sized practices (SMPs). He now
shares his knowledge and experience
with colleagues at the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board (IAASB), which he joined in
January 2012.
Because of the importance of the
capital markets to the public interest,
much international standard-setting
concerns listed companies. ‘Bringing the
non-listed and SMP voice to the standardsetting process is really important,’
Murtagh says. ‘An appreciation of how
the world works outside listed entities,
including in the small and the medium
firms, can provide further input on how
changes may impact that community.’
The IAASB is attuned to the needs of
SMPs and their SME clients, Murtagh says.
‘In all consultations it will specifically ask
for SMPs’ views. It will look to assess the
impact on SMPs of proposals. We will look
at the SMP perspective, along with the
public sector perspective, in the standardsetting process.’
That said, the IAASB’s starting point
will always be the public interest and how
proposed changes to existing standards
or proposed new standards are serving
it. ‘The challenge then becomes how
to foster consistent application within
the various environments where those
standards are utilised,’ Murtagh says. ‘This
includes how they are implemented at
an SMP level, but also at a much larger
level. It is therefore important to get an
appropriate and balanced representation
of the SMP perspective in the standardsetting process.’
Murtagh doesn’t support a separate
regime for SMPs. ‘Globally it is generally
accepted that an audit is an audit and
there has to be a level playing field in
terms of what an audit means,’ he says.
Auditing standards have to be fit for
purpose across the range, from listed
companies to the smallest businesses,

Brendan Murtagh became a member of the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board in January 2012,
having been nominated by ACCA. He began his accountancy
career with a mid-sized practice in Ireland, gaining his ACCA
Qualification in 1991. He then founded his own Dublin-based
firm, LHM Casey McGrath, in the 1990s. He was ACCA Ireland
president for 2000-01 and represented ACCA Ireland on the
Consultative Committee of Accountancy Bodies – Ireland (CCAB-I) from 1999
until 2014. He served as a member of the ACCA Global Council from 2000 to
2010, and as president for 2009-10.
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and everything in between. The IAASB
is looking to see how that flexibility can
be demonstrated, while at the same time
maintaining the integrity of an audit.
‘The IAASB continuously looks at the
scalability of the standards and how this
can be enhanced, communicated and
applied,’ he says. ‘In doing this it ensures
that the value of an audit is maintained,
together with the public interest and
public confidence in the audit.
‘The audit needs to be comparable
in markets around the world, and
comparable for all stakeholders,
whether to a bank or a customer. If a
stakeholder reads an audit report, they
have to be able to understand and rely
on it, irrespective of the nature, size
or complexity of the business or the
jurisdiction from which it operates. The
global application and comparability of
the standards across jurisdictions is one of
the reasons for widespread adoption.’

Flexibility and scalability
The outcome of the IAASB’s auditor
reporting project provides an example of
the flexibility and scalability. The extended
reporting requirement, namely the ‘key
audit matters’ element of the new audit
report, is mandatory for listed entity audits
but optional for non-listed.
‘That’s a clear example of how the
needs and challenges of the SMP
community and the small and medium
enterprises they act for are heard and
responded to in the process,’ Murtagh
says. ‘We now have a balanced, scalable
solution. If an SMP feels this is of value to

the stakeholders in a particular audit, it is
open to it to use the extended reporting.
It’s a good example of scalability in
the standards. If the market decides
this is good and would like to see it for
everybody, then we will get that feedback
in our post-implementation review. Based
on the feedback from preparers, users
and others, we can determine whether we
should retain the status quo or whether
extended reporting should be mandated
for all audits.’
Scalability will also be considered in
the IAASB’s ongoing audit quality project.
Responses to its December 2015 invitation
to comment on enhancing audit quality
in the public interest are currently being
considered. The quality-control systems
within firms present a ‘major element’ of
the project, Murtagh notes. ‘The extent
to which quality control systems and
standards are scalable for small firms is a
significant element of the feedback that
has been received,’ he adds.
Changing a quality-control system
could be costly and time-consuming, so
the IAASB will think about the impact
on SMPs. ‘What is encouraging to see is
that, even in the detail of the consultation
document, the SMP perspective is
embedded throughout,’ Murtagh says.
‘Specific questions have been asked and
we’ve got insightful responses that will
help us develop our thinking as we move
to exposure drafts.’
When it comes to maintaining
appropriate audit quality, Murtagh
does not think that SMPs necessarily need
to implement systems as complex as
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‘Standards have to
be fit for purpose
across the range,
from listed
companies down
to the smallest
businesses’
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those used by the big firms. ‘The
audits SMPs are dealing with are, in the
main, less complex, may be smaller in
size and are in a different environment,’
he says. ‘Therefore, the standard is
currently scalable to take account of the
size and complexity of both the firm and
the engagement. You need to be able to
document and evidence that audit quality
has been given appropriate consideration
and that the systems in place achieve
what is required.
‘Enhancing this scalability will be a
feature of the revisions to the quality
control standards both at firm level, in
ISQC 1, but also at engagement level,
with ISA 220. This project is now well
under way, with the proposal gaining
approval by the board in December
2016. It will see some very significant
enhancements to quality control,
including the move to a risk-based model
with the Quality Management Approach,
which is based on the COSO framework.’

Basics

Tips

Beyond the auditors
Regulators must ensure they don’t simply
react to quality control challenges in
larger firms in a way that imposes ‘what
may not necessarily be an appropriate
remedial action in a smaller firm’,
Murtagh says. ‘It’s also important for
all stakeholders in the audit process to
understand their role in achieving audit
quality.’ The IAASB’s 2014 publication, A
Framework for Audit Quality, addresses
these wider stakeholders and the various
elements of audit quality.
Murtagh says: ‘Standard-setters have
a key role to play, but so do many other
stakeholders in the process, such as
those charged with governance in the
entities being audited, audit committees
and educators, to name some. It’s
about everybody doing something in
their element of the arena to improve
audit quality.’
For example, the IAASB is in the
early stages of a project on professional
scepticism. ‘If you think about the
formative elements of a challenging
mindset, they come long before anyone
gets near an audit firm,’ Murtagh says.
‘They come culturally, socially and
academically. A lot of the foundation
work is done before people choose
a career as an auditor. That’s one
illustration of how there are many
stakeholders in audit quality.’
The SMP perspective is also being
taken into account in the IAASB’s
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project on data analytics (see the February
issue of AB, page 58), which has involved
outreach and consultations. Murtagh says:
‘As a tool it is changing how we approach
an audit. In the context of SMPs, we
have looked at whether this presents any
unique challenges or barriers. Some of the
early indications suggest the opposite.
‘In the SMP market, the level of data
analytics involved would not necessarily
have the same characteristics and
complexities as that required for the
larger end of the audit market. We are
seeing that there are powerful data
analytics tools in the marketplace. This
could present an opportunity for SMPs
and the market has responded.
‘It’s then a personal and individual
matter how firms and individuals want to
embrace this. From the board’s point of
view it is important that nothing in the
standards inhibits appropriate innovation,
in the context of the audit, in this area.’
Murtagh’s insights and input to
the IAASB has been shaped by his
own experiences of setting up and
running his own firm, LHM Casey
McGrath, in Dublin. ‘I qualified with a
mid-sized firm and wanted to see if I could
do it myself,’ he says. He quickly proved

that he could. He now heads up his firm’s
assurance function and works with SMEs
as well as some larger corporates and
subsidiaries of multinational entities.
He enjoys acting as a ‘trusted business
adviser’, providing holistic advice to help
businesses grow.
The knowledge and experience he has
gained from both his IAASB work and his
ACCA involvement – Murtagh is a past
ACCA president – have helped to attract
some larger clients than might otherwise
have been the case.
‘It’s given me a slightly different
international perspective,’ he says. ‘I’ve
had an opportunity to gain a greater
understanding of different markets,
not just in Europe but in the US and
elsewhere. Ireland is a strong inward
investment location for US companies.
We have quite a few US businesses
as clients and, from a cultural and
regulatory perspective, I have a degree of
understanding of their local requirements
and the differences from what we do here.
That can be helpful and it’s not always
something you would find in a smaller
mid-tier firm.’ ■
Sarah Perrin, journalist
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History lesson

Mo Suleman FCCA, director of resources at Derby Museums, has brought sustainability
to the institution’s heavily stressed finances and invigorated its business side
For anyone unfamiliar with
its host city, Derby Museums’
main building is a hidden
gem. It is home to the
world’s largest and finest
collection of paintings by
Joseph Wright of Derby
(whose works were the first
to embody the spirit of the
Industrial Revolution), as
well as an impressive and
eclectic display of artefacts
that range from Egyptian
mummies to local porcelain.
In all, Derby Museums has
three museums in the city.
Besides the main building,
there is a beautifully preserved
Georgian house once owned
by local architect Joseph
Pickford, and the 18th-century
Silk Mill, the site of the world’s
first fully mechanised factory
and part of a Unesco World
Heritage Site.
All in all, the institution,
whose mission is to ‘positively
affect the way in which Derby
is understood’, is a thriving
and busy place. That is all the
more remarkable an outcome
considering the financial strain
that arts institutions around
the country are under.
Its director of resources,
Mo Suleman, looks around
the museum’s bustling café
– recent winner of Best Café
in the city’s Food and Drink
Awards – with satisfaction. And
well he might, because the
museum’s current success has
been anything but accidental.
If all goes well, it takes just
over £2m a year to keep the
museum going. In the 2013/14
financial year, 93% of its total
income came from public
funding. In the most recent
financial year, that proportion
has fallen to around 55%.
The local council hived off
control of Derby Museums

to a trust in 2012. In the year
to March 2016 it received
£1.14m from Derby City
Council, £399,000 from Arts
Council England, £340,000 in
grants, trusts and foundation
income, £41,000 in donations,
and £139,000 from trading
activities. However, it lacked
the expertise to become more
commercial and sustainable
Suleman’s remit was simple:
to ‘sort the business side’
and ‘help us make money’.
Fortunately, he came with
a reputation for both. His
father, also an accountant,
encouraged him from an early
age and, after taking evening
classes as a 13-year-old,
Suleman became one of the
youngest candidates ever to
pass O-level accountancy.

Swiss army knife
He then took the ACCA route
to a professional qualification.
‘I deliberately chose ACCA
because it is a more rounded
qualification, and I knew I
wanted to work in industry,’
he explains. ‘As my father
said, it is the Swiss army knife
of qualifications.’
After a career that took in
audit roles at Smith Hannah,
Moore Stephens, MacIntyre
Hudson and PwC, Suleman
saw a perfect opportunity to
move into industry when First
Inn, a Holiday Inn franchise,
came knocking in 2008.
As it turned out, the hotel
sector was in for a rocky ride
in 2008, but it was these cashstrapped years (and mentoring
by Minhaz Manji, the hotel’s
MD) that gave Suleman
invaluable experience in
managing costs and focusing
on revenue potential.
‘The plan was to make the
business costs as variable as

2013

Joins Derby Museums as director of
resources

2008

Joins First Inn, part of Holiday Inn
franchise, as director of finance

CV

1997–2008

Audit roles at Smith Hannah, Moore Stephens, MacIntyre
Hudson and PwC

1999

Qualifies as ACCA

possible and minimise fixed
costs so if occupancy fell
so did costs. I also created
and led an internal audit
department that tested and
implemented controls, which
made a big difference.
‘We took something like
£250,000 of fixed costs out
of the company in four years.
That allowed us to keep going
in the bleakest of hours before
things started to improve.’
In 2013 a headhunter
approached him about
working for Derby Museums.
He said no. ‘I simply wasn’t
interested in museums, but
they asked me to just listen
to what they had to say. So
I came here and met the
trustees, and I was just blown
away by their plans.’
He joined in August
2013 and began a thorough
overhaul of how the museums
were run. Teams were
reorganised to follow the
strategic objectives of the
trust, and the workforce was
trimmed. Key recruits with
commercial experience rather
than a museum background
were brought in, and
budget holders were given
financial training. The trust’s

management accounts were
outsourced to a specialist
consultancy, with instructions
to identify and report key
performance indicators
and forecasts.
‘The first six or seven
months were about getting
good management
information, getting the
accounting right and the
controls right, and changing
the culture of the organisation,’
says Suleman. ‘Before, there
was a tendency to spend
money because it was in the
budget. Our culture now is
to be careful with our money
because we are a charity.’
Next came the front-ofhouse activities. The museum
now puts as much effort into
being a visitor attraction as
into protecting its collections.
Finally, Suleman turned his
attention to how the museum
could make money.

Labour of love
The museum café has clearly
been a labour of love for
its director of resources. In
2013 commercial activities
accounted for 2% of the trust’s
income; today that figure
is around 15%. A coffee
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‘The aim of the
trust is to educate
and inform rather
than to make
money. It’s about
working together
and being flexible’
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‘The forecasting
skills I learned
as an accountant
were essential in
persuading the
council that we
can reduce our
reliance on them’
aficionado, Suleman struck a
deal with the coffee company
Lavazza, allowing it to trial
a coffee maker that made
excellent coffee without the
need to employ a barista.
Another important source
of income are the buildings
themselves. With the support
of the curators, the museum’s
galleries, Pickford’s House
and the Silk Mill have been
innovatively redesigned
so they can be hired out
for private events, and this

year will bring in
£120,000 alone.
Suleman
clearly has an
excellent instinct
for a commercial
opportunity, but
that is necessarily constrained
by the work environment. The
museums house expensive
artefacts and the aim of the
trust is to educate and inform
rather than to make money.
‘We are restricted in what
we could do,’ he agrees. ‘It’s
about working together with
the rest of the organisation,
and being flexible.’
There are big plans for
the future. The Silk Mill was
recently awarded £9.5m
from the Heritage Lottery

Fund and will be completely
refurbished; there are plans
to establish it as a centre for
STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, arts and maths).
‘We want to use our past to
inspire young people to see
themselves as innovators of
the future,’ he says. ‘That’s
what Derby was built on.’

Times to get tougher
The bad news is that the
financial struggle is by no
means over. Late in 2015,
Derby Council announced
it would have to withdraw
its funding for the museum
because of its own financial
pressures. After negotiations,
this became a plan to taper
the reduction. The trust
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will now see its funding fall
by £170,00 in 2016/17 and
2017/18, and by a further
£684,000 in 2018/19. The
trust will receive only what
is essential to preserve its
buildings and collections.
‘The renegotiation has
given us time to explore
endowments so we can
sustain the museum in the
long term,’ says Suleman. ‘The
forecasting skills I learned as
an accountant were essential
in persuading the council that
we can reduce our reliance on
them completely over time.’
With visitor numbers this year
at a record level, it looks like
he will be proven right. ■
Liz Fisher, journalist
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21st-century tax system

A report by ACCA, IFAC and CA ANZ reveals diverse views on tax minimisation across
the G20 economies, with the English-speaking countries showing scepticism
Respondents to a survey
launched last month are
largely supportive of tax
incentives for a range
of social and economic
objectives. More than threequarters (76%) support tax
incentives for green energy
projects, 74% for retirement
planning and 68% for
infrastructure projects.
However, there are diverse
views on tax minimisation
across the G20 countries,
with respondents in Australia,
Canada, the US and the
UK tending to think that
high-income earners and
multinational companies are
not paying enough tax.

The G20 public trust in tax
report was compiled by ACCA,
the International Federation
of Accountants (IFAC) and
ACCA’s strategic partner
Chartered Accountants ANZ.
It draws on the views of over
7,600 people across the G20.
At a panel discussion
held at the launch event,
ACCA head of tax Chas
Roy-Chowdhury said: ‘In the
wake of Brexit, it is clear the
UK government will need to
balance national interests
with the global big picture in
policymaking. The responses
to this survey will be useful
in gauging global and local
sentiment around tax policy.’

Another key finding is that
two-thirds of respondents
across the G20 distrust
politicians and the media.
Russell Guthrie, IFAC
executive director, said: ‘The

complexity that exists now
is counterproductive to the
public interest.’
The full report is available
at bit.ly/ACCA-g20. See also
next month’s edition of AB. ■
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Upcoming events

ACCA has nearly 40 member networks across the UK, so you’re never far from an
ACCA event. Here are some highlights of what’s coming up
England
Late-payment
roadshows
ACCA is hosting a series of
events across the UK that
will offer insights into the
effect of late payments on
businesses together with
practical advice on how
to speed up collection.
The main speaker at
each roadshow – Ashley
Smith FCCA, finance director
of the interior design
consultancy CADA Design
Group – will also participate
in a running race at each
location. Email events@
accaglobal.com for more
information on how to
take part.
Birmingham, 5 May
Exeter, 22 May
Glasgow, 28 July
Southampton, 8 September
Hull, 29 September
Swansea, 13 November

*
*
*
*
*
*

Double bill: Brexit/law

8 May, Ormskirk, free
Taking place over four
hours, this event will provide
updates on two important
areas: the impact of Brexit on
business in the North-West,
along with an employment
law update on what’s to
come this year, including
the apprenticeship levy and
gender pay reporting.

Managing change

18 May, Derby, free
Successful leaders and
organisations continually
anticipate and embrace
change to ensure they create
a vibrant business culture.
In this session, learn how to
manage change successfully
and create a top-performing
business. The session will
be interactive, fun and
inspiring, with practical
learning points for people
to take away with them.

BoE Brexit breakfast

20 June, Birmingham, free
A year on from the EU
referendum, join us for a look
at issues around Brexit, how
the Bank of England works
– its financial and monetary
policy committees – and the
economic outlook in both the
UK and around the world. The
event includes the opportunity
to ask questions about current
business conditions.

Professional courses
Internal audit

17 May, London, £209
Every internal auditor has
come under pressure to
amend or bury findings to
provide a more favourable
picture of the organisation.
This conference will focus
on the internal auditor
as a contributor to the
ethical conscience of the
organisation, or even as a

whistleblower. There will be a
number of different scenarios
played out, such as what
should an internal auditor
do if they are sidelined in
an organisation for trying to
report wrongdoing – walk
away or blow the whistle?

Audit compliance

23−24 May, London, £445
This two-day workshop for
partners and managers
helps participants prepare
their practices for ACCA
audit monitoring visits. The
most common causes of
unsatisfactory outcomes will
be identified and discussed at
the workshop. Participants will
learn how to undertake audits
in line with the requirements
of auditing standards and
monitoring visits.

Accountants update

30−31 May, London, £210
(per seminar)

Microsoft’s finance digital transformation
17 May, 6pm–9pm, The Adelphi, London
2 CPD units, £25
Finance digital transformation is disrupting the day-to-day
work of finance professionals. This joint event between
ACCA and Microsoft will look at how the software giant has
addressed this issue by leveraging cloud technologies, with a
focus on:
converting data into insights
creating a unified view of the business
driving business agility
accelerating innovation and collaboration
leveraging advanced analytics.
The event will be led by Steve Morgan, finance controller for
Microsoft’s enterprise and partnership group in the UK, who is
responsible for partnering and managing and developing the
business. Morgan will also lead peer-to-peer engagements in
the UK, showcasing how finance professionals can leverage
cloud and mobility to maximise productivity and data
management. RSVP to milana.fomina@accaglobal.com

*
*
*
*
*
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‘Stop being afraid of the black’:
demystifying IT audit
ACCA UK’s internal audit network is running a series of
seven webinars on demystifying IT audit for business
auditors. The series will run from May to November and will
feature two main presenters – Vincent Mulligan, FCCA, (IT
audit consultant at Eisteoir Consulting) and Mike Hughes
(partner at Haines Watts) – as well as other specialist guest
presenters during the series:
15 May – Introductory session
8 June – IT general controls
4 July – Application audit review
17 August – Infrastructure audit review
5 September – Integrating IT audit into the business
audit
10 October – How to audit cybersecurity
16 November – General data privacy regulations
Search ‘Demystifying IT audit for business auditors’ on
ACCA’s website to find each of these webinars and register
your place now.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The ‘Corporate accountants
updating programme’ offers
in-depth advice on the biggest
issues that are currently
facing businesses – from UK

generally accepted accounting
principles and international
financial reporting standards
to business, corporate and
personal taxes. ■

For more information:
Use our CPD Resource Finder to search for any of the
events listed here or search by postcode at
bit.ly/ACCA-CPD1
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Elections to Council

Nominations are now invited for any ACCA members wishing to stand for election to
Council at the 2017 AGM. Have you got what it takes?
Council is the governing
body of ACCA and as such
has a pivotal role in ACCA
affairs. It has a wide-ranging
remit that includes:
ensuring that ACCA
operates in the public
interest and delivers the
objectives stated in its
Royal Charter
setting the overall direction
of ACCA through regular
approval of ACCA strategy
ensuring that governance
structures are aligned to the
effective delivery of strategy
engaging with ACCA
members to explain and
promote ACCA’s strategic
direction
acting on behalf of all
members – and on behalf
of future generations of
members (today’s students)
providing an objective
environment for the
executive team to explore
new ideas or challenges.
Council and the executive
team collaborate in order
to devise ACCA’s strategy,
which is then approved
by Council. Delivery of
strategy is the responsibility
of the executive team, with
governance of the process and
performance management
provided by Council.
Whatever their
geographical or sectoral bases,
Council members do not
represent particular areas or
particular functions. Council
members are elected by the
membership as a whole.
Candidates in the Council
elections come from all parts
of the world, from every
sector of the profession, and
represent a wide range of
senior positions. Long-term
or technical experience is

*
*
*
*
*
*

valuable, but so is proven
ability to actively participate in
strategic decision-making.
Council-level experience
is not necessary but an
understanding of good
governance is essential, and
personal and professional
integrity must be of the
highest standard. Experience
has shown that those
candidates with a previous
record of engagement in
ACCA activities tend to stand
a greater chance of election.
Specifically, ACCA expects
members to bring the
following skills and attributes
to Council:
an ability to take a
strategic and analytical
approach to issues and to
see ‘the big picture’
an understanding of
the business and the
marketplace

*
*

*
*

communication and
networking skills
an ability to interact with
peers and respect the
views of others
decision-making abilities
an ability to act in an
ambassadorial role in many
different environments
planning and time
management
a willingness to learn
and develop.
Anyone wishing to stand
must be nominated by at
least 10 other members in
good standing. Candidates
should supply a head-andshoulders photograph and
an election statement of up
to 500 words. Candidates
are also required to sign
declarations of their
willingness to comply with,
and be bound by, the code of
practice for Council members.

*
*
*
*

This year, candidates will
again have the opportunity to
produce a video in support
of their election statements.
The videos will be posted
on a dedicated section of
the ACCA website, together
with the written statements
and photographs.
Further information on
Council service and the
election process, including
guidance on the production
of election videos and rules
regarding use of social media
during the Council elections,
can be obtained at bit.ly/
ACCA-Elections, or you can
request more information or
submit queries via email, to
secretariat@accaglobal.com
quoting ‘Council elections’ in
the subject box.
The closing date for
submission of nominations to
the Secretary is 21 June. ■
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Council highlights

At its Cyprus meeting in March, ACCA’s governing body was updated on activities and
performance, debated education provision, and awarded an honorary membership

Council met on Saturday
11 March in Nicosia,
Cyprus. The meeting
featured discussions and
decisions on a number of
important matters.
Council confirmed Jenny
Gu as its preferred
nominee for vice president
for 2017-18. (The formal
elections for ACCA’s
officers will take place at
the annual Council meeting
immediately following
the AGM.)
The president updated
Council on his and the
officers’ activities since
November, including
attendance at events in
Australia, Belgium, Ireland,
Singapore and the UK.
Council received a
presentation from the chief
executive focusing on the
results of the most recent
member satisfaction survey,

*

*

*

*

*

*

and received an update
on strategic performance
to 31 January 2017, and
key strategic matters
and issues.
Council received a
presentation from
Cassandra Crowley,
president of Chartered
Accountants Australia and
New Zealand (CA ANZ),
on the development of the
strategic alliance between
CA ANZ and ACCA,
including the benefits
achieved to date.
Council broke into
discussion groups to
consider the future of
education, the changing
landscape in education
provision, the impacts
of future trends and
ACCA’s response.
Council approved the
proposed budget for the
organisation for 2017-18,

*

*

including the proposed
membership subscription
fee for 2018. Following
a recommendation from
a group of committee
chairmen, Council also
approved the measures
and targets to be used
to track ACCA’s strategic
performance in 2017-18.
Council agreed to award
honorary membership
of ACCA to Paul
Druckman, recently
retired CEO of the
International Integrated
Reporting Council
(IIRC), in recognition of
his contribution to the
profession and the field
of integrated reporting.
Council received and
noted an update on the
flexible examination
delivery and support
(FEDS) programme,
including an update on

*

*

the F5–9 computer-based
examinations pilot and
plans for further roll-out.
Council noted a report
from the Qualifications
Board, including the
review of the December
2016 examination results,
noting that the board
had ratified the results
and no major issues had
been raised.
Council also received a
presentation from the
chairman of the Market
Oversight Committee
on the work of the
committee, focusing on its
oversight role in relation
to delivering member
value, the development of
integrated learning support
and the development of
market portfolios. ■

Council’s next meeting will be
in London on 17 June 2017.
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Partner profile

On the first anniversary of ACCA’s strategic alliance with
Chartered Accountants ANZ, we take a look at our partner

78 Events
77 Suvey
Tax minimisation in G20
30 President
Partnership power

ACCA member
benefits
Employability
Membership improves
earning power and job
prospects on a global
scale.
Influence and
representation
Members play key
roles in representing
and developing the
profession, backed by
cutting-edge research.
Knowledge and
connections
Keep up to date with
our publications and
social media feeds. Our
events let you network
with a large peer group.
Personal development
CPD, training and career
progression support.
ACCA Careers
Our careers portal gives
guidance and lists job
vacancies worldwide.
Customer care
Fast and efficient
support around the
clock, by phone, email
and webchat.
Go to accaglobal.com/
memberbenefits

▲ Shared insights

Delegates mingle at the launch of ACCA, CA ANZ and IFAC’s
joint publication G20 public trust in tax at ACCA HQ, London

ACCA announced its strategic
alliance with Chartered
Accountants Australia and
New Zealand (CA ANZ) in
June last year. The alliance
aims to deliver additional
value for members of both
bodies. Here are key facts
about our strategic partner.

A short history
CA ANZ was created in 2014
by the merger of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants
Australia (ICAA) and the New
Zealand Institute of Chartered
Accountants (NZICA). Both
organisations were over a
century old. The merger
boosted both institutes’ global
influence, and gave them
greater policy, advocacy and
education capability.

Vital statistics
CA ANZ has 117,000 members,
mostly in Australia and New
Zealand, although 12% are
elsewhere (4.5% in the UK and
3.5% in Asia). It also has around
15,000 students. It looks to
support members wherever
they work.

Sector spread
CA ANZ members are found in

practice and across all business
sectors and the public sector.
The Big Four feature among
the top five employers of
members, but most members
are in small to medium-sized
practices.

Becoming a member
After completing a recognised
university qualification,
CA ANZ students undertake
a journey to membership that
is rigorous and challenging.
Members are recognised
as chartered accountants
(CAs) and (in New Zealand
only) associated chartered
accountants (ACAs). Students
need three years’ relevant
accounting employment study,
take exams in four key areas
(audit and assurance, financial
accounting, management
accounting, and tax), and
complete a module that
requires the application of
knowledge to real-world
business simulations.

CPD and ethics
Continuing professional

development is seen as vital
for maintaining skills. Members
must undertake a minimum
number of CPD hours every
three years. Members are
also expected to observe the
ethical codes in their respective
countries.

Member benefits
Members enjoy many benefits
including a respected
professional qualification
and brand, learning and
development support, a
leading business magazine,
data and analytical resources,
professional and ethical
support, a mentoring initiative
and software tools for
member practices.

Advocacy/representation
CA ANZ engages in advocacy
and thought leadership in areas
of public interest that affect the
economy and domestic and
international markets. It has
created a thought leadership
platform called Future[inc]
to promote its publications,
events and forums. ■
For more information:

Visit accaglobal.com/alliance
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